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A WORD ABOUT PRACTICE MANUAL 

The impact of Information Technology on several aspects of accounting profession and 
practice has been pronounced over the last two decades. The revolutionary developments of 
various IT tools and techniques have a far reaching impact on the organizations. The survival 
and the growth of a dynamic profession such as Chartered Accountancy depends, to a large 
extent, on adoption of new techniques / methods and equipping the students to face the 
emerging challenges in this globalized competitive business environment. A working 
knowledge of contemporary information technology is a basic bread and butter requirement of 
Chartered Accountants today. Hence, the knowledge acquired by the student through the 
study of the subject "Information Technology" will be very helpful in the current dynamic 
business scenario.   
The students are expected to cover the entire syllabus and also do practice on their own while 
going through this practice manual. Students are also advised to update themselves with the 
latest changes in the IT sector. For this they may refer to academic updates in the monthly 
journal ‘The Chartered Accountant’ and the Students ‘Journal’ published by the Board of 
Studies, in addition with other IT Journals/Magazines of repute. 
The course Study Material covers the theoretical framework in detail. In addition to this, 
students can also refer the recommended reading books available on this paper. 
This Practice Manual has been designed with the need of home-study and distance-learning 
students in mind. Such students require full coverage of the syllabus topics, and also the 
facility to undertake extensive question practice. The main aim of this Practice Manual is 
provide guidance as to the manner of writing an answer in the examination. The main features 
of this Practice Manual are as follows: 

• Concepts in Brief: Important definitions, concepts and points have been given before 
each topic for quick recapitulation.  

• Questions: Generous compilation of practice questions from the previous examinations. 
Students are expected to attempt the questions and then compare their solutions with the 
solutions provided in the manual. 

• Assignment: Exercises have been given at the end of each topic for independent 
practice.  

In case you need any further clarification/guidance, please send your queries at e-sahaayataa 
portal at ICAI website (www.icai.org) or at any of the email-ids: mannadey@icai.org or 
indu@icai.org.  

Happy Reading and Best Wishes! 
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1 
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS 

UNIT – 1: INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS 

1. Definition of Computer: Electronic Data Processing device capable of receiving input, 
storing sets of instructions for solving problems and generating output with high speed and 
accuracy. 
2. Five Generations of Computers: 
2.1 First Generation  - employed Vacuum Tubes 
2.2 Second Generation - employed transistors and others solid state devices  
2.3 Third Generation     - employed Integrated Circuits 
2.4 Fourth Generation   - employed Large Scale Integrated Circuit (LSI) 
2.5 Fifth Generation      - employed Artificial Intelligence and Parallel Data  

      Processing (PDP) 
3. Various Types of Computer based on the working principal, size and data 
processing capability  
3.1 Analog Computer - It is a form of computer that uses continuous physical phenomena 
such as electrical, mechanical, or hydraulic quantities to model the problem being solved. 
3.2 Digital Computer - A computer that performs calculations and logical operations with 
quantities represented as digits, usually in the binary number system. 
3.3 Hybrid Computer - A combination of computers those are capable of inputting and 
outputting in both digital and analog signals. 
3.4 Super Computer - Largest and fastest computer used in specialized areas such as in 
Defense, Aircraft design, Movies, Weather research. Examples are CRAY, CDC, and PARAM 
10000. 
3.5 Mainframe Computer - Big general purpose computer capable of handling scientific and 
business applications which can support more than 10000 terminals. 
3.6 Mini Computer - Perform Data Processing activities on a smaller scale and were 
developed for process control and system monitoring. Examples are Data General Nova, DEC, 
PDP-11 and IBM Series/1. 
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3.7 Micro Computers - Use Microprocessor as its CPU i.e. a small silicon chip on Circuit 
board in computer system. Examples are IBM PC, APPLE II, PS/2.  
Other Types of Computer Systems 
3.8 Workstations – Workstation is a high-end microcomputer designed for technical or 
scientific applications. It is based on the architecture of CPU called Reduced Instructions Set 
Computing (RISC) and are used by scientists and engineers. 
3.9 Server- Provide services to other computing system called clients over a network.  
4. Advantages and Limitations of Computer  
4.1 Advantages of Computer: Speed, Accuracy, Reliability, Storage, Automation, 
Versatility, Communication, Diligence, No Feeling, Consistency, Precision.  
4.2 Disadvantages of Computer: Programmed by human, No Intelligence, No decision 
making power, Emotionless, Curtail human capabilities.  
5. Components of Computer System - CPU 
5.1 CPU: Microprocessor 
5.1.1 Control Unit – Manages the resources of computer system by executing set of 
instructions that the CPU can perform.  
5.1.2 ALU – Arithmetic operations include addition, multiplication, subtraction and division. 

Logical operations include comparison such as equal to, greater than or less than. 
5.2 Features of CPU: Clock speed, Cache, Architecture, Slot, Density, MMX. 
6. Mother Board – A Printed Circuit Board (PCB) that acts as a direct channel for the 
various components to interact and communicate with each other.  
6.1 Components of Mother Board: Processor Slot, Expansion Slots and Boards, Cards, 
Ports and Connectors, Bus. 
7.  Storage Device: A block of space which helps computer in processing arithmetical and  
logical operations by holding programs and data being manipulated.  
7.1 Types of Storage: Primary storage, Secondary storage, Tertiary and off-line storage, 
Network storage.  
7.2 Characteristic of storage: Volatility of information, Ability to access non-contiguous 
information, Ability to change information, Addressability of information, Capacity and 
performance. 
7.3 Primary Storage 
7.3.1 Semi Conductor Memory: The number of transistors are integrated or combined 
together on a thin silicon wafer to form a complete set of circuits that can hold data. 
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7.3.2 Random Access Memory (RAM): Volatile memory constructed with Metal-Oxide Semi 
Conductor Storage elements (MOS) that temporarily store dynamic data to enhance computer 
performance. Two types of RAM are - Dynamic and Static RAM. 
7.3.3 Read Only Memory: Perform the basic control and supervisory operation of the 
computer. Three types of ROM are - PROM, EPROM, and EEPROM. 
7.3.4 Bubble Memory: Small magnetic bubbles formed on a thin single crystal film of synthetic 
garnet are used to store the data permanently. 
7.3.5 Flash Memory: Non-Volatile memory, where data can be erased electrically or 
reprogrammed. They primarily used in memory cards, USB flash drives, and solid-state drives 
for general storage and transfer of data between computers and other digital products. 
7.3.6 Video RAM: Used to accelerate the display of graphics on the screen. 
7.4 Secondary Storage Devices: Stores the data permanently in millions and billions of 
bytes. 
7.4.1 Tape Device: Magnetic tape is an external storage device that can be used for making 
copies of audio, video, and data. It is a secondary storage device that is capable of storing 
and accessing data sequentially.  
7.4.1.1 Two types of Tape devices: Detachable Reel Magnetic Tape and Tape Cartridge 
System. 
7.4.2 Floppy Diskette: 3.5 inches, 1.44 MB diskette has a total of 2880 sectors (80 tracks per 
side x 2 sides x 18 sectors per track). 
7.4.3 Magnetic Disc: Direct access medium known as Hard Disk, is a stack of one or more 
metal platters that spin on one spindle like a stack of rigid diskette.  
7.4.3.1 Various operations of Magnetic Disc: Data storage consists of 3 components 
namely Seek Time, Rotational Time, and Data Transfer Time. 
7.4.4 Optical Laser Disk: Store vast amount of data using optical laser beam that writes to the 
recording surface by scoring macroscopic pits in disk and another laser reads the data from 
the light sensitive recording surface.  
7.4.4.1 Five categories of optical laser: CD-ROM Disk, WORM Disk, Magneto–Optical Disk, 
Digital Video Disk, Blu Ray Disc. 

UNIT – II: INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES 

1. Definition of Input Device: A device that is used to feed the data or information from 
outside world into the computer system. 
2. Types of Input Devices  
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2.1 ON-LINE ENTRY: Key board, Mouse, Touch Screen, Light Pen, Track Ball, Joy Stick, 
Scanner, Camera, Microphone & Speech recognition, Digitizing Tablets, MIDI Devices, 
Display devices. 

2.1.1 Types of Display Devices - Monitors and Terminals. 
2.1.1.1 Five types of Terminals: 
• Dumb Terminal: Provides for data entry and information exit. 

• Intelligent Terminal: Having built-in processing capability storage area through 
Microprocessor. 

• Smart Terminal: Having Microprocessors and some internal storage. It has data editing 
capability and can consolidate input data. 

• Remote Job Terminal: Groups data into blocks for transmission to a computer from 
remote site. 

• Keyboard Printer Terminal: Consists of a key board for sending information to the 
computer and a printer, for providing a copy of the input and for receiving information from 
the computer. 

2.1.1.2 Features of Display Devices: Screen resolution, Text and Graphics, CRT Versus 
Flat-Panel. 

2.2 DIRECT DATA ENTRY: Entry of data directly into the computer through machine 
readable source documents.  

2.2.1 Types of DDE 
2.2.1.1 Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR): Vertical bars containing magnetizable 

material.  
2.2.1.2 Optional Character Reading (OCR): Light scanning technique used to produce light 

dark pattern.  
2.2.1.3 Optical Mark Recognition (OMR): Use photo-electric device, which recognizes 

character by absorption on the document. It is commonly used for scoring tests.  
2.2.1.4 Smart Card System: It contains a microprocessor chip and memory to store the data.  
2.2.1.5 Bar Code Reader: A light sensitive detector identifies the bar code image using laser 

beam. 
2.2.1.6 Image Processing: It captures an electronic image of data to be stored and shared. It 

includes Data Capturing, Indexing, Storage, Retrieval, and Output. 
3. Types of Output Devices 
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3.1 Monitor: are video display terminal that displays the processed data, which the users 
can view on screen of different sizes. Two types of computer monitors are - CRT and Flat 
panel. 

3.2 Printer: are devices that produce hard copies of information stored in computer on to the 
papers or on transparencies or on other media. 

3.2.1 Impact Printer - A printer which utilizes some form of striking device to transfer ink from 
an inked ribbon onto the paper being printed to form images or characters. 

3.2.1.1 Serial Printers: Dot-matrix printer, Daisywheel printer. 
3.2.1.2 Line Printers: Chain Printer, Drum printer. 
3.2.2 Non-Impact Printer - A printer does not strike a print head on the ribbon and form the 

character by chemical or electronic means. The various types of Non-impact printers are 
Thermal printer, Ink-Jet printer, Laser printer and Multifunctional printer. 

3.2.3 Computer Output Microfilm (Microfiche): Output from a computer as microscopic 
images on rolls or sheet film. 

3.2.4 Speaker: The sound card translates digital sounds into the electric current that is sent to 
the speakers for the purpose of producing output. 

3.2.5 Graph Plotter: A device capable of tracing out graphs, designs and maps into paper. 

UNIT - III: SOFTWARE 

1. Definition of Software: A set of instructions, which is known as program, are combined 
together to perform specific task. 
2. Three Types of Software: System Software, Application Software, General Purpose 
Software. 
2.1 System Software: Comprises of those programs that control and support the computer 
system and its data processing applications. It set of one or more programs designed to 
control the operation of computer system. Various types of System software are Programming 
Language, Operating Systems, Device Drivers, Utility Programs, and Language translators. 
2.1.1 Various functions of Operating Systems: Schedule Jobs, Manage H/W and S/W 
resources, Maintain system security, multiple user resource sharing, Interrupts handling, 
Maintain usage records. 
2.1.2 Various types of Operating Systems: MS/PC DOS, OS/2, Microsoft Windows(Windows 
95, Windows 98, Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Server, Windows Vista, 
Windows 7.0), UNIX, Mac OS,LINUX, VMS. 
2.1.3 Features of Operating Systems: Multiprogramming, Multi-threading, Multi-tasking, 
Virtual Memory, Multiprocessing, Time-sharing. 
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2.1.4 Device Drivers: Small files that act as an interface between hardware in a computer 
system and the operating system (OS). 
2.1.5 Various types of Utility Programs: Sort utilities, Spooling software, Text editor, Disk 
copy program, File copy program, Disk formatting program, File deletion program, File viewing 
program, Debugging program, and Directory program. 
2.1.6 Three types of Language Translators: Compilers, Interpreter, and Assembler. 
3. General Purpose Software/Utilities: A framework for business, scientific and personal 
applications. Three types of software namely Commercial, Shareware, Open Source can be 
categorized as General Purpose software.  
3.1 Various types of software: Word Processor, Spread Sheet Program, DBMS, Internet 
Browser, E-mail. 
4. Application Software: It employs the capability of the computer to perform task given by 
the user. It ranges from Payroll software, Accounting software, Inventory control, CAD, CAM, 
ERP etc. 
4.1 ERP: Integrates all data and process of organization into a single unified system that 
covers wide range of applications in the organization such as Manufacturing, Supply chain, 
Financials, CRM, HRM and Warehouse management. 
4.2 Decision Support System: Information processing system used by accountants, 
managers and auditors to assist them in the decision making process.  
4.2.1 Characteristics of DSS: Supports management decision making, Solve relatively 
unstructured problems and provides friendly computer Interface. 
4.2.2 Four Components of DSS: The User, One or More Databases, Planning Language, The 
Model Base. 
4.3 Artificial Intelligence: Software that tries to emulate aspects of human behavior, such 
as reasoning, communicating, seeing and hearing. 
4.4 Expert Systems: A computerized information system that allows non-experts to make 
decisions comparable to those of an expert. 
4.4.1 Five components of Expert Systems: Knowledge base, Inference engine, User 
interferes, Explanation facility and Knowledge acquisition facility. These are used to solve 
complex tasks which require experience and specialized knowledge in specific subject areas. 
Question 1 
(a) Describe briefly, the following terms:   

 (i) Touch Screen  (May 2007 & 2009) 
 (ii) Server  (Nov 2007) 
 (iii) Data Bus  (Nov 2007)  
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 (iv) Dumb terminal (Nov 2007) 
 (v) WORM Disk (Nov 2007) 
 (vi) CMOS (May 2008) 
 (vii) Multiprocessing (May 2008) 
 (viii) Computer Output Microfilm (May 2008) 
 (ix) Multiprogramming (Nov 2008) 
 (x) SVGA (Nov 2008) 
 (xi) Shareware (June 2009) 
 (xii) Clock Speed (June 2009) 
 (xiii) USB Connector  (Nov 2009) 
 (xiv) RISC (May 2010) 
 (xv) SCSI (May 2010) 
(b) Explain each of the following:   

 (i) Cache Memory  (May 2007 & Nov 2008) 
 (ii) Spooling Software  (May 2007) 
 (iii) Internet Browser  (May 2007) 
 (iv) PROM  (Nov 2007) 
 (v) Assembler (Nov 2007) 
 (vi) Flash Memory (May 2008) 
 (vii) Interpreter (May 2008) 
 (viii) Smart Card System (Nov 2008) 
 (ix) Compiler (Nov 2008) 
 (x) MMX (June 2009) 
 (xi) Operating System (June 2009) 
 (xii) BIOS (Nov 2009) 
 (xiii) Open Source Software (May 2010) 
 (xiv) Multitasking (May 2010) 
Answer  
(a) (i) Touch Screen: It is used in information providing systems. It consists of a screen 
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which is lined with light emitting devices on its vertical sides and photo-detectors 
are placed on the horizontal sides. When the user’s finger approaches the screen, 
the light beam is broken and is detected by the photo detectors. It is more effect 
than the mouse. 

Or 
  Touch Screen: Touch Screens are mainly used in Information – providing systems 

like Railway Reservation counters, stock exchanges, hotels, restaurants etc. When 
an invisible infrared beam ‘matrix’ crisscrossing the screen is pressed by finger over 
a function or program displayed on the screen, the infrared beam is broken at that 
intersection and the system is activated. The beam emanates from holes along the 
bottom and sides of the display unit. 

 (ii) Server: A server is a computer system that provides services to other computing 
systems–called clients–over a network. Server operates continuously on a network 
and waits for service request from other computers on the network. It provides 
better access control and can reduce costs by reducing duplication of 
hardware/software. 

(iii) Data Bus: The data bus is an electrical path that connects the CPU, memory, and 
the other hardware devices on the motherboard. In fact, the bus is a group of 
parallel wires. The number of wires in the bus affects the speed at which data can 
travel between hardware components. 

(iv) Dumb Terminal: It consists of I/O devices for data entry and obtaining result but 
has no processing capability. It cannot process the data at its own level, instead the 
data is processed by the central server. These terminals are used in central 
processing environment. 

(v) WORM Disk: It refers to Write Once, Read Many optical laser disks, or WORM 
disks. Once the data has been written to the medium, they only can be read, not 
updated or changed. When data is written to a WORM drive, physical marks are 
made on the media surface by a low-powered laser and since these marks are 
permanent, they cannot be erased. Companies generally store their proprietary 
information in WORM disk. These are 3½ inch diskette of 200 MB capacity onwards. 

(vi) CMOS: It is known as complementary metal oxide semiconductor. The PC uses the 
CMOS memory to store the date, time and system set up parameters, which are 
loaded every time the computer is started. It is powered by lithium ion battery. 

(vii) Multiprocessing: It refers to the use of two or more central processing units, linked 
together, to perform coordinated work simultaneously. The jobs can be processed 
more rapidly. It is also known as parallel processing. 

(viii) Computer Output Microfilm (Microfiche): It is an output technique that records 
output from a computer as microscopic images on rolls or sheet film. These are the 
same images, which can be printed on paper. The COM recording process reduces 
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characters by 24, 42 or 48 times smaller than the normal size produced by the 
printer. The information is then recorded on sheet film called 16 mm, 35 mm 
microfilm or 105 mm microfiche. 

(ix) Multiprogramming: Multiprogramming is defined as execution of two or more 
programs that reside in primary storage. The CPU can execute only one instruction 
at a time, but can however, execute instructions from one program, then from 
second program then from first again, and so on. This type of processing is referred 
as “Concurrent Execution.” 

(x) SVGA: SVGA or Super Video Graphics adapter is an improvement on the VGA. Two 
combinations of resolutions and colors provided by SVGA are: 
• 640 x 480 pixels with 256 colors. 
• 1024 x 480 pixels with 16 colors 

(xi) Shareware: Shareware is a software developed by individual and small companies 
that cannot afford to market their software world wide or by a company that wants to 
release a demonstration version of its commercial product. 

(xii) Clock Speed: The clock speed is the speed at which the processor executes 
instructions. Clock speed is measured in either in megahertz (MHz)-which is a 
million cycles per second or in gigahertz (GHz) - which is one-billion cycles per 
second. Higher the clock’s speed, the faster the processor, the better the system 
performance. 

(xiii) USB Connectors: USB stands for Universal Serial Bus. USB connectors provide 
the user with higher data transfer speeds for different USB devices like keyboard, 
mouse, scanner or digital camera. 

 (xiv) RISC: RISC or Reduced Instruction Set Computing is an architecture of CPU which 
results in faster processing of instructions for workstations compared to 
microprocessor based personal computers. 

(xv) SCSI: Small Interface System Interface (SCSI) is a device interface that is used to 
solve the problem of a finite and possibly insufficient number of expansion slots. 
Instead of plugging interface cards into computer's system bus via the expansion 
slots, SCSI extends the system bus outside the computer by way of a cable. 

(b) (i) Cache Memory: Processors incorporate a special type of internal memory (cache) 
to boost processing power significantly. Some of the information in the main 
memory is duplicated in the cache memory which is slightly slower but of much 
greater capacity than the processor register and faster but much smaller than main 
memory. It comes in three types: L1 , L2 and L3 Cache. 

Or 
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Cache Memory: Cache memory is a high speed memory capable of keeping up 
with the speed of CPU. It is similar to RAM from the access point of view and acts 
as a buffer between the CPU and the slower main memory.  

 (ii) Spooling Software: The purpose of spooling software is to compensate for the 
speed difference between the computer and its peripheral devices such as input 
and output devices. It is used in large system and network computing environment. 

(iii) Internet Browser: It is a application software that enables a user to display and 
interact with text, images and other information typically located on a web page at a 
website on the world wide web or local area network. Microsoft Internet Explorer is 
the most popular internet browser.  

 (iv) PROM: Programmable read only memory is a non-volatile memory which allows the 
user to program the chip with a PROM writer. The chip can be programmed once, 
there after, it cannot be altered. 

(v) Assembler: It refers to a computer program that translates programs written in 
symbolic coding to produce machine language programs. 

(vi) Flash Memory: Flash memory chips are a form of static RAM (SRAM) chips, which 
store data much like those used in the computer’s primary storage. It is non-volatile 
computer storage technology through which data can be erased electrically and 
reprogrammed. However, the data stays recorded even when the power is turned 
off. Since flash memory is non-volatile, no power is needed to maintain the 
information stored in the chip. In addition, flash memory offers fast read access 
times and better kinetic shock resistance than hard disks  

(vii) Interpreter: It refers to a language translator that converts source program written 
in high level language to machine code. Interpreter translates programs a line at a 
time as it is being run. Each statement is translated into machine language just 
before it is executed. 

(viii) Smart Card System: Smart cards resemble credit cards in size and shape and 
contain a microprocessor chip and memory, where as some include a keypad as 
well. These cards are used most frequently to make electronic purchases and to 
electronically transfer funds between accounts. These cards could contain digitized 
fingerprints of the cardholder, which could be compared at a security checkpoint to 
fingerprints of people who are authorized to enter a secure area. 

(ix) Compiler: A compiler translates the entire program written in high-level languages 
such as COBOL, FORTRAN, and PASCAL into machine language before the 
program is executed. Compilers typically result in programs that can be executed 
much more swiftly than those handled by interpreters. 

(x) MMX: MMX stands for Multimedia Extensions—a set of instructions built into the 
CPU, specifically intended for improving the performance of multimedia or graphic 
applications—mainly games. 
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(xi) Operating System: Operating System is defined as an integrated system of pro-
grams which supervises the operation of the CPU, controls the input/output 
functions of the computer system, translates the programming languages into the 
machine languages and provides various support services. 

(xii) BIOS: BIOS (stands for Basic Input Output System) is a small chip on the 
motherboard that loads the hardware settings required to load various devices like 
keyboards, monitors, or disk drives. It acts an interface between the operating 
system and the motherboard. It is a boot firmware program that controls the 
computer from the time we start it up until the operating system takes over. The 
BIOS also manages data flow between the computer’s operating system and 
attached devices such as hard disk, video card, keyboard, mouse and printer. 

(xiii) Open Source Software : Open source software is created by generous 
programmers and released into the public domain for public use. The company or 
individual that develops the software retains ownership of the program but the 
software can be used freely. 

(xiv) Multitasking : Multi-tasking refers to the Operating System’s ability to execute two 
or more of a single user’s tasks concurrently. Multiple tasks are executed by the 
CPU switching  between them. This is accomplished through foreground / 
background processing. In this method, the CPU time is shared by different 
processes. 

Question 2 
Answer all following questions in brief: 
(i)  What is importance of Address bus on a mother board? 
(ii) Explain the difference between ‘Static RAM’ and ‘Dynamic RAM’.   
(iii)  Explain the concept of Object Oriented Programming. (November 2010) 
Answer 
(i) Address Bus: The address bus is a set of wires on the mother board that connects the 

CPU and RAM and carries the addresses of the memory locations where data can be 
retrieved or stored.  Number of parallel wires in the address bus determines the 
maximum number of memory locations the CPU can address.  For example, a 32 bit 
address bus can address upto 4 GB of memory locations.  

(ii) Static RAM: Static RAM is lot faster, larger and more expensive than Dynamic RAM. It 
does not need to be continually refreshed. The data remained stored in it as long as 
power remains on.  Because of its speed, SRAM is used mainly in a special area of 
memory called cache. 

 Dynamic RAM: Dynamic RAM is most common type of main memory.  It is dynamic 
because each memory cell quickly loses its charge so it must be refreshed hundreds of 
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times each second to prevent data from being lost.  The power consumption by DRAM is 
less than that of a SRAM. The most Dynamic RAM in use is Rambus DRAM. 

(iii) Object Oriented Programming: An object is a predefined set of program code that after 
having been written and tested, will always behave the same way so that it can be used 
for other applications.  In object-oriented programming, these objects are combined and 
the small amount of code necessary for finishing the program is written. Rather than 
writing a program line by line, the programmer selects objects by pointing to a 
representative icon and then linking these objects together.  Objects can be modified, 
reused and copied. When an object is updated, all programs using that object are 
automatically updated.  

Question 3 
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of the computer system in brief.  

Answer  
Advantages of Computer Systems  
(i) Speed: The computer is a very high speed electronic device. The operations on the data 

inside the computer are performed through electronic circuits according to the given 
instructions. Computer can perform million of operations in one second. The computer 
generates signals during the process therefore the speed of computer is usually measure 
in mega hertz (MHz) or gega hertz (GHz). It means million cycles units of frequency per 
second.  

(ii) Accuracy: In addition to being very fast, computer is also very accurate device. It gives 
accurate output result provided that the correct input data and set of instructions are 
given to the computer. If input data is in-correct then the resulting output will be in-
correct. In computer terminology it is known as garbage-in garbage-out.  

(iii) Reliability: The electronic components in modern computer have very low failure rate. 
The modern computer can perform very complicated calculations without creating any 
problem and produces consistent (reliable) results. In general, computers are very 
reliable. 

(iv) Storage: A computer has internal storage (memory) as well as external or secondary 
storage. In secondary storage, a large amount of data and programs (set of instructions) 
can be stored for future use. The stored data and programs are available any time for 
processing.  

(v) Automation: A computer can automatically perform operations without interfering the 
user during the operations. It controls automatically different devices attached with the 
computer. It executes automatically the program instructions one by one.  

(vi) Versatility: Versatile means flexible. Modern computer can perform different kind of 
tasks one by one or simultaneously. It is the most important feature of computer. At one 
moment one can play games on computer, the next moment he/she can compose and 
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send emails etc. In colleges and universities computers are used to deliver lectures to 
the students. The talent of computer is dependent on the software. 

(vii) Communications: Today computer is mostly used to exchange messages or data 
through computer networks all over the world. For example the information can be 
received or send through the internet with the help of computer. It is most important 
feature of the modern information technology. 

(viii) Diligence: A computer can continually work for hours without creating any error. It does 
not get tired while working after hours of work it performs the operations with the same 
accuracy as well as speed as the first one. 

(ix) No Feelings: Computer is an electronic machine. It has no feelings. It detects objects on 
the basis of instructions given to it. Based on our feelings, taste, knowledge  and 
experience, we can make certain decisions and judgments in our daily life. On the other 
hand, computer can not make such judgments at its own. Their judgments are totally 
based on instructions given to them.  

(x) Consistency: People often have difficulty to repeat their instructions again and again. 
Computer can repeat actions consistently (again and again) without loosing its 
concentration. A computer will carry out the activity with the same way every time.  

(xi) Precision: Computers are not only fast and consistent but they also perform operations 
very accurately and precisely. For example, in manual calculations and rounding 
fractional values the value with decimal point can change the actual result. In computer 
however, we can keep the accuracy and precision upto the level that we desire. The 
lengthy calculations remain always accurate. 

Limitations of Computer systems  
(i) Programmed by human: Though computer is programmed to work efficiently and 

accurately, but it is programmed by human beings to do so. Without a program, computer 
is nothing. A program is a set of instructions which perform particular task and if the 
instructions are not accurate, the working of computer will not be accurate. 

(ii) No Intelligence: Although computers are faster, more diligent, accurate and versatile 
than human beings, it cannot replace them. Unlike human beings, computers do not have 
any intelligence. Its performance is depends on instructions given to it. It cannot carry 
any task at its own. 

(iii) No decision making power: Computer cannot make any decisions nor can it render any 
help to solve a problem at its own like that if we plays chess with computer, the computer 
can take only those steps which is entered by the programmer. It cannot move at its own. 

(iv) Emotionless : Computers are emotionless. They do not have emotions as human beings 
are having. They are simply machines which work as per the instruction given to them.  

(v) Curtail human Capabilities: Although computers are great help to human beings. 
Sometimes, find it difficult to instantly speak out even those telephone numbers which 
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they use every now and then as they have got the habit of using them by retrieving the 
storage. Further, excessive use of computers is causing various type of health injuries 
such as cervical and back pain, pain in eye, headache. 

Question 4 
Describe the various features of Third-Generation Languages (3GLs) and Fourth Generation 
Languages (4GLs). (May 2008) 
Answer 
These are the main features of the 3GLs and 4GLs: 

Sl. No. Third-Generation Languages 3 GLs Fourth-Generation Languages 4 GLs 
1. It is intended for use by professional 

programmers. 
It may be used by non-programming end-

programmers, end users as well as a 
professional programmer. 

2. It requires specification of how to 
perform the task. 

It requires specification of what task to 
perform (system determines how to 
perform the task). 

3. It requires that all alternatives be 
specified. 

It is having default alternatives built in; end 
user need not specify these 
alternatives. 

4. It requires large number of 
procedural instructions. 

It requires far fewer instructions (less than 
one-tenth in most cases). 

5. The code may be difficult to read, 
understand and maintain. 

The code is easy to understand and maintain 
because of English-like commands. 

6. The language developed originally for 
batch operation. 

The language developed primarily for on-line 
use. 

7. It can be difficult to learn. Many features can be learned quickly. 
8. It is difficult to debug the error. Errors easier to locate because of short 

programs, more structured code, and 
use of defaults and English-like 
language. 

9. The approach is typically file-
oriented. 

The approach is typically data base oriented.

Question 5 
Discuss in brief, various components of CPU. 

Answer 
CPU has at least two most important parts, the control unit and the arithmetic logic unit. 
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(i)  The Control Unit: The control unit is one of the most important components of the CPU 
that implements the microprocessor instruction set. It extracts instructions from memory 
and decodes and executes them, and sends the necessary signals to the ALU to perform 
the operation needed. All the computer’s resources are managed from the control unit.  

 The CPU’s instructions for carrying out commands are built into the control unit. The 
instructions, or instruction set, list all the operations that the CPU can perform. Each 
instruction in the instruction set is expressed in microcode- a series of basic directions 
that tell the CPU how to execute more complex operations. Before a program can be 
executed, every command in it must be broken down into instructions that correspond to 
the ones in the CPU’s instruction set. When the program is executed, the CPU carries 
out the instructions, in order, by converting them into microcode. Although the process is 
complex, the computer can accomplish it at an incredible speed, translating millions of 
instructions every second. 

(ii)  The Arithmetic Logic Unit : The actual processing of the data and instruction are 
performed by Arithmetic Logical Unit. The major operations performed by the ALU are 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, logic and comparison. Data is transferred to 
ALU from storage unit when required. After processing the output is returned back to 
storage unit for further processing or getting stored. Because computers store all the 
data in the form of numbers, a lot of the processing that takes place involves comparing 
numbers or carrying out mathematical operations.  

 In addition to establishing ordered sequences and changing those sequences, the 
computer operations can be divided into two types: arithmetic operations and logical 
operations. Arithmetic operations include addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. Logical operations include comparisons, such as determining whether one 
number is equal to, greater than, or less than another number. Also, every logical 
operation has an opposite operation. For example, in addition to “equal to” there is “not 
equal to”. 

 The ALU includes a group of registers having high-speed memory locations built directly 
into the CPU that are used to hold the data currently being processed. 

Question 6 
What is CPU? Briefly describes the each features of CPU. 

Answer 
The heart of any computer is the central processing unit (CPU). It is this central processor that 
makes comparisons, performs calculations, reads, interprets and controls the execution of the 
instructions. 
Various features of the Central Processing Unit  
(i) Clock Speed: The clock speed is the speed at which the processor executes 
instructions. Clock speed is measured in either in megahertz (MHz)-which is a million cycles 
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per second or in gigahertz (GHz)- which is one-billion cycles per second. Higher the clock’s 
speed, the faster the processor, the better the system performance.  
(ii) Cache: Processors incorporate their own internal cache memory. The cache acts as 
temporary memory and boosts processing power significantly. The cache that comes with the 
processor is called Level One (L1) cache. This cache runs at the processor’s clock speeds, 
and therefore is very fast. The L1 cache is divided into 2 sections—one for data, the other for 
instructions. Generally, more the L1 cache, faster the processor. 
PCs also include a much slower secondary, or Level Two (L2) cache. This cache resides on 
the motherboard and delivers slower performance when compared with the L1 cache. 
The new type of cache known as L3 cache is specialized memory that works hand-in-hand 
with L1 and L2 cache to improve computer performance. The advantage of having on-board 
cache is that it’s faster, more efficient and less  expensive than placing separate cache on 
the motherboard. 
(iii) Architecture: The CPUs architecture determines the manner in which it processes data. 
CPUs employ multi-staged pipelines for transmitting data. To ensure proper data flow through 
these lines, the CPU includes a kind of prediction and error correction mechanism.  
(iv) Slot: Different processors use different sockets or slots to fit onto the motherboard. A 
CPU socket or CPU slot is an electrical component that attaches to a printed circuit board 
(PCB) and is designed to house a microprocessor. It is a special type of integrated circuit 
designed for very high pin counts. A CPU socket provides many functions, including providing 
a physical structure to support the CPU, providing support for a heat sink, facilitating 
replacement (as well as reducing cost) and most importantly forming an electrical interface 
both with the CPU and the PCB. Socket H, G32 and 34 are most popular socket used in 
computer system now-a-days. 
(v) Density: A CPU is made up of millions of small transistors. A CPU performs all the 
calculation and manipulation operations by synchronizing between the transistors. Therefore, 
the shorter the distance between two transistors on a CPU, the faster the performance.  
(vi) MMX: MMX stands for Multimedia Extensions—a set of instructions built in to the CPU, 
specifically intended for improving the performance of multimedia or graphic applications—
mainly games. However, one needs to have applications specifically designed to take 
advantage of MMX. 
Question 7 
What do you mean by a port? Describe the various types of ports. 

Answer 
Ports and connectors are components of the motherboard that let the user connect external 
devices like printers, keyboards or scanners and let them interface with the PC. The physical 
interfaces for the ports and connectors are located on the outside—typically at the back of the 
PC, but they are directly or indirectly (using a connector card) connected to the motherboard. 
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There are various types of ports or connectors, each providing different data transfer speeds 
to connect various external peripherals. 
(i) Parallel port: A parallel port is a parallel communication physical interface. Parallel 

ports facilitate the parallel transmission of data, usually one byte (8 bits) at a time. It is 
also known as a printer port or Centronics port. The IEEE 1284 standard defines the 
bi-directional version of the port, which allows the transmission and reception of data bits 
at the same time. Parallel ports are used to connect external input/output devices like 
scanners or printers.  

(ii) Com/Serial port: A serial port is a serial communication physical interface through which 
information transfers in or out one bit at a time. They are used for connecting communication 
devices like modems or other serial devices like mice. There are two varieties of Com ports—
the 9-pin ports and 25-pin ports. Serial port uses 25 pin RS-232 port.  

(iii) IDE drive connector: IDE devices like CD-ROM drives or hard disk drives are connected 
to the motherboard through the IDE connector. 

(iv) Floppy drive connector: The floppy drive connectors are used for connecting the floppy 
drive to the motherboard, to facilitate data exchange. 

(v) USB connector: USB stands for Universal Serial Bus. These ports provide the user with 
higher data transfer speed for different USB devices like keyboards, mice, scanners or 
digital cameras.  

(vi) PS/2 connector: PS/2 stands for Personal System/2. PS/2 connectors are used to 
connect PS/2 based input devices like PS/2 keyboards or mice. 

Question 8 
Name the various characteristics of storage on which storage devices can be classified. 

Answer 
The division to primary, secondary, tertiary and off-line storage is based on memory hierarchy, 
or distance from the central processing unit. There are also other ways to characterize various 
types of storage. 
(i) Volatility of information 

• Volatile memory requires constant power to maintain the stored information. 
Volatile memory is typically used only for primary storage.  

• Non-volatile memory will retain the stored information even if it is not constantly 
supplied with electric power. It is suitable for long-term storage of information, and 
therefore used for secondary, tertiary, and off-line storage.  

(ii) Differentiation of information 
• Dynamic memory is volatile memory which also requires that stored information is 

periodically refreshed, or read and written without modification. 
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• Static memory is a form of volatile memory similar to DRAM with the exception 
that it never needs to be refreshed as long as power is applied. (It loses its content 
if power is removed). 

(iii) Ability to access non-contiguous information 
• Random access means that any location in storage can be accessed at any 

moment in the same, usually small, amount of time. This makes random access 
memory well suited for primary storage.  

• Sequential access means that the accessing a piece of information will take a 
varying amount of time, depending on which piece of information was accessed 
last. The device may need to seek (e.g. to position the read/write head correctly), or 
cycle (e.g. to wait for the correct location in a constantly revolving medium to 
appear below the read/write head) the required information at given point of time.  

(iv) Ability to change information 
• Read/write storage, or mutable storage, allows information to be overwritten at 

any time. A computer without some amount of read/write storage for primary 
storage purposes would be useless for many tasks. Modern computers typically use 
read/write storage, which is also used for secondary storage.  

• Read only storage retains the information stored at the time of manufacture, and 
write once storage (WORM) allows the information to be written only once at some 
point after manufacturing. These are called immutable storage. Immutable storage 
is used for tertiary and off-line storage. Examples include CD-R.  

• Slow write, fast read storage is read/write storage which allows information to be 
overwritten multiple times, but with the write operation being much slower than the 
read operation. Examples include CD-RW.  

(v) Addressability of information 
• In location-addressable storage, each individually accessible unit of information in 

storage is selected with its numerical memory address. In modern computers, 
location-addressable storage usually limits to primary storage, accessed internally 
by computer programs, since location-addressability is very efficient, but 
burdensome for humans.  

• In file system storage, information is divided into files of variable length, and a 
particular file is selected with human-readable directory and file names. The 
underlying device is still location-addressable, but the operating system of a 
computer provides the file system abstraction to make the operation more 
understandable. In modern computers, secondary, tertiary and off-line storage use 
file systems. 

• In content-addressable storage, each individually accessible unit of information is 
selected with a hash value, or a short identifier with no pertaining to the memory 
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address the information is stored on. Content-addressable storage can be 
implemented using software (computer program) or hardware (computer device), 
with hardware being faster but more expensive option.  

(vi) Capacity and performance 
• Storage capacity is the total amount of stored information that a storage device or 

medium can hold. It is expressed as a quantity of bits or bytes (e.g. 10.4 
megabytes)  

• Storage density refers to the compactness of stored information. It is the storage 
capacity of a medium divided with a unit of length, area or volume (e.g. 1.2 
megabytes per square centimeter)  

• Latency is the time it takes to access a particular location in storage. The latency is 
typically nanosecond for primary storage, millisecond for secondary storage, and 
second for tertiary storage. It may make sense to separate read latency and write 
latency, and in case of sequential access storage, minimum, maximum and average 
latency.  

• Throughput is the rate at which information can read from or written to the storage. 
In computer storage, throughput is usually expressed in terms of megabytes per 
second or MB/s, though bit rate may also be used. As with latency, read rate and 
write rate may need to be differentiated. 

Question 9 
Explain in brief, the floppy disk as an auxiliary device. 

Answer 
Floppy Diskettes consisted of a circular piece of thin plastic material, approximately eight 
inches in diameter, which was coated with an oxide material. The circular piece of plastic, 
called a disk, is enclosed in a square protective jacket with a cut out so that the magnetic 
surface is exposed. When inserted in the appropriate hardware device, the disk is rotated 
inside the protective jacket, allowing keyed data or data from main computer memory to be 
stored on the rotating disk. Once data is stored on the disk, it can be read from the disk into 
main computer. This medium for input and auxiliary storage is called a floppy disk or diskette. 
The surfaces of diskettes are coated with millions of tiny iron particles so that the data can be 
stored on them. Each of these particles can act as a magnet, taking on a magnetic field when 
subjected to an electromagnet. The read/write heads of a diskette drive (or a hard disk/ tape 
drive) contain electromagnets, which generate magnetic field in the iron on the storage 
medium as the head passes over the diskette (or disk). 
Question 10 
Describe the various factors which determine the storage capacity of a magnetic disk.  
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Answer 
Diskette Storage capacity depends upon the following factors: 
(i) Number of sides of the diskette used: Earlier disks and drives were designed so that 

data could be recorded only on one side of the diskette. Now a days disk drives are 
manufactured so that data can be read/written on both sides of the diskette. Such drives 
are called ‘Double Sided Drives’. The use of double sided drives and diskette 
approximately doubles the number of characters that can be stored on the diskette. 

(ii)  The recording density of the bits in the track: Recording density refers to the number 
of bits that can be recorded on a disk in one inch circumference of the innermost track on 
the diskette. This measurement is referred to as bits per inch (bpi). For the user, the 
diskette is identified as being either single density or double density. A single density 
drive can store 2768 bits per inch. 

(iii)  The number of tracks on the diskette: Number of tracks depends upon the drive being 
used. Many drives record 40 tracks on the surface of the diskette. Other drives, however, 
can record 80 tracks on the diskette. 

 In case of hard disk the storage capacity depends on the number of platters that are 
stacked on the top of one another, the number of tracks per platter and the number of 
sectors per track. Hard disks generally have 6 platters, i.e. 12 faces out of which eleven 
faces can be used. Each side may have 200 or more tracks, each track having 54, 63 or 
even more sectors per track and hard disk generally store 512 bytes of data in a sector. 
Data on magnetic disc is stored in cylinders where the nth track of each face vertically 
above and below each other constitutes cylinder n. 

 Thus, the storage capacity of hard disk is calculated as 
 = No. of cylinders × No. of usable sides × No. of sectors / track × No. of bytes / sector. 
Question 11 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of Direct Access Storage? 

Answer  
The advantages of Direct access devices are: 
(i) Magnetic rigid disk is a direct access storage medium; therefore, individual records can 

be retrieved without searching through the entire file. 
(ii) The costs of disks are steadily declining. 
(iii) For real-time systems where direct access is required, disks are currently the only 

practical means of file storage. Other new types of storage, such as bubble storage, are 
not widely used yet. 

(iv) Records can be readily updated by writing the new information over the area where the 
old information was stored. 
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(v) With removable disk packs, a single disk drive can store large quantities of data although 
all but one of the disks is offline at any given point in time. However, being offline is not a 
disadvantage for many applications, especially batch applications. 

(vi) Interrelated files stored on magnetic disk can allow a single transaction to be processed 
against all of these files simultaneously. 

(vii) Data corruption rate is much less then other storage media like floppy disk, magnetic 
tapes. 

The disadvantages of Direct access devices are: 
(i) Security of information stored on magnetic disks which are used as shared, is major 

concern. 
(ii) Regular 'head' crashes can damage the surface of the disk, leading to loss of data in that 

sector. 
(iii) The disk is fixed inside the computer and cannot easily be transferred to another 

computer. 
(iv) Updating a master file stored on disk destroys the old information. Therefore, disk does 

not provide an automatic audit trail. When disk is used, back-up and audit trail require 
that each old master file records be copied to another medium prior to update. 

Question 12 
What is Optical Laser Disk? How the data is stored on Optical Laser Disk? 

Answer 
A storage medium from which data is read and to which it is written by lasers. Optical disks 
can store much more data upto 6 gigabytes (6 billion bytes), than the most portable magnetic 
media, such as floppies. 
Optical laser disk storage is capable of storing vast amount of data. With this technology, the 
read/write head used in magnetic storage is replaced by two lasers. One laser beam writes to 
the recording surface by scoring macroscopic pits in the disk, and another laser reads the data 
from the light sensitive recording surface. A light beam is easily deflected to the desired place 
on the optical disk, so a mechanical access arm is not needed.  
There are four basic types of optical disks:  
(i) CD-ROM: It is a spinoff of audio CD technology and stands for compact-disk-read-only 

memory. Once inserted into the CD-ROM disk drive, the text, video images, and so on 
can be read into primary storage for processing or display. However, the data on the disk 
are fixed, they can not be altered. The capacity of a single CD-ROM is over 650 MB 
which is equivalent to 250,000 pages of text, or 1500 floppy disks. The tremendous 
storage capacity has opened the door to a variety of multimedia applications. Unlike a 
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video tape, CD-ROM gives the presenter instant random access to any sequence of 
images on the disk. 

 There are three basic types of optical disks: 
 CD-ROM :It stands for compact disc read-only memory. 
 CD RW: It stands for compact disc rewriteable. 
 CD-R : It stands for compact disc, recordable. 
(ii) WORM Disk: It refers to Write Once, Read Many optical laser disks, or WORM disks. 

Once the data has been written to the medium, they only can be read, not updated or 
changed. When data is written to a WORM drive, physical marks are made on the media 
surface by a low-powered laser and since these marks are permanent, they cannot be 
erased. Companies generally store their proprietary information in WORM disk. These 
are 3½ inch diskette of 200 MB capacity onwards. 

(iii) Magneto-Optical Disks: Magneto-optical disk integrates optical and magnetic disk 
technology to enable read-write storage. MO diskette can store many times that amount, 
ranging from 100 MB up to several gigabytes (GB). MO discs come in 3.5" and 5.25" 
cartridges. The capacities of 3.5" cartridges are 128MB, 230MB, 640MB, 1.3GB and 
5.25" cartridges are 650MB, 1.3GB, 2.6GB, 5.2GB, and 9.1GB. 

 An MO system achieves its high data density by using a laser and a magnetic read/write 
head in combination. Both the laser and the magnet are used to write data onto the 
diskette. The laser heats up the diskette surface so it can be easily magnetized, and also 
to allow the region of magnetization to be precisely located and confined. A less intense 
laser issued to read data from the diskette. Data can be erased and/or overwritten an 
unlimited number of times, as with a conventional 3.5-inch diskette  

(iv) Digital Video Disk: DVD (also known as "Digital Versatile Disc" or "Digital Video 
Disc") is an optical disc storage media format that can be used for data storage, 
including movies with high video and sound quality. A video disk can store text, video, 
and audio data. Video disks can be accessed a frame at a time (to provide still 
information) or played like a phonograph record (to supply up to an hour of moving 
action).Any of the 54,000 tracks on the surface of typical video disk can be accessed in 
about three seconds. 

 DVD can store 4.7 gigabyte of data on a single-side and 17 gigabytes of data on a 
double-side of the disc. This compares to 650 megabytes (.65 gigabyte) of storage for a 
CD-ROM disk. 

 A digital video disk (DVD) is a 5 inch plastic disk that uses a laser to encode microscopic 
pits in its substrate surface. But the pits on a DVD are much smaller and are encoded 
much closer together than those on a CD-ROM.  

 DVD-5, 9, 10 and 18 are the various types of DVDs can be used for storing images, text, 
movies, high resolution graphics etc. 
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 The advantages of DVDs are therefore self-evident – a huge storage capacity that 
enables users to archive large amounts of data on a single, lightweight, removable, 
reliable, easily-transportable medium. Video disks are widely used for training 
applications. 

Question 13 
Describe various types of computer terminal and their uses in brief. 

Answer  
A computer terminal is an electronic or electromechanical hardware device that is used for 
entering data into, and displaying data from, a computer or a computing system. Typically, it 
provides a text terminal interface over a serial line. A computer terminal or video display 
terminal (VDT), generally combines input and output functions. It consists of a QWERTY 
keyboard for inputting information direct to the computer, and either a printer or a TV screen 
for displaying information from the computer. Terminals are most commonly found in area that 
is remote from the main computer and they interact with the computer through communication 
lines or networks.  
Types of terminals  
(i) Dumb Terminal: It is an input/output (I/O) device that provides for data entry and 

information exit when connected to a computer but has no additional capability. 
(ii) Intelligent Terminal: It has an in-built processing capability. It is also user-

programmable. It contains not only a storage area but also a microprocessor. The 
terminal can be programmed to communicate with and instruct the user who is entering 
data. Intelligent terminal's is cost several times more than non-intelligent terminals. 

(iii) Smart Terminal: It additionally, contains a microprocessor and some internal storage. 
They have data editing capability and can consolidate input data before sending it to 
CPU. These terminals are non-programmable by users. 

(iv) Remote Job Terminal: Also referred to as Remote Job Entry or RJE, groups the data 
into blocks for transmission to a computer from a remote site. RJE terminals have the 
capability of receiving data back and printing the results of the application program. Such 
a unit is in itself a small computer, which can be used either as job entry terminal or as a 
stand-alone computer. 

(v) Hard-wired Terminal: These terminals are linked to the computer system by a direct 
cable. However, for remote terminals, communication to the main system can be 
established via telecommunication lines such as ordinary telephone lines. 

(vi) Keyboard Printer Terminal: The keyboard printer terminal or teletypewriter consists of a 
keyboard for sending information to the computer and a printer, for providing a copy of 
the input and receiving information from the computer.  
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Question 14 
What do you mean by Direct Data Entry (DDE) system? Give a brief description of Optical 
Character Reader. 

Answer 
Direct Data Entry (DDE): Direct data entry refers to entry of data directly into the computers 
through machine-readable source documents. DDE does not require manual transcription of 
data from original paper documents. These devices can scan source documents magnetically 
or optically to capture data for direct entry into the computer. Magnetic Ink Character Reader 
and Optical Character Reader are examples of such devices. 
OCR employs mechanical or electronic translation of scanned images of handwritten, 
typewritten or printed text into machine-encoded text. The printing characters with standard 
font can be read by both human and machine readers. The machine reading is done by light 
scanning techniques in which each character is illuminated by a light source and the reflected 
image of the character is analysed in terms of the light-dark pattern produced. OCRs can read 
upper and lower case letters, numerals, and certain special characters from handwritten, typed 
and printed paper documents. The specific characters that can be read and whether the 
characters must be handwritten, typed or printed depend upon the type of OCR being used. 
OCR annihilates the time consuming step of transcription. Large volume billing applications 
(e.g. the bills of utility companies, credit card organizations, and magazine subscriptions etc.) 
increasingly are being adapted to OCR methods. 
It is also widely used to convert books and documents into electronic files, to computerize a 
record-keeping system in an office, or to publish the text on a website. Through OCR, it is 
possible to edit the text, search for a word or phrase, store it more compactly, display or print 
a copy free of scanning artifacts, and apply techniques such as machine translation, text-to-
speech and text mining to it.  
Question 15 
Define an Image Processing. Describe the steps involved to document imaging. Also mention 
any five advantages of Image Processing. (November 2009) 
Answer  
Image Processing: Image Processing captures an electronic image of data so that it can be 
stored and shared. Imaging systems can capture almost anything, including key stroked or 
handwritten documents (such as invoices or tax returns), flowcharts, drawings, and 
photographs. 
There are five steps to document imaging: 
(i)  Data Capture: The most common means of converting paper documents into electronic 

images is to scan them. By using scanner, the text and pictures can be converted into 
digitized electronic code.  
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(ii) Indexing: Document images must be stored in a manner that facilitates their retrieval. 
Normally they are stored in an index. Great care is needed in designing the indexing 
scheme. 

(iii) Storage: As large amount of space is involved in storing, the images are usually stored 
on an optical disk. An appropriate size optical disk should be selected. 

(iv) Retrieval: Keying in any information stored in an index can retrieve documents. The 
index tells the system which optical disk to search and the requested information can be 
quickly retrieved. 

(v) Output: An exact replica of the original document is easily produced on the computer’s 
monitor or on paper, or is transmitted electronically to another computer. 

Some of the advantages of Image Processing are as follows:  
(i) Accessibility: Documents can be accessed and reviewed simultaneously by many 

people, even from remote locations. 
(ii) Accuracy: Accuracy is much higher because costly and error-prone manual data-entry 

processes are eliminated. 
(iii) Capacity: Vast amounts of data can be stored in very little space, which significantly 

reduces storage and office space. 
(iv) Cost: When large volumes of data are stored and processed, the cost per document is 

quite inexpensive. As a result, the costs to input, file, retrieve, and re-file documents are 
reduced significantly.  

(v) Security: Various levels of passwords (network, data base, files, etc.) and clearances 
can be assigned to restrict document access. 

Question 16 
What do you mean by OMR? Explain its working principle. (November 2010) 
Answer 
OMR: Optical Mark Recognition is a technique most commonly used for scoring test marks.  
This technology can also be used for such applications as order writing, Payroll, inventory 
control, insurance, questionnaires, etc.   
Working Principle of OMR: In all Optical Mark Readers (OMR), the printed marks and/or 
characters are scanned by some type of photo-electric device, which recognises characters by 
absorption or reflectance of light on the document (characters to be read are non-reflective).  
Reflected light patterns are converted into electrical impulses which are transmitted to the 
recognition logic circuit.  These logic circuits are compared with the characters the machine 
has been programmed to recognise, and if found valid, are then recorded for input to the CPU.  
If no suitable comparison is possible, then the document may be rejected. 
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Question 17  
Discuss the factors that determine the purchase of good quality printer. 

Answer 
Factors determining purchase of good quality printer : 
(i) One of the main considerations when looking for good quality is the amount of usage one 

can anticipate with the device. An inkjet printer works very well for relatively low demands 
that are primarily text documents. Also, usage that may require some type of color on an 
occasional basis can be handled very well with an inkjet printer. However, inkjets are not 
designed for a large amount of production each day. Also, the cost of new ink cartridges 
can be prohibitive when the volume of printing is higher. Ink cartridges for inkjet types of 
printers simply do not last that long.  

(ii) For environments where there will be a high volume of daily usage, there is no doubt that 
the laser printer is the better option. The laser printer is built to hold up to repeated daily 
usage and large print jobs. Also, the ink cartridges that are manufactured for the laser 
type of printer will produce quite a few more pages than the ones created for inkjets. 
Color is also a factor when it comes to the laser printer. Laser printers simply produce a 
higher quality of color graphic or image, which make it ideal when the print job involves 
the printing of sales brochures or a mass mail out to customers. When deciding on 
whether to purchase an inkjet or a laser printer, volume usage will be a key factor. 

(iii)  Another important consideration when choosing between an inkjet and a laser printer is 
the initial cost. Good quality inkjets can be purchased for a relatively low amount of 
money. If the budget is tight, going with an inkjet, at least until cash flow improves, may 
be a wise move. Keep in mind that while the initial purchase is low, replacing the ink 
cartridges can become cost prohibitive if our average print usage continues to increase 
over time.  

(iv) Lastly, the type of paper that will be used is also important when deciding whether to 
purchase an inkjet or a laser printer. A laser printer usually can accommodate various 
weights of paper with little or no problem. Inkjets tend to work best with standard twenty-
weight paper. If the idea is to use the printer to create sales and marketing material, 
small posters for trade shows, and other print jobs that require a stiffer paper product, 
then the laser printer is definitely the best option.  

 A good rule of thumb when it comes to choosing between an inkjet or a laser printer is to 
remember usage, paper type, and amount of color. If all three of these factors are highly 
important, then the laser printer is the best choice. For price, low usage, little color and 
use of only standard paper, then the inkjet printer will work very well. 

Question 18 
What is “Software”? Describe the various types of software in brief. 
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Answer 
A set of instructions, which is known as program, are combined together to perform specific 
task is known as software. There are basically three types of software: Systems software, 
applications software and general-purpose software. 
(i) Systems software: System software is computer software designed to operate the 

computer hardware and to provide and maintain a platform for running application 
software. Therefore system software may be defined as a set of one or more programs 
designed to control the operation of computer system. It is an essential part of the 
computer system.It comprises of those programs that control and support the computer 
system and its data processing applications. It includes the following:  
• Programming languages 
• Operating systems 
• Device Drivers 
• Utility programs 
• Language translators 

(ii) Application Software: Application software is a subclass of computer software that 
employs the capabilities of a computer directly to a task that the user wishes to 
perform.The program usually solves a particular application or problem that is unique to 
that organization. Examples of such programs are Payroll, General accounting, Sales 
statistics and Inventory control etc.  

(iii) General-purpose software: This software provides the framework for a great number of 
business, scientific, and personal applications. Spreadsheet, Databases, Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) and Word processing software etc. fall into this category. Most 
general-purpose software is sold as a package. The software is accompanied by user-
oriented documentation such as reference manuals, keyboard templates, and so on.  

Question 19 
Explain the basic functions of an Operating System. (November 2008 & November 2010) 
Answer  
The operating system may be defined as an integrated system of programs which supervises 
the operation of the CPU, controls the input/output functions of the computer system, 
translates the programming languages into the machine languages and provides various 
support services. 
There are six basic functions that an operating system can perform. These are:- 
(i) Schedule Jobs: Operating systems can determine the sequence in which jobs are 

executed, using priorities established by the organization. 
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(ii) Manage Hardware and Software Resources: Operating systems cause the user’s 
application program to be executed by loading it into primary storage and then cause the 
various hardware units to perform as specified by the application. 

(iii) Maintain System Security: They may require users to enter a password - a group of 
characters that identifies users as being authorized to have access to the system. 

(iv) Enable Multiple User Resource Sharing: They can handle the scheduling and 
execution of the application programs for many users at the same time, a feature called 
multiprogramming. 

(v) Handle Interrupts: An interrupt is a technique used by the operating system to 
temporarily suspend the processing of one program in order to allow another program to 
be executed. Interrupts are issued when a program requests an operation that does not 
require the CPU, such as input or output, or when the program exceeds some 
predetermined time limit. 

(vi) Maintain Usage Records: Operating systems can keep track of the amount of time used 
by each user for each system unit - the CPU, secondary storage, and input and output 
devices.  

Question 20 
What are language translators? Describe in brief each of the language translators. 

Answer 
A language translator or language processor is a general term used for any assembler, 
compiler or other routine that accepts statements in one language and produces equivalent 
statements in another language. The language processor reads the source language 
statements one at a time and prepares a number of machine instructions to perform the 
operations specified or implied by each source statement. The three most widely used types of 
language translators are compiler, interpreter, and assembler. 
(i) Compiler: A system software that translates the entire program into machine language 

before the program is executed. The program submitted for compilation is called a source 
program (or source module). The source program then translates the program into 
machine language, producing an object program (or object module). After generating 
object program, it is then linked with other subprogram of object module, which is called 
load program for final execution of the program. 

(ii) Interpreters: It is a system software which translates program into machine language 
one line at a time as they are being run. Each statement is translated into machine 
language just before it is executed. Interpreter provides error message in case of any 
logical and syntactical error while converting source code to object code.  

(iii) Assemblers: It is a system software which is used to translate assembly language 
program to object code. A program written in assembly language consists of a series of 
instructions called mnemonics that correspond to a stream of executable instructions, 
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when translated by an assembler, which can be loaded into memory and executed. A 
utility program called an assembler is used to translate assembly language statements 
into the target computer's machine code. The assembler performs a one-to-one mapping 
from mnemonic statements into machine instructions and data. This is in contrast with 
high-level languages, in which a single statement generally results in many machine 
instructions 

Question 21 
“ERP can perform certain tasks of an organization in well-structured manner.” Describe in 
brief. 

Answer 
Enterprise Resource Systems (ERPs) integrates all data and processes of an organization 
into a single unified system. A typical ERP system will use multiple components of computer 
software and hardware to achieve the integration. A key ingredient of most ERP systems is 
the use of a single, unified database to store data for the various system modules. 
The term ERP originally implied systems designed to plan the utilization of enterprise-wide 
resources. ERP systems typically attempt to cover all basic functions of an organization, 
regardless of the organization's business or charter. Business, non-profit organizations, 
governments, and other large entities utilize ERP systems. Benefits of an ERP system are: 
(i) A totally integrated system 
(ii) Ability to streamline different processes and workflows 
(iii) Ability to easily share data across various departments in an organization 
(iv) Easy access and workflow 
(v) All aspects of an organization can work in harmony instead of every single system 

needing to be compatible with each other. It increases productivity and efficiency at all 
levels of organization's activities. 

(vi) Better tracking and forecasting 
(vii) Lower costs 
(viii) Improved customer service. 
Question 22 
What are Decision Support Systems? Describe various characteristics of a DSS.   

(November 2009) 
Answer  
Decision Support System: Decision Support System (DSS) is a specific class of 
computerized information system that supports business and organizational decision-making 
activities. A properly designed DSS is an interactive software-based system intended to help 
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decision maker to compile useful information from raw data, documents, personal knowledge, 
and/or business models to identify and solve problems and make decisions. A DSS may 
present information graphically and may include an expert system or artificial intelligence. 
DSS have also achieved broad use in accounting and auditing today. 
The common characteristics of Decision Support Systems are as mentioned below: 
(i) DSS support management decision making – These enhance decision quality. While 

the system might not point to a particular decision, it is the user who ultimately makes the 
final choice. 

(ii) DSS solve relatively unstructured problems – The unstructured problems with lesser 
well-defined questions do not have easy solution procedures and therefore need some 
managerial judgment. Such problems can be handled and addressed with the help of 
appropriate DSS. 

(iii) DSS are friendly computer interface – A friendly computer interface is also a 
characteristic of a DSS. As the managers and other decision makers using DSS are not 
necessarily good programmers, such systems must be easy to use. The communication 
between the user and the DSS is made easy through nonprocedural modeling languages. 

(iv) DSS should be able to respond quickly to the changing needs of the decision 
makers – As managers must plan for future activities, they rely heavily on assumptions. 
Any DSS should address the decision making for a variety of assumptions. A key 
characteristic of many systems is that these allow users to ask what-if questions and 
examine the results of these questions. 

Question 23 
Explain the various components of a Decision Support System.  (November 2007) 
Answer 
Components of a DSS: A decision support system has four basic components: (i) The users, 
(ii) Database, (iii) Planning language, and (iv) Model base. 
(i) The users: The user of a Decision Support System (DSS) is usually a manager with an 

unstructured or semi-structured problem to solve. In fact, user does not require a 
computer background to use a DSS for problem solving. He must have thorough 
understanding of the problem and the factors to be considered in finding a solution. 

(ii) Database: DSS includes one or more databases. These databases contain both routine 
and non-routine data from both internal and external sources. The data from external 
sources include data about economic condition, market demand for goods and services 
and industry competition, whereas internal data includes data from the financial and 
managerial accounting system, marketing, production and personnel department. 

(iii)  Planning language: Two types of planning languages are commonly used in DSS. 
• General Purpose: These languages allow user to perform many routine tasks 
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viz., retrieving various data from a database or performing statistical analysis, 
budgeting, forecasting and worksheet oriented problem. The languages used in 
most of the spread sheets are the good examples. 

• Special purpose: Special purpose planning languages are statistical languages 
viz., SAS, SPSS and Mini Tab. These languages perform statistical and 
mathematical operations. 

(iv) Model Base: The model base is the brain of the decision support system because it 
performs data manipulation and computations with the data provided to it by the user and 
database. Model base is custom developed model that does some types of mathematical 
functions viz., cross-tabulation, regression analysis, time series analysis, linear 
programming and financial computation. The analysis provided by the routines in the 
model base is the key to supporting the user’s decision. 

Question 24 
Define an Expert System. Describe the components of an Expert System.  
   (May 2007 & June 2009) 
Answer  
Expert System: An expert system (ES) is a computerized information system that allows non-
experts to make decisions comparable to those of an expert. Expert systems are used for 
complex or ill-structured tasks that require experience and specialized knowledge in narrow, 
specific subject areas. 
Components of an Expert system are: (shown in figure below) 
(i) Knowledge base: This includes the data, knowledge, relationships, rules of thumb 

(heuristics), and decision rules used by experts to solve a particular type of problem. 
(ii) Inference engine: This program contains the logic and reasoning mechanisms that 

simulate the expert logic process and deliver advice. It uses data obtained from both the 
knowledge base and the user to make associations and inferences, form its conclusions, 
and recommend a course of action. 

(iii) User interface: This program allows the user to design, create, update, use, and 
communicate with the expert system. 

(iv) Explanation facility: This facility provides the user with an explanation of the logic the 
ES used to arrive at its conclusion. 
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Fig.: Major components of an Expert System 
(v) Knowledge acquisition facility: Building a knowledge base, referred to as knowledge 

engineering, involves both a human expert and a knowledge engineer. The knowledge 
engineer is responsible for extracting an individual’s expertise and using the knowledge 
acquisition facility to enter it into the knowledge base. 

Question 25 
Discuss various Advantages and Disadvantages of Expert System. 

Answer 
Advantages offered by expert system are: 
(i) They provide a cost effective alternative to human experts. 
(ii) They can outperform a single expert because their knowledge is representative of 

numerous experts. They are faster and more consistent and do not get distracted, 
overworked or stressed out. 

(iii) They produce better quality and more consistent decisions. Expert systems assist users 
in identifying potential decision making problems, which increases the probability that 
sound decisions will be made. 

(iv) They can increase productivity. 
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(v) They preserve the expertise of an expert leaving the organization. 
Disadvantages offered by expert system are: 
(i) Development can be costly and time-consuming. Some large systems required upto 15 

years and millions of dollars to develop. 
(ii) It can be difficult to obtain knowledge from experts who have difficulty specifying exactly 

how they make decisions. 
(iii) Designers have not been able to program what humans consider common sense into 

current systems. Consequently, rule-based systems break down when presented with 
situations they are not programmed to handle. 

(iv) Until recently, developers encountered skepticism from businesses due to the poor 
quality of the early expert systems and the high expectations of users. 

EXERCISE 

1. Describe the various characteristics of third and fourth generation of computer. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.2 - Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers' of Study Material. 

2. Discuss various types of computer system based on their working principal, size and data processing capability. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.3 and 1.4 - Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers' of Study Material 

3  Draw the schematic diagram of a computer. Briefly discuss each of the components covered in it. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.6 - Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers' of Study Material 

4. Discuss components of motherboard in brief. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.6.2 - Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers' of Study Material. 

5 Discuss in brief various types of storage used for storing the data in computer. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.7.1 - Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers' of Study Material. 

6. What is a Magnetic Tape? Discuss different types of Magnetic Tapes. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.8.1 - Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and Output Devices' of Study Material. 

7  What is Magnetic Disk? How the data is stored on a Magnetic Disk? 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.9.3 - Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers' of Study Material. 

8. A disk has 24 plates, each having 2000 tracks. Each track is divided into 100 sectors per track, and each sector 
can store 1024 bytes. Calculate the total no. of bytes (GB) a disk can store on both sides of the disk surface. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.8.3 - Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers' of Study Material. 

9. Describe the various input devices used to input and capture the data. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.1 - Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and Output Devices' of Study Material. 
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10. Various types of output devices are available for displaying the output either on the screen or on paper using 
printers. One of the output devices of the computer system is viewed television like screen to which output is sent. 
The two most common types of display devices found today are monitors and terminals. Discuss various features 
of display devices in brief. Also explain which one would be the best for home users. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.1.12 - Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and Output Devices' of Study Material 

11.  Describe in brief the methods of producing computer output. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.3 - Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and Output Devices' of Study Material. 

12.  What do you understand by monitor? State the advantages and limitations of CRT, LCD and Plasma display devices. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.3.1 - Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and Output Devices' of Study Material 

13. Describe the various characteristics of Printers in brief. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.3.2 - Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and Output Devices' of Study Material. 

14. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 1st and 2nd generation of computer languages. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.1.1 - Unit 3 of Chapter 1 i.e. Software' of Study Material. 

15.  Discuss in brief various flavors of Microsoft Windows Operating Systems available in the market. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 1.1.2.1 - Unit 3 of Chapter 1 i.e. Software' of Study Material. 

16. How DSS can be helpful in taking the financial decision? Discuss in brief. 

 Answer Refer to ''Section 1.3.2 - Unit 3 of Chapter 1 i.e. Software' of Study Material. 

17.  Differentiate Between  

(i)  Data Bus, Address Bus and Control Bus (ii) RAM and ROM (iii) Semi-conductor memory 
and Bubble memory (iv) Control unit and Arithmetic logic unit (v)  Impact Printers and Non-impact 
Printers (vi) Dot Matrix and Daisy Wheel Printer (vii) Multithreading and Multitasking  
(viii) Multiprogramming and Multitasking  (ix) Multiprogramming and Multiprocessing 

 Answer Refer to 'Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers', 'Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and 
Output Devices', 'Unit 3 of Chapter 1 i.e. Software' of Study Material. 

18. Write a short note on the following: 

(i) Computer Output Microfilm (COM) (ii) Digital Computer (iii) Analog Computer (iv) Hybrid 
Computer (v) Smart Card Systems (vi) Bar Code Reader (vii) Multifunctional Printer  (viii) Voice 
Recognition (ix) Microsoft Windows (x) Firmware  (xi) Device Drivers (xii) Object 
Oriented Programming (xiii) Spooling Software 

 Answer Refer to 'Unit 1 of Chapter 1 i.e. Introduction to Computers', 'Unit 2 of Chapter 1 i.e. Input and 
Output Devices', 'Unit 3 of Chapter 1 i.e. Software' of Study Material. 

19.  Explain the following terms: 

(i) Computer Output Microfilm (ii) Speaker (iii) Graph Plotter (iv) Blu-Ray Disk  

(v) Detachable Reel Magnetic Tape (vi) Tape Cartridge Systems  (vii) Text Editor 



 

2 
DATA STORAGE, RETRIEVAL AND DATA BASE 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

1. Number Systems: Represent the numbers, alphabets and the special characters which 
are converted into 0s and 1s, so that computer can understand to do the task. 
1.1 Types and number system operation: Decimal number system, Binary number system, 
Decimal-binary conversion, Binary-decimal conversion, Binary Coded Decimal code, ASCII 
code, EBCEDIC code, Unicode. 
2. Data Types and Index Fields: Integer Number, Single and Double precision, Logical, 
Character, String, Memo data, Currency Field, Date Field, Integer Field, Text Field. 
3. Data Processing: A series of actions or operations that converts data into useful 
information. 
3.1 Data Storage Hierarchy: Character, Field, Record, File, Database. 
4. File Organization: A method or technique through which users of database can 
organize, access, and process records and files depending upon the application. 
4.1 Three commonly used file organizations 
4.1.1 Serial: Records are arranged one after another, in no particular order. 
4.1.2 Sequential: Records are arranged one after another in an ascending or descending 
order determined by the key field of the records. 
4.1.3 Direct Access: Records are stored or accessed immediately. 
4.1.3.1 Direct Sequential Access: Self direct addressing, Index sequential addressing method. 
4.1.3.2 Random Access: Address generation method, Indexed random method. 
4.2 Best File Organization's factors: File volatility, File activity, File interrogation, File size. 
5. Database Management Systems: A set of software programs that controls the 
organization, storage, management, and retrieval of data in a database.  
5.1 Management Problem of File Processing: Data duplication, Lack of data integration, 
Data dependence, Data Integrity and Security. 
5.2 Benefits of DBMS: Reduce data redundancy and Inconsistency, Enhance data Integrity, 
Provide logical and physical data independence, Provide application data independence, 
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Reduce complexity, Provide faster data accessibility and improved data sharing, Increased 
productivity, Low cost of developing and maintaining system. 
6. Database Definition: A collection of data designed to be used by different people or a 
collection of interrelated data stored together with controlled redundancy to serve one or more 
applications in an optional fashion.  
6.1 3(Three) levels of Database Architecture: External or User view, Conceptual or Global 
view, Physical or Internal view. 
6.2 Data Independence: Logical and Physical Data independence. 
6.3 Parts of DBMS: Data, Hardware, Software, Users- Application Programmer, End User, 
Database Administrator, Database Designer. 
6.4 Record Relationship: One-to-One, One-to-Many, Many-to-One, Many-to-Many. 
7. Structure of Database: Three Types of Database structures are: 
7.1 Hierarchical Database Structure: Records are logically organized into a hierarchy of 
relationships that implements one-to-one and one-to-may relationships. 
7.2 Network Database Structure: Views all records in sets and each set is composed of an 
owner record and one or more member records that implements one-to-one, one-to-many and 
many-to-many record structure.   
7.3 Relational Database Structure: A relational database allows the definition of data 
structures, storage and retrieval operations and integrity constraints to be organized in a table 
structure. A table is a collection of records and each record in a table contains the same fields. 
The database is structured into a series of two-dimensional tables known as relation. 
7.3.1 Key: Defines uniqueness with one or more columns whose combined values are unique 
among all occurrences in a given table. 
7.3.1.1Types of Key: Candidate Key, Primary Key, Alternate Key,  
Secondary Key, Referential Integrity (Foreign Key). 
8. Other Database Models: Distributed database, E-R database, Object-oriented database, 
Client-server database, Knowledge database. 
9. Components of Database 
9.1 DDL: Defines the conceptual schema providing a link between the logical and physical 
structure of database. 
9.2 DML: Enables the user and application program to be independent of the physical data 
structures using manipulation techniques like deletion, modification, insertion of data or 
records. 
10. Structure of DBMS: DDL Compiler, Data Manager, File Manager, Disk Manager, Query 
Manager, Data Dictionary. 
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11. Types of Databases: Operational Database, Management Database, Information 
Warehouse Database, End-user Database, External Database, Text Database, Image 
Database 
12. Structured Query Language: A query language is a set of commands to create, update 
and access data from a database allowing users to raise adhoc queries/questions interactively 
without the help of programmers. It is a computer programming language used to manipulate 
information in relational database management systems (RDBMS). 
13. Documentation and Program Library: It provides a method to understand the various 
issues related with software development that include details related to system study, system 
development, system testing, system operational , preventive maintenance and details 
associated with further modification aspects of the software. 
13.1 Program Library Management System Software: Functional capabilities, Integrity 
capabilities, Uses capabilities, Update capabilities, Reporting capabilities, Interface 
capabilities. 
13.2 User Interface Design elements: Source documents, Hard copy, Screen layout, Inquiry 
screen, Command languages, Query languages, Graphic display, Voice output, Screen layout, 
Icons. 
14. Backups and Recovery: Utility program used to make a copy of the contents of 
database files and log files. Recovery is a sequence of tasks performed to restore a database 
to some point-in-time. 
14.1 Types of Log: Transaction Log and Mirror Log. 
14.2 Types of Backup: Online backup, Offline backup, Live backup, Full and Incremental 
backup. 
15. Data Warehouse: Repository of an organization's electronically stored data which 
facilities reporting and supporting data analysis. 
15.1 Development stages of Data Warehouse: Offline operational databases, Offline data 
warehouse, Real time data warehouse, Integrated data warehouse. 
15.2 Component of Data Warehouse: Data Sources, Data Transformation, Data Warehouse, 
Reporting, Metadata, Operations. 
16. Data Mining: Analysis of data and picking out relevant information from database. Also 
responsible for finding the patterns by identifying the underlying rules and features in the data. 
16.1 Development stages of Data Mining: Selection, Preprocessing, Transformation, Data 
Mining, Interpretation and Evaluation. 
Question 1 
(a) Describe briefly, the following terms: 

(i) Data Dictionary (May 2007 & Nov 2009) 
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(ii) Structured Query Language (May 2008) 
(iii) DDL (November 2008) 
(iv) DDL Compiler (June 2009) 
(v) Metadata (May 2010) 

(b) Explain each of the following: 
(i) Index Field (May 2007 & June 2009) 
(ii) Data Transformation (November 2007) 
(iii) Transaction Log (May 2008 & November 2009) 
(iv) Data Warehouse (November 2008) 
(v) File Maintenance (November 2008) 
(vi) Incremental Backup (November 2008) 
(vii) Real Time Data Warehouse (June 2009) 
(viii) Online Backup (June 2009) 
(ix) Random Access (November 2009) 
(x) Mirror Log (May 2010) 

Answer 
(a) (i) Data Dictionary: A Data Dictionary is a set of metadata that contains definitions 

and representations of data elements. It maintains information pertaining to 
structure and usage of data and meta data. 

Or 
  Data Dictionary: Data Dictionary maintains information pertaining to structure and 

usage of data and meta data. Each piece of data and various synonyms of data field 
are determined in consultation with database users. 

(ii) Structured Query Language (SQL): A query language is a set of commands to 
create, update and access data from a database allowing users to raise adhoc 
queries/questions interactively without the help of programmers. It is a computer 
programming language used to manipulate information in relational database 
management systems (RDBMS). 

(iii) DDL: DDL or Data Definition Language defines the conceptual schema providing a 
link between the logical and physical structures of the database. Some of the DDL 
functions define the physical characteristics of each record, field in the record, 
field’s data type, its length, its logical name and also specify relationships among 
the records, describe the schema and subschema, provide means for associating 
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related records or fields, provide for data security measures and logical and 
physical data independence. 

(iv) DDL Compiler: DDL Compiler converts data definition statements into a set of 
tables. Tables contain meta-data (data about the data) concerning the database. It 
gives rise to a format that can be used by other components of the database. 

(v) Meta Data : Meta data or “data about data” is used to inform operators and users of 
the data warehouse about its status and the information held within the data 
warehouse. The most recent date for loading data, the business meaning of a data 
item and the number of users that are logged in currently are examples of metadata. 

(b) (i) Index field: Index fields are used to store relevant information along with a 
documents. The data input to an index field is used to find those documents when 
needed. The program provides upto twenty five user definable index fields in an 
index set. 

(ii) Data Transformation: The data transformation layer receives data from the data 
sources, cleans and standardizes it, and loads it into data repository. 

(iii) Transaction Log: A transaction log is a file that records database modifications 
such as insert, update, delete, commit, rollback and database schema changes. The 
database engine uses a transaction log to apply any changes made between the 
most recent checkpoint and the system failure. 

(iv) Data Warehouse: It is a computer database that collects, integrates and stores an 
organization’s data with the aim of producing accurate and timely management 
information and supporting data analysis. The data warehouses bring in data from a 
range of different data sources such as mainframe computers, micro computers as 
well as personal computers and office automation software such as spreadsheets 
and integrate this information in a single place.  

(v) File Maintenance: File maintenance includes the updating of a file to reflect the 
effects of periodical changes by adding, altering data, eg. the addition of new 
programs to program library on magnetic disk. 

(vi) Incremental Backup: This uses the DBBACKUP utility to copy the transaction log 
file since the most recent full backup. When incremental backup is performed, the 
mirror log is not backed up. When the users take the backup and rename the log 
files, the transaction and mirror log file is renamed and new log files are created.  

(vii) Real Time Data Warehouse: A Real time data warehouse is updated on a 
transaction or event basis, every time an operational system performs a transaction 
such as an order or a delivery or a booking etc. 

(viii) Online Backup: Data base back-up can be performed while the database is being 
actively accessed (online). It is performed by executing the command-line or from 
the 'Backup Database' utility. When this process begins, the database engine 
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externalizes all cached data pages kept in memory to the database file(s) on disk. 
This process is called a checkpoint. The database engine continues recording 
activity in the transaction log file while the database is backed up. The log file is 
backed up after the backup utility finishes backing up the database.  

(ix) Random Access: Random Access pertains to the method of file organization in a 
storage device in which the access time of the storage device is not significantly 
affected by the location of the data to be accessed. It means that any item of data 
which is stored online can be accessed within a relatively short time (usually in part 
of a second).  

(x) Mirror Log : A mirror log is an optional file that has a file extension .mlg. It is a copy 
of a transaction log which provides additional protection against the loss of data in 
the event of the transaction log becoming unusable. 

Question 2 
Answer all following questions in brief: 
(i)  What do you mean by ‘Partitioned Database’? 
(ii)  What is the difference between Off-line and Real time Data Warehouse? 

(November 2010) 
Answer 
(i) Partitioned Database: It is a type of distributed database where processing of 

application programs and data can be performed at more than one site. In a partitioned 
database, the data base is divided into parts or segments that are appropriate for 
respective sites so that only those segments are distributed without costly replication of 
the entire data.   

(ii) Offline Data Warehouse: These are data warehouses in which updation of data from the 
operational systems are done on a regular interval of time such as daily, weekly or 
monthly.  The data in such a warehouse are stored in an integrated reporting-oriented 
data structure. 

 Real time Data Warehouse: In this data warehouse, data are updated on a transaction 
or event basis, every time an operational system performs a transaction such as an 
order, delivery or a booking etc.  

Question 3 
Discuss the important features of Index sequential file organisation method. (November 2010) 
Answer 
Indexed Sequential File Organisation: The indexed sequential file organisation or indexed 
sequential access method (ISAM), is a hybrid between sequential and direct access file 
organisations. The records within the file are stored sequentially but direct access to individual 
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records is possible through an index. It is a method of storing data for fast retrieval. In an 
ISAM system, data is organized into records which are composed of fixed length fields. 
Records are stored sequentially, originally to speed access on a tape system. A secondary set 
of hash tables known as indexes contain "pointers" into the tables, allowing individual records 
to be retrieved without having to search the entire data set. The key improvement in ISAM is 
that the indexes are small and can be searched quickly; allowing the database to then access 
only the records it needs. To locate a record, the cylinder index is searched to find the cylinder 
address, and then the track index for the cylinder is searched to locate the track address of 
the desired record. Following are the features of Index sequential file organization:  
(i) It permits the efficient and economical use of sequential processing technique when the 

activity ratio is high. 
(ii) It allows direct access of records in a relatively efficient way when the activity ratio is low. 
(iii) Access to the records is slower than direct file. 
(iv) Relatively expensive hardware and software may be required. 
(v) Less efficient in the use of storage space than other alternatives. 
Question 4 
Describe various factors which must be considered in determining the best file organisation for 
a particular application. (May 2008 & November 2009) 
Answer 
Factors to be considered for best file organization are briefly discussed below: 
(i) File Volatility: It refers to the number of additions and deletions to the file in a given 

period of time. A file that constantly keeps changing is a highly volatile file. An Indexed-
sequential file organization will not be suitable for such files, because additions have to 
be placed in the overflow area and constant reorganization of the file would have to 
occur. Other direct access methods would be a better choice. Even the sequential file 
organization could be appropriate if there are no interrogation requirements. 

(ii) File Activity: It is the proportion of master file records that are actually used or accessed 
in a given processing run. At one extreme is the real-time file where each transaction is 
processed immediately and hence at a time, only one master record is accessed. This 
situation obviously requires a direct access method. At the other extreme is a file, such 
as a payroll master file, where almost every record is accessed when the weekly payroll 
is processed. In such case, a sequentially ordered file would be more efficient. 

(iii) File Interrogation: It refers to the retrieval of information from a file. When the retrieval 
of individual record needs to be fast to support a real-time operation such as airline 
reservation, then some direct organization would be required. But if requirements of data 
can be delayed, then all the individual requests or information can be batched and run in 
a single processing run with a sequential file organization. 
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(iv) File Size: Large files that require many individual references to records with immediate 
response, must be organized for certain direct access method. However, with small files, 
it may be more efficient to search sequentially or with more efficient binary search, to find 
an individual record. 

Question 5 
What are the management problems of file processing system?(May 2007 & November 2008) 
Answer 
File processing in Information systems consist of using separate computer programs that update 
these independent data files and use them to produce the documents and reports required by each 
separate user application. However, many management problems are observed with File 
Processing Systems that limit the efficiency and effectiveness of end user applications: 
(i) Data Duplication: Independent data files include a lot of duplicated data that causes 

problems when data is to be updated, since separate file maintenance programs have to 
be developed and coordinated to ensure that each file is properly updated.  

(ii) Lack of Data Integration: Data in independent files makes it difficult to provide end 
users with information for ad hoc requests that require accessing data stored in several 
different files. Special computer programs have to be written to retrieve data from each 
independent file. This is difficult, time consuming, and expensive for the organizations. 

(iii) Data Dependence: In file processing systems, major components of a system i.e., the 
organization of files, their physical locations on storage, hardware and the application 
software used to access those files depend on one another in significant ways. Thus, if 
changes are made in the format and structure of data and records in a file, changes have 
to be made in all the programs that use this file. This program maintenance effort is a 
major burden of file processing systems. 

(iv) Data Integrity and Security: There are certain integrity constraint defined in DBMS to 
protect and unauthorized access to the data in the database. For example, when 
inserting the data for a particular field says salary for an employee data base, it can not 
be null. Such type of constraint does not allow the user to leave the field blank thus 
providing integrity and security on the database. Whereas in file processing systems, 
such type of integrity constraint and security aspects are lacking. Also in file processing 
system, the integrity (i.e. the accuracy and completeness) of the data is suspected 
because there is no control over their use and maintenance by authorized end users.  

Question 6  
What do you understand by Database? Discuss various parts of Database. 

Answer 
A database is a computer file system that uses a particular file organization to facilitate rapid 
updating of individual records, simultaneous updating of related records, easy access to all 
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records, by all applications programs, and rapid access to all stored data which must be 
brought together for a particular routine report or inquiry or a special purpose report or inquiry. 
A database system has four major parts: Data, Hardware, Software and Users, which 
coordinate with each other to form an effective database system. 
(i) Data : It is an important component of the system. The data acts as a bridge between 

machine parts i.e. hardware and software and the users, who access it directly or through 
some application programs. The data stored in the system is partitioned onto one or more 
databases. A database, then, is a repository for stored data. In general, it is both integrated 
and shared. By integrated, it is meant that the database is a unification of several otherwise 
distinct data files. The individual pieces of data in the database may be shared among several 
different users in the sense that each of them may have access to the same piece of data. 
Such sharing is really a consequence of the fact that the database is integrated. 

(ii) Hardware:  The hardware consists of the secondary storage devices such as magnetic 
disks (hard disk, zip disk, floppy disks), optical disks (CD-ROM), magnetic tapes, etc. on 
which data is stored together with the I/O devices (mouse, keyboard, printers), 
processors, main memory, etc. which are used for storing and retrieving the data in a fast 
and efficient manner. The hardware consists of the secondary storage volumes, disks, 
drums, etc. on which the database resides, together with the associated devices, control 
units, channels, and so forth. 

 

Figure shows Simplified Picture of a Database 
(iii) Software: The software part of a DBMS acts as a bridge between user and the database. In 

other words, software interacts with users, application programs, and database and files 
system of a particular storage media (hard disk, magnetic tapes etc.) to insert, update, delete 
and retrieve data. For performing operations such as insertion, deletion and updation, query 
languages like SQL or application software like Visual Basic can be used.  

(vi) Users : The broad classes of users are: 
• Application Programmers and System Analysts: System analysts determine the 

requirements of end users; especially naive and parametric end users, and develop 
specifications for canned transactions that meet these requirements. Application 
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programmers implement these specifications as programs, and than they test, debug, 
document, and maintain these canned transactions. 

• End Users: These are the people who require access to the database for querying 
updating and generating reports. The database exists primarily for their use. 

• Database Administrator (DBA): DBA is responsible for authorization access to the 
database, for coordinating and monitoring its use, and for acquiring the needed software 
and hardware resources. 

• Database Designers: These are responsible for identifying the data to be stored in the 
database for choosing appropriate structures to represent and store this data. 

Question 7 
What are the various views taken into account, while designing the architecture of a 
Database? Which view is user dependent and which one is user independent? Which view is 
storage device oriented? (June 2009) 
Answer 
The following three views are taken into account, while designing the architecture of a 
database. 
(i) External view (User View) 
(ii) Conceptual (Global view) 
(iii) Internal View (Physical view) 
External view (User View) encircles the following: 
• It is at the highest level of the database abstraction. 
• It includes only those portions of database or application programs which are of concern 

to the users. 
• It is described by means of a scheme, called the external schema. 
• It is defined by the users or written by the programmers. 
Conceptual (Global view) which is viewed by the Data Base Administrator, encompasses the 
following – 
• All database entities and relationships among them are included. 
• Single view represents the entire database. 
• It is defined by the conceptual schema. 
• It describes all records, relationships and constraints or boundaries. 
• Data description to render it independent of the physical representation. 
Internal View (Physical view) contains the following: 
• It is at the lowest level of database abstraction. 
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• It is closest to the physical storage method. 
• It indicates how data will be stored. 
• It describes data structure. 
• It describes access methods. 
• It is expressed by internal schema. 
External view is user-dependent as external view is also referred as User View. 
Conceptual and Internal views are user-independent. 
Internal view is storage device oriented. 
Question 8 
Discuss salient features of Hierarchical Database structure. (November 2007) 
Answer 
Salient features of Hierarchical Database: 
In a hierarchical database, records are logically organized into hierarchy of relationship. It is 
arranged in an inverted tree pattern. The following are salient features: 
(i) Database structure is less flexible as relationships between records are relatively fixed 

by the structure. 
(ii) It requires that hierarchy of records must be determined and implemented before a search. 
(iii) Ad hoc queries are difficult and time consuming to accomplish. 
(iv) Frequent management queries may not be supported as effectively. 
(v) Day to day operational data can be processed rapidly. 
(vi) Any group of records with natural relation may fit nicely. 
(vii) Records are logically structured in inverted tree pattern. 
(viii) It provides the parent – child relationship amongst the nodes. 
(ix) It implements one-to-one and one-to-many relationship. 
Question 9 
Describe DDL and DML. (May 2007) 

Or 

What are the functions of Data Manipulation language used in DBMS? (November 2010) 
Answer 
(i) Data Definition Language (DDL): It defines the conceptual schema providing a link 

between the logical and physical structures of the database. The logical structure of a 
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database is a schema. A subschema is the way a specific application views the data from 
the database. 
Following are the functions of Data Definition Language (DDL): 
• They define the physical characteristics of each record, field in the record, field’s type 

and length, field’s logical name and also specify relationships among the records. 
• They describe the schema and subschema. 
• They indicate the keys of the record. 
• They provide means for associating related records or fields. 
• They provide for data security measures. 
• They provide for logical and physical data independence. 

(ii) Data Manipulation Language (DML): DML is a Database Language used by data base 
users to retrieve, insert, delete and update data in a database. 

 Following are the functions of Data Manipulation Language (DML): 
• They provide the data manipulation techniques like deletion, modification, insertion, 

replacement, retrieval, sorting and display of data or records. 
• They facilitate use of relationships between the records. 
• They enable the user and application program to be independent of the physical 

data structures and database structures maintenance by allowing to process data 
on a logical and symbolic basis rather than on a physical location basis. 

• They provide for independence of programming languages by supporting several 
high-level procedural languages like COBOL, PL/1 and C++. 

Question 10 
What are the roles and responsibilities of Database Administrator? 

Answer 
The database administrator is a database professional who actually creates and maintains the 
database, and carries out the policies developed by the data administrator. The various 
functions performed by DBA are: 
(i) Determines and maintains the physical structure of the database. 
(ii) Provides for updating and changing the database, including the deletion of inactive records. 
(iii) Creates and maintains edit controls over changes and additions to the database. 
(iv) DBA uses DDL to define the contents and the structure of the database so that database 

formats, relationships among various data elements and their usage can easily be described.  
(v) Allows only specified users to access certain paths into the database and thus prevents 

unauthorized access. 
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(vi) Also prepares documentation which includes recording the procedures, standards, 
guidelines and data descriptions necessary for the efficient and continued use of the 
database environment. 

(vii) Ensures that operating staff performs its database processing related responsibilities 
which include loading the database, following maintenance and security procedures, 
taking backups, scheduling the database for use, etc. 

(viii) Ensures that standards for database performance are met and the accuracy, integrity 
and security of data is being maintained. He also sets up procedures for identifying and 
correcting violation of standards documents and corrects errors. 

(ix) He is responsible for incorporating any enhancement into the database environment 
which may include new utility programs or new system releases and changes into 
internal procedures for using database etc. 

Question 11 
What do you understand by Client-Server database and Knowledge database? Explain in 
brief. 

Answer 
A Client-server database is designed in a structure in which one system can connect to 
another system to perform job. The system that asks the questions and issues the instructions 
is called client and the system that answer the queries and responds to the instructions is 
called server. The client machine contains the user interface logic, business logic and the 
database logic and the server machine contains the database. Both are coupled with a 
network of high bandwidth. The computational functions are shared in such a way that the 
server does all such higher level functions which it alone can do leaving the client to perform 
low level functions. A client-server database can be classified into 2-tier, 3-tier and n-tier 
models. The system is scalable in as much as clients may be added or removed and the 
shared resources may be relocated to a larger and faster server or to multiple servers. This 
type of client-server database is a 2-tier model. In 3-tier and n-tier client-server database 
designs, there is an application server tier between the data server tier and the client tier. 
Client tier is responsible for data presentation, receiving user events and controlling the user 
interface. Application tier handles the business logic, protecting the data from direct access by 
the clients. Data server tier is responsible for data storage. 
A knowledge database system provides functions to define, create, modify, delete and read 
data in a system. The type of data maintained in a database system historically has been 
declarative data describing the static aspects of the real world objects and their associations. 
A database system can also be used to maintain procedural data describing the dynamic 
aspects of the real world objects and their associations, for example, several amended 
versions of enactments in the field of labour laws to facilitate management decisions in pay 
negotiations. When both the declarative and procedural data are stored in a database it 
constitutes a knowledge database with more powerful data maintenance. 
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Question 12 
Discuss the features of Program Library Management System Software. 

Answer  
Features of Program Library Management System Software 
(i) It provides several functional capabilities to effectively and efficiently manage data center 

software inventory which includes – Application Program Code, System Software Code 
and Job Control Statements. 

(ii) It possesses integrity capabilities such that –  
• Each source program is assigned, 
• A modification number is assigned, 
• A version number is assigned, 
• It is associated with a creation date. 

(iii) It uses Password, Encryption, Data Compression and Automatic backup. 
(iv) It possesses update capabilities with the facilities of Addition, Modification, Deletion and 

Re-sequencing library numbers. 
(v) It possesses reporting capabilities for being reviewed by the management and the end 

users by preparing lists of Additions, Deletions, Modifications, Library catalogue, Library 
members attributes. 

(vi) It possesses interface capabilities with the Operating System, Job scheduling system, 
Access control system, Online program management. 

(vii) Controls movement of program from test to production status and  
(viii) At last, changes controls to application programs. 
Question 13 
Why documentation is required? List any 4 types of documentations required to be prepared 
prior to delivery of customized software to a customer. (June 2009) 
Answer  
The documentation is an important aspect of Software Development Life Cycle which provides 
a method to understand the various issues related with software development and provide a 
method to access details related to system study, system development, system testing, 
system operational details, details related to preventive maintenance and details associated 
with further modification aspects of the software.  
Four important documentations required to be prepared prior to delivery of customized 
software to customer are as follows: 
(i) Strategic and Application Plans. 
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(ii) Application Systems and Program Documentation. 
(iii) System Software and Utility Program Documentation. 
(iv) Database Documentation, Operation Manuals, User Manuals, Testing Manual, Standard 

Manual, Preventive Maintenance Manual, and Backup Manual are other important 
documentations. 

Question 14 
What are the different issues related with the backup and recovery of the databases? 

Answer 
'Backup' is a utility program used to make a copy of the contents of database files and log 
files. The database files consist of a database root file, log file, mirror log file, and other 
database files called dbspaces. 
'Recovery' is a sequence of tasks performed to restore a database to some point-in-time. 
Recovery is performed when either a hardware or media failure occurs. Hardware failure is a 
physical component failure in the machine, such as, a disk drive, controller card, or power 
supply. Media failure is the result of unexpected database error when processing data. 
Certain issues related with Database Backup and Recovery 
A Transaction Log is a file that records database modifications. Database modification 
consists of inserts, updates, deletes, commits, rollbacks, and database schema changes.  
A Mirror Log is an optional file and has a file extension of .mlg. It is a copy of a transaction 
log and provides additional protection against the loss of data in the event the transaction log 
becomes unusable. 
An Online Backup is performed by executing the command-line or from the 'Backup Database' 
utility. When an online backup process begins the database engine externalizes all cached data 
pages kept in memory to the database file(s) on disk. This process is called a checkpoint. The 
database engine records the activity in the transaction log file while the database is being backed 
up. The log file is backed up after the backup utility finishes backing up the database. The log file 
contains all of the transactions recorded since the last database backup. For this reason the log file 
from an online full backup must be 'applied' to the database during recovery. 
An Offline Backup does not have to participate in recovery but it may be used in recovery if a 
prior database backup is used. 
A Live Backup is carried out by using the BACKUP utility with the command-line option. A live 
backup provides a redundant copy of the transaction log for restart of your system on a 
secondary machine in the event the primary database server machine becomes unusable. 
A Full Backup is the database backup utility copies the database and log. 
An Incremental Backup uses the DBBACKUP utility to copy the transaction log file since the 
most recent full backup.  
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Question 15 
Explain different core phases that are required in developing a backup and recovery strategy. 

  (May 2010) 
Answer 
Core phases in developing a backup and recovery strategy: 
(i) Create backup and recovery commands. The command should be verified with the actual 

results produced to ensure that desired results are produced. 
(ii) Time estimates from executing backup and recovery commands help to get a feel for how 

long will these tasks take. This information helps in identifying what commands will be 
executed and when. 

(iii) Document the backup commands and create procedures outlining backups which are kept in 
a file. Also identify the naming convention used as well as the kind of backups performed. 

(iv) Incorporate health checks into the backup procedures to ensure that the database is not 
corrupt. Database health check can be performed prior to backing up a database or on a 
copy of the data base from the back-up. 

(v) Deployment of backup and recovery consists of setting up backup procedures on the 
production server. Verification of the necessary hardware in place and any other 
supporting software required to perform these tasks must be done. Modify procedures to 
reflect the change in environment. 

(vi) Monitor backup procedures to avoid unexpected errors. Make sure that any changes in 
the process are reflected in the documentation. 

Question 16 
Write short notes on Data warehouse. (May 2008) 
Answer  
(i) Data warehouse: It is a computer database that collects, integrates and stores an 

organization's data with the aim of producing accurate and timely management 
information and supporting data analysis. It was developed to meet a growing demand 
for management information and analysis that could not be met by operational systems. 
Operational systems were unable to meet this need for a range of reasons: 
♦ The processing load of reporting reduced the response time of the operational systems. 
♦ The database designs of operational systems were not optimised for information 

analysis and reporting. 
♦ Most organizations had more than one operational system, so company-wide 

reporting could not be supported from a single system. 
♦ Development of reports in operational systems often requires writing specific 

computer programs, which is slow and expensive. 
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 As a result, separate computer databases began to be built that were specifically 
designed to support management information and analysis purposes. These data 
warehouses were able to bring in data from a range of different data sources. 

 The advantages of using a data warehouse are: 
♦ Enhanced end-user access to a wide variety of data. 
♦ Increased data consistency. 
♦ Increased productivity and decreases computing costs. 
♦ It is able to combine data from different sources, in one place. 
♦ It provides an infrastructure that could support changes to data and replication of 

the changed data back into the operational systems.  
Question 17 
Differentiate Data mining and Data warehousing? Describe the component used in Data 
warehousing in brief. 

Answer 
A Data Warehouse is a computer database that collects, integrates and stores an 
organization's data with the aim of producing accurate and timely management information 
and supporting data analysis. These data warehouses were able to bring in data from a range 
of different data sources, such as mainframe computers, minicomputers, as well as personal 
computers and office automation software such as spreadsheets and integrate this information 
in a single place. This capability, coupled with user-friendly reporting tools, and freedom from 
operational impacts has led to a growth of this type of computer system.  
A Data Mining is concerned with the analysis of data and the use of software techniques for 
finding patterns and regularities in sets of data. It is the computer, which is responsible for 
finding the patterns by identifying the underlying rules and features in the data. The idea is 
that it is possible to strike gold in unexpected places as the data mining software extracts 
patterns not previously discernable or so obvious that no-one has noticed them before.  
Data Mining analysis tends to work from the data up and the best techniques are those 
developed with an orientation towards large volumes of data, making use of as much of the 
collected data as possible to arrive at reliable conclusions and decisions. The analysis 
process starts with a set of data, uses a methodology to develop an optimal representation of 
the structure of the data during which time knowledge is acquired. Once knowledge has been 
acquired this can be extended to larger sets of data working on the assumption that the larger 
data set has a structure similar to the sample data.  
Components of a Data Warehouse  
The primary components of the majority of data warehouses are discussed below: 
(i) Data Source Layer: Data sources refer to any electronic repository of information that 

contains data of interest for management use or analytics. This definition covers 
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mainframe databases, client-server databases, PC databases, spreadsheets and any 
other electronic store of data. Data needs to be passed from these systems to the data 
warehouse either on a transaction-by-transaction basis for real-time data warehouses or 
on a regular cycle for offline data warehouses. 

(ii) Data Transformation Layer: The Data Transformation layer receives data from the data 
sources, cleans and standardizes it, and loads it into the data repository, also called staging 
data. Some of the activities that occur during data transformation are - Comparing data from 
different systems to improve data quality, Standardizing data and codes, Integrating data from 
different systems and Performing other system housekeeping functions.  

(iii) Data Warehouse Layer: The Data Warehouse is a relational database organized to hold 
information in a structure that best supports reporting and analysis. 

(iv) Reporting Layer: The data in the data warehouse must be available to the organization’s 
staff if the data warehouse is to be made useful. There are a very large number of software 
applications that perform this function, or reporting can be custom-developed. Examples of 
types of reporting tools include: Business Intelligence tools, Executive Information Systems, 
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) Tools and Data Mining. 

(v) Metadata Layer: Metadata, or "data about data", is used to inform operators and users of 
the data warehouse about its status and the information held within the data warehouse. 
Examples of data warehouse metadata include the most recent data load date, the 
business meaning of a data item and the number of users that are logged in currently. 

(vi) Operations Layer: Data warehouse operations comprises of the processes of loading, 
manipulating and extracting data from the data warehouse. Operations also cover user 
management, security, capacity management and related functions. 

 The following components also exist in some data warehouses: 
• Dependent Data Marts 
• Logical Data Marts 
• Operational Data Stores. 

Question 18 
Write short notes on stages of Data Mining. (May 2010) 
Answer 
Stages in Data Mining are discussed below : 
(i) Selection: Selecting or segmenting the data according to some criteria so that subsets of 

the data can be determined. For example, all those people who own a car can be 
determine for selection. 

(ii) Pre-processing: This is the data cleansing stage where certain information is removed 
which is deemed unnecessary and may slow down queries. Also the data is re-configured 
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to ensure a consistent format as there is a possibility of inconsistent formats because the 
data is drawn from several sources. 

(iii) Transformation: The data is not merely transferred across but transformed in that 
overlays may be added. For example, demographic overlays are commonly used in 
market research. The data is made usable and navigable. 

(iv) Data Mining: This stage is concerned with the extraction of patterns from the data. A pattern 
can be defined as a given set of facts (data) F, a language L and some measures of certainty 
C. A pattern in a statement S in L that describe relationships among a subset Fs of F with a 
certainty C such that S is simpler in some sense than the enumeration of all the facts in Fs. 

(v) Integration and evaluation: The patterns identified by the systems are interpreted into 
knowledge which can then be used to support human decision making. For example, 
prediction and classification tasks, summarizing the contents of a data base or explaining 
observed phenomena. 

EXERCISE 

1 (i) (675)10  =   (  )2 

(ii) (1000111)2  =  (  )10 

(iii) (350.25)10  =   (  )2 

(iv) (101110.001)2 =   (  )10 

2  Discuss the Advantages and Disadvantages of Sequential File Organization. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.6.2.2 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

3 What is Data Base Management System? Discuss the benefits and limitations of using DBMS. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.7.4 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

4  What is database structure? Explain network and relational database structure. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.8.3 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

5  Discuss various types of database Key in brief. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.8.3.1 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

6 Elucidate the functions of the following which are parts of structure of a database management system: – 

(i) Data Definition Language Compiler (ii) Data Manager (iii)  File Manager  

(iv) Disk Manager (v) Query Manager (vi) Data Dictionary 
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 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.11 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

7  Describe in brief the different types of database used to store the data. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.13 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

8 Describe briefly how an SQL statement works? What are the elements that are used to form a SQL statement? 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.14 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

9 Discuss difficulties in management of system document. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.15 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

10 What are the elements that are required to be considered in designing of user interface? How the interface 
design is developed? 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.15.2 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

11 Discuss various steps in development of a backup and recovery strategy. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.16.3 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

12  What do you understand by the term “Data Mining”? Discuss different stages involved in the process of Data Mining. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.18 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

13  Distinguish between the following: 

(i) Master File and Transaction File 

 (ii) Sequential File Organization and Random File Organization 

 Answer Refer to 'Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management Systems' of Study Material. 

14  Write Short notes on 

(i) Distributed Database (ii) Object Oriented Database (iii) E-R Model 

(iv) Computer Data Code (v) Data Independence 

 Answer Refer to 'Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management Systems' of Study Material.  

15  Explain/ Define the following systems / terms:  

(i)  Decimal  (ii)  Binary  (ii)  BCD  (iv) EBCDIC 

(v)  ASCII   (vi) Unicode  (vii)  Records (ix) Fields   

(x)  Date Field  (xi) Integer Field  (xii) Double Precision Data  
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(xiii) Logical Data Type  (xiv) Memo Data Type  (xv) Primary Key  

(xvi) Secondary Key  (xvii) Foreign Key  (xviii) Candidate Key   

(xix)  Referential Integrity 

 Answer Refer to 'Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management Systems' of Study Material.  

16 In groups, discuss different situations and or businesses various file organizations which could be used in 
different business scenarios. Typical examples could be:-  

Student Enrolment System  

Clothing Manufacturer  

Automotive Manufacturer  

Hospital Systems  

Taxation Systems  

 Students are expected to prepare a detailed study note regarding the types of file used in different business scenario 
as discussed above. Also state the reason why the used file organization would be the best one in each case. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.6.2 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

17 A University is running various technical courses for students with the help of faculty members working in various 
departments. To coordinate various programs, University officials would like to implement some kind of 
methodology where data can be shared and communication may be clear among various entities involved in this 
process. After detailed study by the officials of the university, they decided to implement automation of whole 
processes of the University. To develop a system it is very much required to analysis the requirements of various 
departments involved in the process to make it success. For this, an E/R diagram will help to design the workflow 
of the system which comprises of set of entities and their relationships among these entities. The following types 
of entity and their types of relationships exist between these entities. 

Student - Program 

Student - Department 

Faculty - Department 

Faculty - Course 

 Design an E/R diagram that shows the attributes and the types of relationship among these entities. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.9.2 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

18 IBM has more than 100000 employees working in different places across the world. The personal 
information of each employee is to be recorded into company's database called IMS. The database contains 
following information. 

• The company has set of departments 

• Each department has a set of employees, a set of projects, and a set of offices. 

• Each employee has a job history 
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The database contains following entity and data item as follows. 

Department : Deptno,Deptname, Budget 

Employee : Eno, Projno,Offno,Salary 

Project : Projno,Projname, Budget 

 Design an appropriate Database and E/R diagram which represents information of the employees working in 
the company. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.9.2 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

19 Hindustan Lever Ltd. is pioneer in producing various consumer durable products like soap, toothpaste etc. 
HLL has various distributors across the country distributing products to the consumers at their doorsteps. 
The distributors provide the selected range of items to the retailers so that they can sale these items to their 
customers. The distributor takes the help of sales persons to distribute the items in efficient manner. Each 
sales person is given a target of Rs 100000 to sale the products to the retailers on monthly basis. HLL 
maintains the database of all the sales persons who sale the goods to the retailers and accordingly, on 
completion of the target achieved by sales person, company gives them incentives. To list out eligible sales 
person who should be given incentives, company use DBMS to filter the queries using structured query 
languages. The following tables have been designed with data item to find out the values. 

Product : Prodid, Prodname, Prodprice 

Customer : Custid, Custname, City 

Salesperson : Spid, Spname, City, Custname, Prodname, Totalsales 

 The students are expected to perform following exercise in respect to above given case. 

(i) Design and join the tables using SQL statement 
(ii) Generate list of product produces by the company. 
(iii) Generate the output with Custname residing in Delhi. 
(iv) Generate the output with Spname, Prodname,City where Totalsales is more than 100000 in ascending order. 
(v) Generate the output with Spname, Prodname using groups (group by) based on City.  

 Answer Refer to 'Section 2.14 of Chapter 2 i.e. Data Storage, Retrieval and Data Base Management 
Systems' of Study Material. 

Department 

Employee Project Office 

Job History 



 

3 
COMPUTER NETWORKS AND NETWORK SECURITY 

1. Definition of Computer Network: A network is a set of devices (also known as nodes, 
terminals or stations) interconnected by communication links.  A computer network is 
collection of computers and terminal devices connected together by a communication system. 
1.1 Scope of Network: File sharing, Print sharing, E-mail, Fax sharing, Remote Access, 
Shared databases, Fault tolerance, Internet access and security, Communication and 
collaboration, Organization. 
1.2 Benefits of using network: Improve communication, Reduce costs and improve 
efficiency, Reduce errors. 
2.  Networks Classification 
2.1 Function Based: Data Network, Voice Network, and Multimedia Network. 
2.2 Area Coverage Based: LAN, MAN, WAN. 
2.2.1 Area Coverage Based 
2.2.1.1 Local Area Network (LAN): A high speed data transfer network that supports 1 MBPS 
to 30 Mbps or more. 
2.2.1.2 Metropolitan Area Network (MAN): Based on Fiber Optic transmission technology 
that supports 10 Mbps transferring of data. 
2.2.1.3 Wide Area Networks (WAN): Uses long distance telephone services and satellite 
transmission. It operates at lower link speeds of about 1 Mbps. 
2.2.2 Network Models : Client Server Model and Peer-to-peer Model. 
2.3 Forwarding Based: Switch Network, Shared Network, and Hybrid Network. 
2.4 Ownership Based: Public Network, Private Network, Virtual Private Network, and 
Leased Network. 
2.5 Media Based: Wired Network and Wireless Network. 
3.  Components of Network 
3.1  Sender / Receiver: A host computer at both ends which send and receive the data.  
3.2  Communication Interface Devices: Network Interface Cards, Switches and Routers, 
Hubs, Bridges, Repeaters and Gateways, Modem, Multiplexer, Front-end communication 
processors, Protocol converters, Remote access devices. 
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3.3 Communication Channel: Guided Media (Twisted Pair cable, Coaxial cable and Optical 
Fiber cable) and Unguided Media (Wireless transmission). 
3.4  Communication Software Functions: Access control, Network management, Data and 
file transmission, Error detection and control, Data security. 
4.  Definition of Network Topology: Geometrical arrangement of computer resources, 
remote devices, and communication facilities to share the information. The four types of 
network topology are: 
4.1  Star Topology: Communication channel controlled by Centralized System. 
4.2  Bus Topology: Single network cable connected with node via communication line. 
4.3 Ring Topology: Direct point-to-point link between two neighboring nodes with 
unidirectional mode. 
4.4  Mesh Topology: Random connection of nodes using communication links. 
5. Data Transmission Techniques: Transferring of data on a communication channel 
between  sender and receiver determines by transmission techniques which include direction 
of exchanges of data, no. of bits sent and synchronization between the transmitter and 
receiver. 
5.1 Serial versus Parallel transmission: Single path of data transmission serially versus 
multiple path of data transmission simultaneously. 
5.2 Synchronous versus Asynchronous transmission: Data transmission based on 
regular versus irregular time interval. 
5.3  Transmission modes: Simplex, Half-duplex and Full-duplex connection. 
5.4  Transmission Techniques: Circuit switching, Message switching, Packet switching. 
6.  Transmission Protocols: Protocols are set of rules for communication between 
computers ensuring timings, sequencing, and error checking for data transmission.    
6.1  Protocol Definition: Syntax, Semantics and Timing.  
6.2 Open System Interconnection (OSI) Model: Application layer, Presentation layer, 
Session layer, Transport layer, Network layer, Data link layer, Presentation  layer. 
6.3 Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP): Application layer, 
Transport layer, Internet layer, Network Interface layer. 
7. Definition of Local Area Network: A data transmission system intended to link 
computers and associated devices with in a restricted geographical area. It is useful for 
sharing resources like files, printers or other applications. 
7.1 Benefits of using LAN: Security, Inexpensive workstation, Distributed processing, 
Emailing and message broadcasting, Organizational benefits, Data management benefits, 
Software cost and up-gradation. 
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7.2 LAN Requirements: Compatibility, Internetworking, Growth path and modularity, System 
reliability and maintenance. 
7.3 Components of a LAN: File server, Network operating system, Workstations, Network 
Interface Card (NIC), Network cabling. 
7.4 Wireless LAN: It is a flexible data communication systems that uses radio frequency(RF) 
technology to transmit and receive data over the air with minimizing the need for wired 
connections. 
8. Client/Server Technology: A computing technology in which the hardware and software 
components are distributed across a network to accept the request sent by the client machine 
to the server machine for processing of data.   
8.1 Limitation of the traditional computing models: Mainframe architecture, Personal 
computers, File sharing architecture. 
8.2 Component of C/S technology: Client, Server, Middleware, Fat-client or Fat-server, 
Network. 
9. Virtual Private Network (VPN): A network that uses a public network (usually the 
Internet) to connect remote sites or users together with “virtual” connections routed through 
the Internet from the company’s private network to the remote site or employee.  Two types of 
VPNs are: 
• Virtual Private Dial-up Network (VPDN) 
• Site-to-site VPN 
10. ISDN :  System of digital phone connections to allow simultaneous voice and data 
transmission across the world. Two types of ISDN services are: 
10.1 Basic Rate Interface (BRI): BRI consists of two 64 Kbps B  channels and one 16 Kbps 
D channel suitable for individual users. 
10.2 Primary Rate Interface (PRI): PRI consists of 23 B channels and one 64 Kbps D 
channel for users with higher capacity  requirements. 
11. Types of Servers 
11.1  Database Servers, Application Servers (Web Information Server, Component Server, 
Active Application Server), Print Servers, and Transaction Servers. 
11.2 Types of Internet Server : File Server, Mail Server, Gopher Server, Web Server, FTP 
Server, News Server, Chat Server, Caching Server, Proxy Server. 
12.  Network Tier Architecture: A tier is a distinct part of hardware or software. It comprises:  
12.1 Single tier system: Single computer that contains a database and a front end to access 
the database. 
12.2  Two tier system: Client at front-end and server at back-end. 
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12.3 Three tier system: provides process management with business logic and  rules. 
12.4 N-tier system: An application is executed by more than one distinct software agent. 
13. Definition of Data Centre: Centralized repository for the storage, management and 
dissemination of data and information with high security, fault-resistant facilities, hosting 
customer equipment that connects to telecommunication networks. Two types of data centres 
are:Private and Public Data Centre.  
• Tier 1 data centre can tolerate upto 28.8 hours of downtime per year. 
• Tier 4 data centre can tolerate upto 0.4 hours of downtime per year. 
13.1 Value added services by Data Centre: Database monitoring, Web monitoring, Backup 
and restore, Intrusion detection system, Storage on demand. 
13.2  Features of Data Centers: Size, Data Security, Availability of Data, Electrical and power 
systems, Security. 
13.3 Management challenges in Data Centre: Maintain skill staff and high infrastructure, 
Maximization uptime and performance, Technology selection, Resource balancing. 
13.4 Disaster recovery sites: Cold site, Warm site, Hot site. 
13.5 Business Continuity Planning (BCP): A BCP is a logistical plan for how an 
organization will recover and restore partially or completely interrupted critical functions within 
a predetermined time after a disaster or extended disruption. 
13.5.1 Life Cycle of BCP: Analysis, Solution design, Implementation, Testing and 
organization acceptance, Maintenance. 
14. Network Security: Ensure safeguarding of assets and maintain the data integrity within 
the system.  
14.1 Need of Security: safeguard assets, ensure and maintain the data integrity. 
14.2 Level of Security: Prepare project plan, Assets identification, Assets valuation, Threats 
identification, Threats probability of occurrence assessment, Exposure analysis, Control 
adjustment, and Report generation. 
14.3 IDS Components: Network Intrusion Detection, Host-based Intrusion Detection, Hybrid 
Intrusion Detection, Network-Node Intrusion Detection.  
14.4 Threats and Vulnerabilities: Fire, Water, Energy variations, Pollution, Intrusion, Viruses 
and Worms, Misuse of software, Hackers. 
14.5 Techniques of Network security: Firewall.  
Question 1 
(a) Describe briefly, the following terms:  
 (i) Switch (May 2007)  
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 (ii) Data Centre (May 2007)  
 (iii) Repeaters (Nov 2007)  
 (iv) DNS Server (May 2008)  
 (v) MODEM (June 2009)  
 (vi) VPDN (June 2009)  
 (vii) Layer 3 or Network Layer (November 2009)  
(b) Explain each of the following:  
 (i) Multiplexer (May 2008)  
 (ii) E-mail (November 2009)  
Answer 
(a) (i) Switch: It is hardware device used to direct messages across a network.  Switches 

create temporary point to point links between two nodes on a network and send all 
data along that link. 

 (ii) Data Centre: It is a centralized depository for the storage, management and 
discrimination of data and information.  It can be defined as highly secure, fault-
resistant facilities, hosting customer equipment that connects to telecommunications 
networks. 

(iii)  Repeaters:  Repeaters are devices that solve the snag of signal degradation which 
results as data is transmitted along the cables.  It boosts or amplifies the signals 
before passing it through to the next section of cable. 

(iv) DNS Server:  Domain Name Server is an Internet-wide distributed database system 
that documents and distributes network specific information such as the associated 
IP address for a host name, and vice-versa.  The host storing this database is a 
domain name server. 

(v) MODEM: It stands for Modulator/Demodulator and is an encoding as well as 
decoding device used in data transmission that converts a digital computer signal 
into an analog telephone signal (i.e. it modulates the signal) and converts an analog 
telephone signal into a digital computer signal (i.e. it demodulates the signal) in a 
data communication system.  

 (vi) VPDN:  VPDN (Virtual Private Dial-Up Network) is a user to LAN connection used 
by a company that has employees who need to connect to the private network from 
various remote locations. 

(vii) Layer 3 or Network Layer: Network Layer corresponds to the layer 3 of the OSI model 
and enables a choice of the physical route of transmission of a message packet by 

• Creating a virtual circuit for upper layers to make them independent of data 
transmission and switching. 
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• Establishing, maintaining, and terminating connections between the nodes. 
• Ensuring proper routing of data. 

(b) (i) Multiplexer: It is a device that enables several devices to share one communication 
line.  The Multiplexer scans each device to collect and transmit data on a single line 
to the CPU, and also communicates transmission from the CPU to the appropriate 
terminal linked to the multiplexer. The devices are polled and periodically asked 
whether there is any data to transmit.  

 (ii) E-mail: E-mail is a method of composing, sending, storing and receiving messages 
over electronic communication systems. The term e-mail applies both to the Internet 
e-mail system based on the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and to intranet 
systems allowing users within one company to e-mail each other. 

Question 2 
Describe the functions of layers in TCP/IP protocol. (November 2010) 
Answer 
TCP/IP Protocol Layers: TCP/IP protocol suit has four layers and each layer performs 
specific function so that packet can be moved to next layer in TCP/IP protocol suit. These 
layers are given below:  
(i) Application layer: It provides services directly to the user such as email.   
(ii) Transport layer: It provides end-to-end communication between applications and 

verifies correct packets arrival. 
(iii) Internet layer: It provides packet routing for error checking, addressing and integrity. 
(iv) Network Interface layer: It provides an interface to the network hardware and device 

drivers.  This can also be called Data link layer. 
Question 3 
Describe the ways a computer network can help business.  (June 2009) 
Answer 
A computer network can help the business in following ways: 
(i) File Sharing: File sharing is the most common function provided by networks and 

consists of grouping all data files together on a server or servers. When all data files in 
an organization are concentrated in one place, it is much easier for staff to share 
documents and other data.  

(ii) Print Sharing: When printers are made available over the network, multiple users can 
print to the same printer. This facility can reduce the number of printers the organization 
must purchase, maintain and supply.  
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(iii) E-Mail: Internal or "group" email enables the staff of an office to communicate with each 
other quickly and effectively. Group email applications also provide capabilities for 
contact management, scheduling and task assignment.  

(iv) Fax Sharing: Through the use of a shared modem(s) connected directly to the network 
server, fax sharing permits users to fax documents directly from their computers without 
ever having to print them out on paper.  

(v) Remote Access: Staff often require access to their email, documents or other data from 
locations outside the office. A highly desirable network function, remote access allows 
users to dial in to an organization's network via telephone and access all the network 
resources that they can access when they're in the office. 

(vi) Shared Databases: Shared databases are an important subset of file sharing. If the 
organization maintains an extensive database, a network is the only effective way to 
make the database available to multiple users at the same time.  

(vii) Fault Tolerance: This is the process of making sure that there are several lines of defense 
against accidental data loss. Tape backups, servers attached to an uninterruptible power 
supply and redundant hardware are examples of such defense lines.  

(viii) Internet Access and Security: When computers are connected via a network, they can 
share a common, network connection to the Internet. This facilitates email, document 
transfer and access to the resources available on the World Wide Web.  

(ix) Communication and collaboration: A network allows employees to share files, view 
other people's work, and exchange ideas more efficiently.  

(x) Organization: A variety of network scheduling software is available that makes it 
possible  to arrange meetings without constantly checking everyone's schedules. 

Question 4 
Define computer network?  What are the benefits of using computer network? Describe in brief. 
Answer 
A computer network is a collection of computers and terminal devices connected together by a 
communication system. The set of computers may include large-scale computers, medium 
scale computers, mini computers and microprocessors. The set of terminal devices may 
include intelligent terminals, dumb terminals, workstations of various kinds and miscellaneous 
devices such as the commonly used telephone instruments. 
Benefits of Using Networks:  
(i) Organizations can improve communication by connecting their computers and working 

on standardized systems, so that: 

• Staff, suppliers and customers are able to share information and get in touch more 
easily.  
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• More information sharing can make the business more efficient - eg networked 
access to a common database can avoid the same data being keyed multiple times, 
which would waste time and could result in errors.  

• as staff are better equipped to deal with queries and deliver a better standard of 
service as they can share information about customers.  

(ii) Organization can reduce costs and improve efficiency - by storing information in one 
centralized database and streamlining working practices, so that: 

• staff can deal with more customers at the same time by accessing customer and 
product databases.  

• network administration can be centralized, less IT support is required.  

• costs are cut through sharing of peripherals such as printers, scanners, external 
discs, tape drives and Internet access.  

(iii) Organizations can reduce errors and improve consistency - by having all staff work from 
a single source of information, so that standard versions of manuals and directories can 
be made available, and data can be backed up from a single point on a scheduled basis, 
ensuring consistency. 

Question 5 
What is Data Communication?  Discuss various types of networks in brief. 

Answer 
The transmission of data from one computer to another, or from one device to another is 
known as data communication. A communications device, therefore, is any machine that 
assists data transmission. For example, modems, cables, and ports are all communications 
devices. All of the interconnected data communication devices can form a wide area network, 
a local area network, or a metropolitan area network, or virtual private network. 
(i) Local Area Networks (LAN) : A LAN covers a limited geographical area. A typical LAN 

connects as many as hundred or so microcomputers that are located in a relatively small 
area, such as a building or several adjacent buildings.  

(ii) Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN) − A metropolitan area network (MAN) is 
somewhere between a LAN and a WAN. The terms MAN is sometimes used to refer to 
networks which connect systems or local area networks within a metropolitan area 
(roughly 40 kms in length from one point to another).  MANs are based on fiber optic 
transmission technology and provide high speed (10 Mbps or so), interconnection 
between sites.  A MAN can support both data and voice. Cable television networks are 
examples of MANs that distribute television signals. A MAN just has one or two cables 
and does not contain switching elements. 
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(iii)  Wide Area Networks (WAN) : A WAN covers a large geographic area with various 
communication facilities such as long distance telephone service, satellite transmission, 
and under-sea cables. The WAN typically involves different types of communication 
hardware and software. Examples of WANs are interstate banking networks and airline 
reservation systems. Wide area networks typically operate at lower link speeds (about 1 
Mbps).  

Question 6 
Discuss any five Communication Interface Devices. 

Answer 
Five commonly used Communication Interface Devices are: 
(i)  Network Interface Card (NIC): It is an electronic card which is installed in server as well 

as in all the nodes for interconnection of nodes with server. Network Interface card 
provides a connector on its back for connection of nodes and server using network cable. 
NIC has buffer for storing incoming and outgoing packets, thus improving the network 
throughput. NIC uses Linear bus topology, according to which only one node can access 
the data from the server at a time. NIC is installed in one of the available PCI/ISA slot on 
the motherboard. 

(ii)  Modem (Modulator/Demodulator):  It is an electronic device which is used to convert 
digital signals to analog telephone signals (modulation) and analog signals to digital data 
(demodulation) in a data communication system.  Modem allows the communication 
among computers through telephone lines. Motorola, GVC, O-Link, AOCOM are some of 
the manufacturers of Modems. Modems can be categorized on the basis of speed, price 
and other features.  But, most commonly people classify them as internal or external.  
Internal modem looks like the sound cards and video cards that fit inside the computer.  
External modem connects to the serial port of the computer.  Speed of modem can be 
28.8Kbps (Kilo bits per second) or 56.6 Kbps.  

 Modem installed in Laptop computers is similar to credit card size, known as PCMCIA 
(Personal Computer Memory Card International Association) modem. 

(iii)  Multiplexer (MUX):  It is an electronic device which allows number of devices to share a 
single communication line. Multiplexer continuously scans the nodes and server to find 
out whether any of them wants to send data to other nodes or not. This process of 
continuously scanning by multiplexer is called Polling. Multiplexer may perform Time 
division multiplexing (TOM) or Frequency division multiplexing (FOM). 

(iv)  Front-end communication processor: In case of high volume data transfer, a separate 
computer, known as front-end communication processor is used for sending and 
receiving data, code conversions, editing and verification of data, terminal recognition 
and control of transmission lines thus relieving the main computer for data processing 
tasks rather than data transmission. 
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(v)  Protocol Converter: Protocols are the standard sets of rules which govern the flow of 
data on a communication network. Dissimilar devices, which follow different protocols, 
can not communicate with each other without protocol conversion. For example, one 
computer representing data in ASCII code can not communicate with another computer 
using EBCDIC code for data representation without protocol conversion.  Protocol 
converter is an electronic device which is used for protocol conversion.  However, 
protocol conversion can also take place through software.  

Question 7 
Briefly explain various functions of Communication Software. (November 2008 & 2010) 
Answer 
Various Functions of Communication Software: Communication software manages the flow 
of data across a network. It performs the following functions: 
(i) Access control: Linking and disconnecting different devices; automatically dialing and 

answering telephones; restricting access to authorized users and establishing 
parameters such as speed, mode, and direction of transmission. 

(ii) Network management: Polling devices to see whether they are ready to send or receive 
data; queuing input and output; determining system priorities; routing messages and 
logging network activity, use, and errors. 

(iii) Data and file transmission: Controlling the transfer of data, files, and messages among 
various devices. 

(iv) Error detection and control: Ensuring that the data sent is indeed the data received. 
(v) Data security: Protecting data during transmission from unauthorized access. 
Question 8 
Explain Star Network Topology in brief. (November 2008) 
Answer 
Star Network Topology 
The geometrical arrangement of computer resources, remote devices and communication 
facilities is known as Network Structure or Network Topology. Star Network topology is 
characterized by communication channels emanating from centralized computer system as 
shown in figure given below: 

 

Figure: Star Network Topology 
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The processing nodes in a star network interconnect directly with a central system. Each 
terminal, small computer, or large main frame can communicate only with the central site and 
not with other nodes in the network. If it is desired to transmit information from one node to 
another, it can be done only by sending the details to the central node, which in turn sends 
them to the destination.     
Advantages: 
• It is easy to add new and remove nodes. 
• A node failure does not bring down the entire network. 
• It is easier to diagnose network problems through a central hub.   
Disadvantages: 
• If the central hub fails, the whole network ceases to function. 
• It costs more to cable a star configuration than other topologies 
Question 9 
Describe the Ring Network. Discuss its advantages and disadvantages. (November 2009) 
Answer 
Ring Network: This is one of the structures for local area networks. In this topology, the 
network cable passes from one node to another until all nodes are connected in the form of a 
loop or ring. There is a direct point-to-point link between two neighboring nodes. These links 
are unidirectional which ensures that transmission by a node traverses the whole ring and 
comes back to the node, which made the transmission. Ring Network topology is particularly 
appropriate for organizations that require a centralized database or a centralized processing 
facility. 
Advantages: 
(i) Ring networks offer high performance for a small number of workstations. 
(ii) These can span longer distances compared to other types of networks. 
(iii) Ring networks are easily extendable. 
Disadvantages: 
(i) It is relatively expensive and difficult to install. 
(ii) Failure of one computer on the network can affect the whole network. 
(iii) It is difficult to trouble shoot a ring network. Adding or removing computers can disrupt 

the network. 
Question 10 
Write the features of Synchronous transmission.  (November 2010) 
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Answer 
Features of Synchronous transmission:  
• The bits are transmitted at fixed rate. 
• The transmitter and receiver both use the same clock signals for synchronisation. 
• It allows characters to be sent without start-stop bit. 
• It allows data to be sent as multi-word block. 
• Synchronisation bit is placed at the beginning and end of each block.  
• Timing is determined by MODEM. 
• It is faster but more expensive transmission. 
Question 11 
Discuss various Data transmission modes. (May 2007) 
Answer 
There are three Data transmission modes: 
(i) Simplex: A simplex communication mode permits data to flow in only one direction.  A 

terminal connected to such a line is either a send-only or a receive only device.  Simplex 
mode is seldom used because a return path is generally needed to send 
acknowledgements, control or error signals. 

(ii) Half duplex: In this mode, data can be transmitted back and forth between two stations, 
but data can only go in one of the two directions at any given point of time. 

(iii) Full duplex: A full duplex connection can simultaneously transmit and receive data 
between two stations.  It is most commonly used communication mode. A full duplex line 
is faster, since it avoids the delay that occurs in a half-duplex mode each time the 
direction of transmission is changed. 

Question 12 
Briefly explain various types of communication services used to transmit data in a network. 
  (May 2008) 
Answer 
Communication Services:  An organisation that wishes to transmit data uses one of the 
common carrier services to carry the messages from station to station. Some of the common 
types of communication services used to transmit data in a network are: 
(i) Narrow Band Service: It is used where data volume is relatively low. The transmission 

rates usually range from 45 to 300 bits per second.  Examples of this service are 
telephone companies, typewriters exchange service (TWX) and Telex service. 
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(ii) Voice Band Service: Voice band services use ordinary telephone lines to send data 
messages.  Transmission rates vary from 300 to 4,800 bits per second, and higher. 

(iii) Wide Band Service: Wide band services provide data transmission rates from several 
thousands to several million bits per second.  These services are limited to high-volume 
users.  Such services generally use coaxial cable or microwave communication.   

Communication Services may be either leased or dial up.  A leased communication channel, 
which gives the user exclusive use of the channel, is used where there are continuing data 
transmission needs. The dial up variety requires the person to dial the computer. This 
alternative is appropriate when there are periodic data to be transmitted. 
Question 13 
Explain the OSI Model of communication. (June 2009) 
Answer 
OSI or the Open System Interconnection Model of Communication has been outlined by 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) to facilitate communication among the 
various hardware and software platforms which are heterogeneous in nature.  It consists of 
following seven layers of functions: 
(i) Physical Layer: This first layer is a hardware layer which specifies mechanical features 

as well as electromagnetic features of the connection between the devices and the 
transmission.        

(ii) Data Link Layer: This is the second layer and is also a hardware layer which specifies 
channel access control method and ensures reliable transfer of data through the 
transmission medium. 

(iii) Network Layer: This is the third layer and makes a choice of the physical route of 
transmission. 

(iv) Transport Layer: This is the fourth layer and ensures reliable transfer of data between 
user processes, assembles and disassembles message packets, provides error recovery 
and flow control. At this layer, multiplexing and encryption take place. 

(v) Session Layer: This is the fifth layer and establishes, maintains and terminates sessions 
(dialogues) between user processes. Identification and authentication are undertaken at 
this layer level. 

(vi) Presentation Layer: This is the sixth layer which controls on screen display of data, 
transforms data to a standard application interface. Encryption, data compression can 
also be undertaken at this layer. 

(vii) Application Layer: This is the seventh layer which provides services for file transfer, file 
sharing, etc. Database concurrency and deadlock situation controls are undertaken at 
this layer. 
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Question 14 
Write short notes on TCP/IP. (November 2007) 
Answer 
TCP/IP: The protocols used on the Internet are called TCP/IP (Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol). A TCP/IP protocol has two parts which create packet switching 
network: 
(a)  TCP deals with exchange of sequential data. 
(b) IP handles packet forwarding as is used on the Internet. 
 TCP/IP has following four layers. 

(i) The Application Layer, which provides service directly to the user. 
(ii) The Transport Layer, which provides end-to end communication between 

applications and verifies correct packet arrival. 
(iii) The Internet Layer, which provides packet routing for error checking, addressing 

and integrity. 
(iv) The Network Interface Layer, which provides an interface to the network hardware 

and device drivers. This can also be called the data link layer. 
 Some reference books also include a fifth layer namely Physical Layer as part of TCP / 

IP which transmits the data from one system to another system in the form of 0s and 1s. 
 The TCP protocol breaks file or message in small packets.  Each packet is then given a 

header, which contains the destination address.  The packets are then sent over the 
Internet.  The IP protocol guides the packets so that they arrive at the destination.  Once 
there, the TCP protocol resembles the packets into the original message. 

Question 15 
Describe the various factors which have contributed to the growth of Local Area Network 
(LAN).  (November 2007) 
Answer 
The following factors have contributed to the growth of LAN. 
(i) Security:  Security for programs and data can be achieved using servers that are locked 

through both software and physical means such as diskless nodes. 
(ii) Expanded PC Usage:  Once a LAN has been set up, it actually costs less to automate 

all processes as existing PCs can be easily converted into nodes by adding network 
interface card. 

(iii) Distributed Processing:  LAN with inter-user communication and information exchange 
helps to develop distributed processing system. 
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(iv) Electronic mail and Message Broadcasting:  E-mail allows users to communicate 
more easily among themselves through a mail-box on the server. 

(v) Organisational Benefit:  The information flow becomes a lot smoother with various 
departments, having the ability to access or request for information and data pertinent to 
them.  Besides these, it leads to reduction in costs of Hardware, Software, and also in 
time, and  cost of training on manpower to use the system. 

(vi) Data Management Benefit:  Since data is located centrally on the server, it becomes 
much easy to manage it, as well as back it up. 

(vii) Software cost and upgradation:  Network version software cost is less compared to 
single version software.  Software upgrade is easy as package is stored centrally on the 
server 

Question 16 
What do you understand by Local Area Network? Describe its basic components.      

Answer 
A local area network (LAN) is primarily a data transmission system intended to link computers 
and associated devices within a restricted geographical area such as an office building or 
several adjacent buildings. The linked computers and related equipments may be anything 
from full-scale mainframe computing systems to small desktop office workstations, terminals 
and peripherals etc. Organizations use LANs because they enable multiple users to share 
software, data and devices. LANs use a shared physical media, which is routed in the whole 
campus to connect various systems. LAN uses high-speed media (1Mbps to 30 Mbps or more) 
and are mostly privately owned and operated. 
Local area network has following five components: 
(i)   File Server:  A network file server is a computer system used for the purpose of 

managing the file system, servicing the network printers, handling network 
communications, and other functions. A server may be dedicated in which case all of its 
processing power is allocated to network functions, or it may be non-dedicated which 
means that a part of the servers functions may be allocated as a workstation or DOS-
based system. 

(ii)  The network operating system: It is loaded into the server’s hard disk along with the 
system management tools and user utilities. When the system is restarted, NetWare 
boots and the server comes under its control. 

(iii)  Workstations: Workstations are attached to the server through the Network Interface 
Card and the cabling. Workstations are normally intelligent systems, such as the IBM PC. 
The concept of distributed processing relies on the fact that personal computers attached 
to the networks perform their own processing after loading programs and data from the 
server. Hence, a workstation is called an Active Device on the network. After processing, 
files are stored back on the server where they can be used by other workstations. 
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(iv) Network Interface Card: Every device connected to a LAN needs a Network Interface 
Card (NIC) to plug into the LAN. For example, a PC may have an Ethernet card installed 
in it to connect to an Ethernet LAN. 

(v)  Network Cabling:  Once the server, workstations and network interface cards are in 
place, network cabling is used to connect everything together. The most popular type of 
network cable is the shielded twisted-pair, co-axial and fiber optic cabling.  

Question 17 
Discuss the various attributes of Local Area Network (LAN). (May 2010) 
Answer 
Main attributes of Local Area Networks: 
(i) Inexpensive transmission media is used to connect computers in limited geographical 

area mainly through coaxial cable. 
(ii) Inexpensive devices like modems, repeaters and transceiver is used to interface with the 

transmission media. 
(iii) Provide easy physical connection of devices to the media. 
(iv) Provide high data transmission rates between source and the destination. 
(v) Network data transmissions is easier for the devices with different transmission rates in 

the network. 
(vi) Provide high degree of interconnection between the network devices. 
(vii) All devices have the potential to communicate with other devices on the network. 
(viii) It does not provide central controlling processor on the network. 
(ix) Each attached device may only hear and does not necessarily process messages or 

instructions.  
Question 18 
Describe the important characteristic of client / server technology. 
  (May 2007 & November 2010) 
Answer 
Characteristics of C/S Technology: 
(i) It consists of a client process and a server process that can be distinguished from each 

other. 
(ii) The client portion and the server portion can operate on separate computer platforms. 
(iii) Either the client or the server platform can be upgraded without having to upgrade the 

other platform. 
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(iv) The server is able to service multiple clients concurrently. 
(v) The system includes some sort of networking capability. 
(vi) A significant portion of the application logic resides at the client end. 
(vii) Action is usually initiated at the client end and not the server end. 
(viii) A user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) generally resides at the client end. 
(ix) A structured query language (SQL) capability is available to client server system. 
(x) Database server provides data protection and security. 
Question 19 
Describe in brief the various components of Client Server Architecture. (June 2009) 
Answer 
The various components of Client-Server Architecture are as follows: 
(i) Client: Clients, which are typically PCs, are the “users” of the services offered by the 

servers. There are basically three types of clients:   
• Non-Graphical User Interface (GUI) Clients: These require a minimum amount of 

human interaction e.g. ATMs, cell phones, fax machines, and robots.  
• GUI-Clients: These are human interaction models usually involving object/action 

models like the pull-down menus in Windows 3-X.     
• Object-Oriented User Interface (OOUI) Clients: These take GUI-Clients even 

further with expanded visual formats, multiple workplaces, and object interaction 
rather than application interaction. Windows 95 is a common OOUI Client. 

(ii) Server: Servers await request from the client and regulate access to shared resources 
and perform action based on client request. File servers make it possible to share files 
across a network by maintaining a shared library of documents, data, and images. 
Database servers, transaction servers and web servers are some of the servers used in 
client server architecture. 

(iii) Middleware: The network system implemented within the client/server technology is 
termed as Middleware. It is all the distributed software needed to allow clients and 
servers to interact. General middleware allows for communication, directory services, 
queuing, distributed file sharing, and printing.  

(iv) Fat-client or Fat-server: Fat-client allows more of the processing to take place on the 
client, like with a file server or database server. Fat-servers place more emphasis on the 
server and try to minimize the processing done by clients. Transactions, GroupWare, and 
web servers are examples of Fat Servers. Fat Clients are also referred to as “2-Tier” 
systems and Fat-servers as “3-Tier” systems. 
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Question 20 
What is VPN? Discuss different types of VPN. 

Answer 
A VPN is a private network that uses a public network (usually the Internet) to connect remote 
sites or users together. Instead of using a dedicated, real-world connection such as leased 
line, a VPN uses virtual connections routed through the Internet from the company's private 
network to the remote site or employee. There are two common types of VPN: 
(i) Remote-access VPN: Remote-access, also called a virtual private dial-up network (VPDN), 

is a user-to-LAN connection which can be used by an organization that has employees who 
need to connect to the private network from various remote locations. The enterprise service 
provider (ESP) sets up a network access server (NAS) and provides the remote users with 
desktop client software for their computers. The telecommuters can then dial a toll-free 
number to reach the NAS and use their VPN client software to access the corporate network. 
Remote-access VPNs permit secure, encrypted connections between an organization's 
private network and remote users through a third-party service provider. 

(ii) Site-to-Site VPN: Through the use of dedicated equipment and large-scale encryption, a 
company can connect multiple fixed sites over a public network such as the Internet. 
Site-to-site VPNs can be one of two types: 
• Intranet-based: If a company has one or more remote locations that they wish to join in 

a single private network, they can create an intranet VPN to connect LAN to LAN. 
• Extranet-based: When a company has a close relationship with another company, 

they can build an extranet VPN that connects LAN to LAN, and  allows the various 
companies to work in a shared environment. 

Question 21 
What is Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)? Write its advantages. (May 2010) 
Answer 
ISDN: Integrated Services Digital Network is a system of digital phone connections to allow 
simultaneous voice and data transmission across the world. Such voice and data are carried 
by bearer channels known as B channels having a bandwidth of 64 kilobits per second. ISDN 
provides two types of services namely Basic Rate Interface (BRI) and Primary Rate Interface 
(PRI). BRI consists of two 64 kbps B channels and one 16 kbps D channel and is suitable 
for individual users. PRI consists of twenty three B channels and one 64 kbps D channel and 
is suitable for users with higher capacity requirements.  
Various advantages of ISDN are : 
(i) ISDN allows multiple digital channels to be operated simultaneously through the same 

regular phone cable meant for analog signals. The digital connection scheme permits a 
much higher data transfer rate than analog connections. 
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(ii) In ISDN, digital data sources can be combined together to route the information at the 
destination point without any loss of data or voice.  

(iii) ISDN sends a digital packet on a separate channel without disturbing the established 
connections with high data rate transfer. 

(iv) ISDN transmits full duplex data using single device that can be connected with a U 
interface, which is known as Network Termination 1. 

Question 22 
Describe ‘Caching Server’ and ‘Proxy Server’. How are they different from each other?  

  (November 2009) 
Answer 
Caching Server: A caching server is used to restrict number of one’s own access to the 
Internet. Basically, a caching server sits between the client computer and the server that 
would normally fulfill a client’s request. The caching server intercepts the request sent and 
maintains a library of files that have been requested in the recent past by users on the 
Internet. If the request is found in the library, the server returns the desired information without 
going out to the Internet. Thus, a caching server does not restrict information flow. Instead, it 
makes a copy of requested information, so that frequent requests can be served locally, rather 
than from the original Internet source. It provides a good means to reduce overall traffic to and 
from the Internet. It is also possible to connect the caching servers in a hierarchy so that if the 
requested information is not available locally, it can be passed to the nearby caching servers 
for possible availability.  
Proxy Server: A proxy server is designed to restrict access to information on the Internet. A 
proxy server can be configured to refuse to pass the request to the intended Internet server. 
Such a server operates on a list of rules given to it by a System Administrator. Some proxy 
software use list of specific forbidden sites, the others examine the content of a page 
pertaining to the request. 
Question 23 
Explain the various types of Internet servers. (November 2008) 
Answer  
Types of Internet Servers: 
(i) File server: It manages requests from clients for files stored on the server’s local disk. A 

central file server permits groups and users to share and access data in multiple ways.  
(ii) Mail server: A mail server is the most efficient way to receive and store electronic mail 

messages for a community of users. A central mail server runs 24 hours a day. The mail 
server can also provide a global email directory for all community and organization’s 
users, as well as email gateway and relay services for all other mail servers.  
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(iii) DNS server: Domain Name Service is an Internet-wide distributed database system that 
documents and distributes network-specific information, such as the associated IP 
address for a host name, and vice versa.  

(iv) Gopher server: Gopher is an Internet application that uses multiple Gopher servers to 
locate images, applications, and files stored on various servers on the Internet. Gopher 
offers menu choices to prompt users for information that interests them, and then 
establishes the necessary network connections to obtain the resource.  

(v) Web server: The World Wide Web (WWW) is a very popular source of information on the 
Internet. Web browsers present information to the user in hypertext format. When the 
user selects a word or phrase that a Web page’s author has established as a hypertext 
link, the Web browser queries another Web server or file to move to another Web page 
related to the link.  

(vi) FTP server: File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is an Internet-wide standard for distribution of 
files from one computer to another. The computer that stores files and makes them 
available to others is a server.  

(vii) News server: Usenet News is a world wide discussion system consisting of thousands of 
newsgroups organized into hierarchies by subject.  

(viii) Chat server: Some organizations choose to run a server that will allow multiple users to 
have real-time discussions, called chats on the Internet. Most chat servers allow the 
creation of private chat rooms where participants can meet for private discussions.  

(ix) Caching server: A caching server is employed when the number of accesses to the 
Internet is to be restricted. A caching server sits between the client computer and the 
server that would normally fulfill a client’s request. Once the client’s request is sent, it is 
intercepted by the caching server. The caching server maintains a library of files that 
have been requested in the recent past by users on the network. If the caching server 
has the requested information in its cache, the server returns the information without 
going out to the Internet.  

(x) Proxy server: A proxy server is designed to restrict access to information on the 
Internet. If, for example, the organization does not want its users to have access to 
pornographic materials, a proxy server can be configured to refuse to pass the request to 
the intended Internet server.  

Question 24 
Explain value added services being offered by a Data Centre. (November 2007& May 2010) 
Answer 
Value added services provided by a data centre: 
(i) Database monitoring: This is done via a database agent, which enables the high 

availability of the database through comprehensive automated management. 
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(ii) Web monitoring: It assesses and monitors website performance, availability, integrity 
and the responsiveness from the perspective of the visitor to the site. It also reports on 
HTTP, FTP service status, monitors URL availability and round-trip response time, and 
verifies web content accuracy and changes. 

(iii) Backup and restore: It provides centralized multi-system management capabilities that 
has comprehensive integrated management solution for enterprise data storage using 
specialized backup agents for the operating system, database, open files and application. 

(iv) Intrusion detection system: It provides automated network-based security assessment 
and policy compliance evaluation. 

(v) Storage on demand: It provides the back-end infrastructure as well as the expertise, 
best practices and proven processes so as to give a robust, easily manageable and cost-
effective storage strategy. It provides data storage infrastructure to access information at 
any time with security, reliability and availability needed to meet the requirements of a 
company. 

Question 25 
Describe various features of Data Centers. (November 2008) 
Answer 
Data Center is a centralized repository for the storage, management and dissemination of data 
and information. Data centers can be defined as highly secure with fault-resistant facilities and 
hosting computer equipment that connects to telecommunication networks. 
Features of Data Centers  
(i) Size: Data centers are characterized foremost by the size of their operations and require 

a minimum area of around 5,000 to 30,000 square meters. A financially viable data 
center could comprise of a hundred to several thousand servers.   

(ii) Data Security: It should ensure maximum data security and 100 per cent availability. 
Data centers have to be protected against intruders by controlling access to the facility 
and by video surveillance. They should be able to withstand natural disasters and 
calamities, like fire and power failures. Recovery sites must be well maintained. 

(iii)  Availability of Data: The goal of a data center is to maximize the availability of data, 
and to minimize potential downtime. To do this, redundancy has to be built into all the 
mission critical infrastructure of the data center, such as connectivity, electrical supply, 
security and surveillance, air conditioning and fire suppression. 

(iv) Electrical and power systems: A data center should provide the highest power 
availability with uninterrupted power systems (UPS). 

(v) Security: Physical security and systems security are critical to operations. Thus, it 
should provide both types of security measures to ensure the security of equipments and 
data placed at the data center.  
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Question 26 
What are the challenges faced by the management of a data center.  (June 2009) 
Answer 
Challenges faced by the management are:   
(i) Maintaining a skilled staff and the high infrastructure needed for daily data centre 

operations: A company needs to have staff which is expert at network management and 
has Software / OS skills and hardware skills. The company has to employ a large number 
of such people, as they have to work on rotational shifts. The company would also use 
additional cover in case a person leaves. 

(ii) Maximizing uptime and performance: While establishing sufficient redundancy and 
maintaining watertight security, data centres have to maintain maximum uptime and 
system performance. 

(iii) Technology selection: The other challenges that enterprise data centres face is 
technology selection, which is crucial to the operations of the facility, keeping business 
objectives in mind. Another problem is compensating for obsolescence. 

(iv) Resource balancing: The enterprise chief technical officer today needs to strike a 
working balance between reduced operational budgets, increased demands on existing 
infrastructure, maximizing availability, ensuring round-the-clock monitoring and 
management, and the periodic upgrades that today’s technology demands.  

Question 27 
Explain briefly various Disaster Recovery (DR) plans for eliminating Down Time. (May 2008) 
Answer  
Disaster Recovery (DR) Plans: Data Centre needs to be equipped with the appropriate 
disaster recovery system that minimizes downtime for its customers.  The following different 
types of disaster recovery plans are used: 
(i) Cold site: An alternative facility that is devoid of any resources or equipment, except air 

conditioning and raised flooring.  Equipment and resources must be installed in such a 
facility to duplicate the critical business functions of an organization.  Cold sites may 
have variations depending on their communication facilities. 

(ii) Warm site: An alternate processing site that is only partially equipped, as compared to a 
hot site, which is fully equipped.  It may have shared or dedicated server.  

(iii) Hot site: An alternative facility that has the equipment and resources to recover business 
functions that are affected by a disaster.  Hot sites may vary in the type of facilities 
offered such as data processing, communication, or other critical business functions 
which need duplication. The location and size of the hot site must be proportional to the 
equipment and resources needed. 
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Question 28 
What are the Network Threats and Vulnerabilities? (May 2008) 
Answer  
The threats to the security of system assets can be broadly divided into nine 
categories: 
(i) Fire, 
(ii) Water, 
(iii) Energy variations like voltage fluctuation, circuit breakage, etc, 
(iv) Pollution, 
(v) Intrusions and eavesdropping, which can be eliminated / minimised by physical access 

controls, prevention of electromagnetic emission and providing the facilities with their 
proper locations / sites,  

(vi) Viruses and worms, which can be avoided by using licensed copies of software files, 
cutting the use of shareware, downloading files or software only from reliable websites, 
implementing read-only access to software, installing anti-virus software, 

(vii) Misuse of software, data and services, which can be avoided by preparing employees’ 
code of conduct, 

(viii) Structural damages and 
(ix) Hackers, the expected loss from whose activities can be mitigated only by robust logical 

access controls. 

EXERCISE 

1  Discuss various types of transmission media in brief. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.4.3 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Network & Network Security ' of Study Material. 

2  Define the term Network Topology. Discuss Bus and Mesh topology with their advantages and 
disadvantages. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 3.5 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study Material. 

3  What is Transmission Protocol?  Discuss various Transmission Techniques in brief. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 3.7 & 3.6.4 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study 
Material. 

4 What are the pre-requisites in implementing LAN? 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.8.5 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study 
Material. 
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5 What is wireless LAN? Discuss the working procedures of wireless LAN. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.8.7 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study 
Material. 

6  Discuss the need of Client Server computer model. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.9.1 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study 
Material. 

7 Discuss the benefits of client/server architecture. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.9.6 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study 
Material. 

8  What do you understand by 3-Tier and n-Tier Architecture? Discuss in brief. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.13 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study Material. 

9 What are the constituents of a Data Centre?  

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.14.5 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study 
Material. 

10  What is Business Continuity Planning (BCP)? Discuss Life Cycle of BCP in brief. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.14.9 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study 
Material. 

11 Why network security is needed? Discuss the various steps in implementation of security program in brief. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 3.15 of Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study Material. 

12  Differentiate between 

(i) Client-Server Architecture and Peer- to -Peer architecture 

(ii) Serial transmission and Parallel transmission 

(iii) Synchronous and Asynchronous Data Transmission 

(iv) Database Server and Application Server 

 Answer Refer to ' Chapter 3 i.e. Computer Networks & Network Security ' of Study Material. 



 

 

4 
INTERNET AND OTHER TECHNOLOGIES 

1. History of Internet: Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) of Department of Defense, 
U.S. developed a network named ARPANET in 1970 to share information between networks. 
1.1 What is Internet ? : A network of computers that offers access to information through  
e-mail, bulletin boards, chatting, and information retrieval services that can access files, 
directories and database around the world. 
1.2 World Wide Web: A network of computers which communicates with each other using 
standard is called HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) , A protocol which  provides access to 
large amount of information located on many different servers. Web Page and Web Browser are 
elements of WWW.  
1.3  Uniform Resource Locators (URLs): A Text string used to address and access 
individual web pages and Internet resources.   
1.4  Applications of Internet: Communication, Data retrieval, Data publishing. 
1.5  Business use of Internet : Reach a worldwide audience, Provide product information, 
Save costs, Replace phone banks, Provide easy access to customer, Reduce the burden of 
customer service, Create corporate image, Recruitment and staffing services, Provide useful 
services, Online services, Eliminate the middle man, Online ecommerce etc. 
1.6 Types of Internet Connections: Analog/ Dial-up Connection, ISDN Connection, B-ISDN 
Connection, DSL Connection, ADSL Connection, SDSL Connection, VDSL Connection, Cable 
Connection, T-1 Lines Connection, Bonded T-1 Connection, T-3 Lines Connection, and 
Satellite Connection. 
2. Components of Internet  
2.1 Electronic Mail (e-mail): A technique in which messages or documents is sent to 
another person using Internet. 
2.1.1 Advantages of E-mail : Easy, Fast, Inexpensive, Easy to Filter, Secure and Reliable.  
2.1.2 Features of E-mail: Composing, Replying, Address book, Printing, Editing, Forwarding, 
Transfer of data files, Greeting cards. 
2.2 Web Casting or Push Technology: Allows users to passively receive broadcast information 
rather than actively search the web for information. For example, Internet news service. 
3. Intranet: An information system that facilitates communication within the organization, 
among widely dispersed departments, divisions, and regional locations. 
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3.1 Benefits of using Intranet: Workforce productivity, Time, Communication, Web 
publishing, Business Operations and Management, Cost-effective, Promote Common 
corporate culture, Enhance collaboration, Cross-platform capability. 
4. Extranet: An extension of an Intranet which is accessible to outside companies or 
individuals with or without an Intranet. It is a collaborative Internet connection with other 
companies and business partners.    
4.1 Benefits of using Extranet: Exchange large volumes of data, Share product catalogs, 
Collaborate with other companies, Develop and use training programs, Access services by 
one company, Share news of common interest.  
5. Internet Protocol Suite: A set of communication protocol that implements the protocol 
stack on which the Internet and most commercial networks run. Layers of TCP/IP are 
Application Layer, Transport Layer, Network Layer, and Link Layer. 
6. E-Commerce: A process of doing business electronically which involves the automation 
of a variety of business-to-business and business-to-consumer transactions through reliable 
and secure connection. 
6.1 Working of E-Commerce: Order Placed, Authorization Request, Authorization 
Response, Order Fulfilled, Settlement Request, Settlement Deposited. 
6.2 Internet's dramatic impact on the scope of business networking applications: 
Universality, Reach, Performance, Reliability, Cost, Momentum. 
7.  Types of e-Commerce: Various types of e-Commerce are- 
7.1  Business-to-Business (B2B): Exchange of services, information and/or products from 
one  business to another that takes the form of automated processes between trading 
partners.   
7.2  Business-to-Consumer (B2C): Exchange of services, information and/or products from 
a business to consumer, as opposed to between one business and another. Two types of B2C 
e-Commerce are Direct Seller and Online Intermediaries.  
7.3  Consumer-to-Business (C2B): Exchange of services with business vendors by posting 
their  project work with set budget online. The consumer reviews all the bids and selects the 
company for further processing. 
7.4  Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C): An Internet-facilitated form of commerce between 
consumer of the product. 
8. CRM: The methodologies, technology and capabilities that help an enterprise to manage 
customer relationship in a better way through the introduction of reliable systems, processes 
and procedures. Three types of application architecture of CRM are- 
8.1 Operational: Sales force automation (SFA), Customer service and support (CSS), 
Enterprise marketing automation (EMA). 
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8.2 Analytical: Analysis of data to segment customers or to identify potential to enhance client 
relationship. Types of operations are Acquisition, Retention, Information, and Modification. 
8.3 Collaborative: Benefits are Efficient productive customer  interactions, Web collaboration 
to reduce service cost, Enabling multi-channel personal customer interaction, Interaction at 
the transaction level. 
8.4 Functions of CRM: Scalability, Multiple communication channels, Workflow, Assignment, 
Database, Customer privacy considerations. 
9. Supply Chain Management: A process of planning, implementing, and controlling the 
operations of the supply chain with the purpose to satisfy customer requirements as efficiently 
as possible. 
9.1 Potential Growth area of SCM: Fulfillment, Logistics, Production, Revenue & Profit, 
Costs, Cooperation. 
9.2 Problems in SCM: Distribution Network Configuration, Distribution Strategy, Information, 
Inventory Management. 
9.3 Supply Chain Management Activities: Strategic, Tactical and Operational. 
9.4 The Bullwhip Effect: Observed phenomenon in forecast-driven distribution channels. 
Forecasts are based on statistics and are rarely perfectly accurate.   
10. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI): Electronic exchange of business documents in a 
standard and universally accepted format between trading partners which includes invoices, 
purchase orders, and shipping notices in a standard, machine process able data format. 
10.1 Advantages of EDI : Issue and receive orders faster, Make sales more easily, Get paid 
sooner, Minimize capital tied up in inventory, Reduce letters and memos, Decrease enquiries, 
Make bulk updates of catalogues and parts listings. 
10.2 EDI process: Translation of data into standard format, Transmission over communication 
lines, Re-transmission of data. 
11. EFT: Stands for Electronic Fund Transfer that represents the way the business can 
receive direct deposit of all payments from the financial institution to the company’s bank 
account.  EFT can be performed using 4 methods. They are:  Automated Teller Machines 
(ATMs), Point-of-Sale (POS) Transaction, Preauthorized Transfers, Telephone Transfers. 
12. Types of Electronic Payments: Credit Cards, Transaction using third party verification, 
Secured Electronic Transaction (SET), Joint Electronic Transaction, Electronic Cheques, 
Smart Cards, Electronic purses. 
13. Risk and Security Consideration: Reliability, Scalability, Ease of use, Payment methods. 
13.1 General Management Concern: Loss of paper audit trail, Business continuity, Exposure 
of data to third parties, Potential legal liability, record retention and retrievability, Segregation 
of duties. 
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13.2 Information and systems security tools: Firewalls, Encryption, Message 
authentication, Site blocking. 
14. Mobile Commerce: Buying and selling of goods and services through wireless handheld 
devices such as Cellular Telephone and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) known as next-
generation e-commerce. M-commerce enables users to access the Internet without need to find a 
place to plug in which is based on technology called Wireless Application Protocol (WAP). 
15. BLUETOOTH: Telecommunication Industry specification that describes how mobile phones, 
computers, and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) can be easily interconnected using a short-
range wireless connection. A data can be exchanged at a rate of 1 Mbps to 2 Mbps. 
16. Wi-Fi – Wireless Fidelity: A technology of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) based 
on IEEE 802.11 specifications to be used for mobile computing devices, such as laptops, in 
LANs, in Internet, VOIP, gaming and basic connectivity of consumer electronics such as 
televisions and DVD Players. 
Question 1 
(a) Describe briefly, the following terms:  

 (i) URL (May 2007) 
 (ii) WiFi (May 2010) 
(b) Explain each of the following:  

 (i) Web Casting (November 2007)  

 (ii) Firewall (May 2008 & 2010) 
 (iii) Intranet (May 2010)  

Answer 
(a) (i) Uniform Resource Locators (URL): are used to address and access individual 

web pages and internet resources. The format of URL is protocol / internet address / 
web page address. 

(ii) Wi-Fi: It stands for Wireless Fidelity that describes the underlying technology of 
wireless local area network based on IEEE 802.11 specifications. It is used for 
mobile computing devices, Internet and VOIP phone access, gaming applications, 
consumer electronics, public transports and mobile commerce etc.  

(b) (i) Web Casting:  It is a web based technology, which allows users to passively 
receive broadcast information rather than actively search the web for information.  It 
allows users to choose from a menu of sources, specifying what kind of information 
is needed.  Once selected, the information is automatically forwarded to the user. 
e.g. Internet news services. 
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(ii) Firewall: These are systems that control flow of traffic between the Internet and the 
firm’s internal LANs and systems. They are usually packaged as turnkey 
hardware/software packages, and are set up to enforce the specific security policies 
that are desired. A firewall is a proven, effective means of protecting the firm’s 
internal resources from unwanted intrusion. 

(iii) Intranet: It is a type of information system that facilitates communication within the 
organization among widely dispersed departments, divisions and regional locations. 
Intranet connects people together with Internet technology using Web browsers, 
Web servers and Data warehouses in a single view. 

Question 2 
Answer all following questions in brief: 

(i)  What is URL? Explain its format with suitable example. 
(ii) Explain the meaning of Web casting. (November 2010) 
Answer 
(i) URL: It stands for Uniform Resource Locator that is used to address and access 

individual web  pages and internet resources. The format of a URL is Protocol/Internet 
address/Web page address. For example - http://www.icai.org/exam.htm. 

(ii) Web casting: It is a web based technology, which allows users to passively receive 
broadcast information rather than actively search the web for information.  It allows users to 
choose from a menu of sources, specifying what kind of information is needed.  Once 
selected, the information is automatically forwarded to the user, e.g. Internet News Services. 

Question 3 
Explain the term World Wide Web. What do you understand by Internet Surfing? Explain.  

Answer 
The World Wide Web (WWW) is a component of the Internet that provides access to large 
amount of information located on many different servers.  The web also provides access to 
many of the services available on the Internet. 
The fundamental unit of the web is the web page.  The web page is a text document that 
contains links to other web pages, graphic and audio files, and other Internet services.  Web 
pages reside on servers.  Tens of thousands of web servers are currently connected to the 
Internet.  A user can directly access any web page on any of these servers and then follow the 
links to other pages.  This process creates a web of links around the world and thus the name 
World Wide Web. 
Web pages are created by using hypertext Markup Language (HTML).  Hypertext links are 
links to other web pages, files and Internet services.  To view a web page, the user must use a 
special client software package called a web browser. 
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Surfing: Many of the servers on the Internet provide information, specializing on a topic or 
subject.  When a user is looking for some information, it may be necessary for him to look for 
such information from more than one server.  WWW links the computers on the Internet, like a 
spider web, facilitating users to go from one computer to another directly.  When a user keeps 
hopping from one computer to another, it is called “surfing”. 
Question 4 
What is Internet? Discuss Intrinsic Benefits of Internet. 

Answer 
The Internet is a network of computers that offers access to information and people. It is an 
information service that offers e-mail, bulletin boards, and information -retrieval services that 
can access file directories and databases around the world. 
Internet Intrinsic Benefits 
(i) Information on business and services are placed in an assembled fashion in a common location. 
(ii) Access to required information is provided at reasonable costs (which are steadily 

declining, and with a significant reduction in duplication and distribution costs). 
(iii) A mechanism for immediate feedback from consumers or business partners is provided. 
(iv) The cost of information delivery to internal and external sources is reduced. 
(v) Employee access to significant amount of information is increased. 
(vi) An efficient means of updating and disseminating current information to customers and 

internal staff is provided. 
(vii) Customized information to consumers is delivered (for example, individual investment 

portfolios can be tracked). 
Question 5 
Explain various features offered by e-mail software.              
Answer 
Electronic mail (email) on the Internet provides quick, cost effective transfer of messages to 
other e-mail users worldwide. The email software comprises of many important and useful 
features. Some of them are as follows: 
(i) Composing messages: With the help of Internet Browser, it is possible to compose 

messages in an attractive way with the help of various fonts. It is also possible to spell-
check the message before finalizing it. 

(ii) Replying to mails received: It is possible to reply to any mail received by merely using 
the ‘ Reply’ facility available on the Internet Browser. This facility also allows one to send 
the same reply to all the recipients of the original message. This helps in saving lot of 
time in terms of remembering addresses and also in typing the subject matter. 
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(iii) Address book: This is an electronic form of address book wherein the following features can 
be saved: Name, full address, email address, organization and designation of person etc. 

 When one has to send the email, by merely typing the first name, it would be possible to 
recall the email address of the recipient. It is also possible to store addresses on the 
basis of categories. 

(iv) Printing of messages: It is possible to print messages received as well as messages 
sent. As a result, hard copy  of any message can also be kept. 

(v) Offline Editing / Composing/ Reading: One does not have to be connected to the 
Internet all the time to be able to read/ edit/ compose messages. Ideally, one should log 
on to the Internet, download all the messages on to one’s own hard disk and then get 
disconnected from the Internet. Once user is offline, he should read all the messages 
that have been received. Even composing messages can be done offline. This saves 
Internet time as well as helps in keeping the telephone line free. 

(vi) Forwarding of messages: It is possible to forward any messages received from one 
user  to another user without retyping the message. 

(vii) Transfer of data files: Data files can also be sent / received to / from the client. This 
helps in saving of considerable amount of time, energy and money. 

(viii) Greeting Cards: On the Internet, there are several sites which  offer free greeting cards 
for thousands of occasions. One has to visit that site, select the card and by typing the 
email address, card can be sent to different users. 

Question 6 
Write short notes on Intranet. (November 2007) 
Answer 
Intranet:  The Intranet is a type of information system that facilitates communication within the 
organization, among widely dispersed departments, diversions and regional locations.  
Intranets connect people together with Internet technology using the Web Browsers, Web 
Servers and Data warehouses in a single view.  With an Intranet, access to all information, 
applications and data can be made available through the same browser.  The objective is to 
organize each individual’s desktop with minimal cost, time and effort to be more productive, 
cost-efficient, timely and competitive. 
Some of the key benefits of using Intranet are: 

• Reduced administrative costs – printing, paper, software distribution, mailing, order 
processing, telephone. 

• Easier, faster access to information. 

• Easier, faster access to remote locations. 
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• Latest, up-to-date research base. 

• Easier access to customers and partners. 
• Collaborative, group working. 
Question 7 
Discuss working procedure of ecommerce in brief. 

Answer 
Working of E-Commerce: Following is a step by step online transaction processing in an e-
commerce environment: 

 
Fig : E-Commerce Transaction 

(i) Order Placed : Customer places order through secure connection on website, or 
merchant  manually keys in transaction.  

(ii) Authorization Request : Payment Gateway receives the transaction through the secure 
internet connection, encrypts it, and submits an authorization to the credit card issuing bank.  

(iii) Authorization Response : Credit card issuing bank either approves or declines the 
request  and sends a response back through the payment gateway to the website.  

(iv) Order Fulfilled : Once approved the merchant processes and ships the customer's 
order.  

(v) Settlement Request : The Payment Gateway sends a settlement request to the 
merchant  account provider each day that transactions are processed.  

(vi) Settlement Deposited : The merchant account provider deposits the amount for each 
settlement into the merchant's bank account. Usually takes 24 - 48 hours. 
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Question 8 
Describe any ten benefits offered by E-commerce applications. 

Answer 
Electronic Commerce presents many benefits to individual organizations, consumers, and 
society as a whole. They are:   
(i) Reduce costs to buyers from increased competition in procurement as more suppliers are 

able to compete in an electronically open marketplace. 
(ii) Reduce errors, time, and overhead costs in information processing by eliminating 

requirements for re-entering data. 
(iii) Reduce costs to suppliers by electronically accessing on-line databases of bid 

opportunities, on-line abilities to submit bids, and on-line review of rewards. 
(iv) Reduce time to complete business transactions, particularly from delivery to payment. 
(v) Creation of new markets through the ability to reach potential customers easily and cheaply.  
(vi) Easier entry into new markets, especially geographically remote markets, for companies 

of all sizes and locations. 
(vii) Better quality of goods as specifications are standardized and competition is increased, 

and improved variety of goods through expanded markets and the ability to produce 
customized goods. 

(viii) Faster access time to market as business processes are linked, enabling seamless 
processing and eliminating time delays. 

(ix) Optimization of resource selection as businesses form cooperative teams to increase the 
chances of economic success, and to provide the customer products and capabilities 
more exactly meeting his or her requirements. 

(x) Reduced inventories and reduction of risk of obsolete inventories as the demand for 
goods and services is electronically linked through just-in-time inventory and integrated 
manufacturing.  

Question 9 
Discuss the role of Internet in the development of E-commerce. 

Answer 
Electronic commerce is the process of doing business electronically. It involves the 
automation of a variety of business- to -business and business –to- customer transactions 
through reliable and secure connections. 
It is a composite of technologies, processes and business strategy that foster the instant 
exchange of information within and between organizations.  It strengthens relationship with 
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buyers, makes it easier to attract new customers, improves customer responsiveness and 
opens new markets on global scale. 
Today, the Internet provides an inexpensive and information- rich, shared, multimedia network 
technologies interconnecting more than 100 million users and 50 million servers in more than 
150 countries. When compared to the enormous cost of a private network and the associated 
limits in terms of access to consumers, electronic commerce on the Internet seems to be very 
attractive. There are at least six reasons for the Internet’s dramatic impact on the scope of E-
commerce. They are: 
(i) Universality:  Any business using the Internet can interact with any other business using 

the Internet. 
(ii) Reach: The Internet is everywhere: large cities and small towns throughout the modern 

and developing world. 
(iii) Performance: The Internet provides its users with a high-function window to the world, in 

addition to handling everyday networking tasks such as electronic mail; and visual 
images, audio clips and other large electronic objects. 

(iv) Reliability: Internet technology is highly robust and reliable as the design concepts for it 
came out of the U.S. Department of Defence. 

(v) Cost: Internet costs are lower as compared to the alternative networking technologies. 
(vi) Momentum: Tens of millions of individuals are already connected to the Internet and 

business use is increasing at a dramatic rate. 
Question 10 
What are different factors that determine good CRM program?  Describe in brief. 

Answer  
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) includes the methodologies, technology and 
capabilities that help an enterprise manage customer relationships. The general purpose of 
CRM is to enable organizations to manage their customers in a better way through the 
introduction of reliable systems, processes and procedures.  Customer Relationship 
Management is a corporate level strategy which focuses on creating and maintaining lasting 
relationships with its customers.  
To be effective, the CRM process needs to be integrated end-to-end across marketing, sales, 
and customer service. A good CRM program needs to: 
(i) Identify customer success factors  
(ii) Create a customer-based culture  
(iii) Adopt customer-based measures  
(iv) Develop an end-to-end process to serve customers  
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(v) Recommend what questions to ask to help a customer solve a problem  
(vi) Recommend what to tell a customer with a complaint about a purchase  
(vii) Track all aspects of selling to customers and prospects as well as customer support. 
Question 11 
Discuss the various purpose of CRM. 

Answer 
Purposes of Customer Relationship Management – A good CRM program allows a 
business to acquire customers, service to the customer, increase the value of the customer to 
the company, retain good customers, and determine which customers can be retained or given 
a higher level of service. A good CRM program can improve customer service by facilitating 
communication in several ways – 
(i) Provide product information, product use information, and technical assistance on web 

sites that are accessible round the clock.  
(ii) Identify how each individual customer defines quality, and then design a service strategy 

for each customer based on these individual requirements and expectations.  
(iii) Provide a fast mechanism for managing and scheduling follow-up sale calls to assess 

post-purchase cognitive dissonance, repurchase probabilities, repurchase times, and 
repurchase frequencies.  

(iv) Provide a mechanism to track all points of contact between a customer and the company, 
and do it in an integrated way so that all sources and types of contact are included, and 
all users of the system can see the same view of the customer. It reduces confusion 
against customers. 

(v) Help to identify potential problems quickly, before they occur.  
(vi) Provide a user-friendly mechanism for registering customer complaints (complaints that 

are not registered with the company cannot be resolved, and are a major source of 
customer dissatisfaction)  

(vii) Provide a fast mechanism for handling problems and complaints.  
(viii) Provide a fast mechanism for correcting service deficiencies.  
(ix) Use Internet cookies to track customer interests and personalize product offerings 

accordingly.  
(x) Use the Internet to engage in collaborative customization or real-time customization.  
(xi) Provide a fast mechanism for managing and scheduling maintenance, repair, and on-

going support.  
(xii) The CRM can be integrated into other cross-functional systems and thereby provide 

accounting and production information to customers when they require it.  
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Question 12 
What is Supply Chain Management?  Discuss the potential problems which can be addressed 
through supply chain management. (November 2007) 
Answer  
Supply Chain Management (SCM):  Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the process of 
planning, implementing and controlling the operations of the supply chain with the purpose to 
satisfy customer requirements as efficiently as possible.  It spans all movement and storage of 
raw materials, work-in-process inventory, and finished goods from point-of-origin to point-of-
consumption. 
A SCM must address the following problems: 
(i) Distribution Network Configuration:  Number and location of suppliers, production 

facilities, distribution centres, warehouse and customers. 
(ii) Distribution Strategy: Centralised versus decentralized, direct shipment, cross docking, 

pull or push strategies, third party logistics.  
(iii) Information: Integrate systems and processes through the supply chain to share 

valuable information including demand signals, forecasts, inventory and transportation. 
(iv) Inventory Management: Quantity and location of inventory including raw materials, 

work-in-process and finished goods. 
Question 13 
Write short notes on Bullwhip effect in Supply Chain Management. (May 2008) 
Answer  
Bullwhip Effect in Supply Chain Management: The Bullwhip Effect or Whiplash Effect is an 
observed phenomenon in forecast driven distribution channels.  Because customer demand is 
rarely perfectly stable, business must forecast demand in order to properly position inventory 
and other resources. Because of forecast errors, companies often carry an inventory buffer 
called safety stock. Moving up the supply chain from end consumer to raw materials supplier, 
each supply chain participant has greater observed variations in demand and thus greater 
need for safety stock. In periods of rising demand, down stream participants will increase their 
orders.  In periods of falling demand, orders will fall in order to reduce inventory. The effect is 
that variations are amplified the farther you get from the end-consumer. Supply chain experts 
call it as Bullwhip effect. The following factors contribute to the Bullwhip Effect: 
(i) Forecast Errors 
(ii) Lead Time Variability  
(iii) Batch Ordering  
(iv) Price Fluctuations 
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(v) Product Promotions  
(vi) Inflated Orders 
(vii) Methods intended to reduce uncertainty, variability and lead time 
(viii) Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) 
(ix) Just In Time replenishment (JIT) 
(x) Strategic Partnership (SP) 
Question 14 
Explain Electronic Data Interchange and its advantages. (May 2007, November 2008 & 2009) 
Answer 
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) : EDI is the transmission, in a standard syntax, of 
unambiguous information of business or strategic significance between computers of 
independent organizations. Or simply, EDI is computer-to-computer communication using a 
standard data format to exchange business information electronically between independent 
organizations. 
Advantages of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) are as stated below : 
(i) Issue and receive orders faster - Since most purchasing transactions are routine, they 

can be handled automatically, utilizing the staff for more demanding and less routine 
tasks. 

(ii) Make sales more easily - Quotes, estimates, order entry and invoicing will proceed 
more smoothly and efficiently. Orders received electronically ensure that information is 
available immediately, so that an organization can respond faster and be more 
competitive. 

(iii) Get paid sooner - Invoices received electronically can be reconciled automatically, 
which means they are earmarked for fast payment. In turn, the purchase department is in 
a position to negotiate for better terms including faster payments. 

(iv) Minimize capital tied up in inventory - For manufacturing organization with a just-in-
time strategy, the right balance is crucial, but every organization stands to benefit from 
reducing order lead times. 

(v) Reduce letters and memos - Letters and memos do not follow rigid rules for formatting. 
They can be handled by an electronic mail system. 

(vi) Decrease enquiries - Customers or suppliers can make direct on-line enquiries on product 
availability, or other non-sensitive information instead of consuming the staff’s precious time. 

(vii) Make bulk updates of catalogues and parts listings - One can provide updates of data 
files, such as catalogues to customers or part listings to franchisees. 
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Question 15 
Explain, how an Electronic Data Interchange works?  (November 2010) 
Answer 
Electronic Data Interchange: EDI is computer-to-computer communication using a standard 
data format to exchange business information electronically between independent 
organizations. 
To make EDI works, the following steps are required:  
(i) Select communication software; 
(ii) Select standards for each document that are to be exchanged with trading partner; 
(iii) Import an application file that defines the fields and records in the application; 
(iv) Define a map that shows how the fields in the application correspond to the elements in the 

standards; 
(v) Define partner profile that tells the system how transactions will be addressed, what they will 

contain and how to respond to error; and 
(vi) Finally, test the system with sample documents. 
Question 16 
What do you understand by the term EFT? Describe, in brief, the different EFT systems in 
operations. (June 2009) 
Answer 
EFT stands for "Electronic Funds Transfer" that represents the way the business can receive 
direct deposit of all payments from the financial institution to the company bank account. This 
payment mechanism moves money between accounts in a fast, paperless way. The different 
EFT systems in operation are as follows: 
(i) Automated Teller Machines (ATMs): This allow the consumer to do their banking 

without assistance of a human teller. These machines are used with a debit or EFT card 
and a code, which is often called a Personal Identification Number or “PIN.”  

(ii) Point-of-Sale (POS) Transactions: Some debit or EFT cards allow transfer of funds 
electronically from the consumer’s account to the merchant’s account while shopping. 

(iii) Telephone Transfers: Consumer can transfer funds from one account to another 
account by telephonic instructions. 

(iv) Preauthorized Transfers: The account holder authorizes the bank or a third party to 
withdraw or deposit the funds from or into his account. 

Question 17 
What are the different types of electronic payments? 
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Answer 
Types of Electronic Payments: The methods that have been developed for making 
payments on the Internet are essentially electronic versions of the traditional payment systems 
that we use everyday like - cash, checks, and credit cards. Many of the payment systems that 
are currently implemented now use personal computers, PDAs or laptops.  
(i) Credit Cards: In a credit card transaction, the consumer presents preliminary proof of his 

ability to pay by presenting his credit card number to the merchant. The merchant can 
verify this with the bank, and create a purchase slip for the consumer to endorse. The 
merchant then uses this  purchase slip to collect funds form the bank, and, on the next 
billing cycle, the consumer receives a statement form the bank with a record of the 
transaction. 

 To provide for secure transactions and authentication of both buyer and seller, these systems 
provide level of security for transactions, and the software on both the customer and business 
sides of the transaction. Credit cards can be handled on line in two different ways:  
(a) Sending unencrypted credit card numbers over the Internet. 
(b) Encrypting credit card details before any transactions are transmitted.  

(ii) Transaction using Third Party Verification: The market for handling credit card  
purchases on the Internet has to converge on a single way of doing things, or a single 
standard that allows the software from different vendors to work together. This lack of 
interoperability slows down both consumer and business acceptance of using credit 
cards for making purchases on the Internet.  

(iii) Secured Electronic Transaction (SET): Secured Electronic Transaction protocol (SET) 
developed by a consortium led by MasterCard and Visa is actually a combination of a 
protocol designed for use by other applications and a standard for handling credit card 
transactions over the Internet. SET uses digital certificates to ensure the identities of all 
parties involved in a purchase while designing for cardholders, merchants, banks, and 
other card processors. SET also encrypts credit card and purchase information before 
transmission on the Internet. 

(iv) Joint Electronic Transaction: Joint Electronic Payments Initiative is an attempt to 
standardize payment negotiations. On the buyer’s side, it serves as an interface that 
enables a Web browser, and wallets, to use a variety of payment protocols. On the 
merchant’s side,it acts between the network and transport layers to pass off the incoming 
transactions to the proper transport.  

(v) Electronic Cheques: Credit card payments will undoubtedly be popular for commerce on 
the Internet. However, the following two systems namely FSTC and Cyber cash have 
been developed to let consumers use electronic cheques to pay Web merchants directly.  

(vi) Smart Cards: Smart cards have an embedded microchip instead of magnetic strip. The 
chip contains all the information a magnetic strip contains but offers the possibility of 
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manipulating the data and executing applications on the card. Three types of smart cards 
are: Contact Cards, Contactless Cards and Combi Cards. 

(vii) Electronic Purses: Electronic purse is another way to make payments over the net 
which  is very similar to a pre paid card and can be used as a ATM card as well as a 
credit card.  While making purchases, customers pass their cards through a vendor's 
point of sale terminal and validation is done through a Personal Identification Number 
(PIN Number). No credit check or signature is needed.  

Question 18 
Explain general management concerns in E-commerce.             

Answer 
General Management Concerns in E-Commerce are as follows: 
(i) Loss of Paper audit trail: Since no paper work is involved in doing the business 

transactions electronically, hence keeping the track of business activities will be difficult. 
(ii) Business Continuity: In E-Commerce, all the transactions are done with the help of 

computers, hence if computer system fails then entire business organization will be 
paralyzed. 

(iii) Exposure of data to third parties: Due to sharing of data among organizations, there is 
possibility of exposure of secret information to other parties. 

(iv) Record retention: Electronic information is required to be kept safely as a statutory 
requirement, therefore organizations will have to take appropriate measures for the 
safety of data. 

(v) Segregation of duties: There are more chances of fraud in an electronic environment.  
Hence, duties of various persons working in electronic environment must be properly 
defined, in order to fix their responsibilities at later stages. 

(vi) Legal Liability: The inability to complete transactions or meet deadlines, or the risk of 
inadvertently exposing information of trading partners poses legal risks. 

Question 19 
What are different tools available to protect the system against intrusion?  Describe in brief. 

Answer  
The following tools are available to protect information and systems against intrusion or misuse:  
(i) Firewall: It is a system that control the flow of traffic between the Internet and the firm’s 

internal LANs and systems.  They are usually packaged as turnkey hardware/software 
packages, and are set up to enforce the specific security policies that are desired.  A 
firewall is a proven, effective means of protecting the firm’s internal resources from 
unwanted intrusion.  
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(ii) Encryption allows information to transit the Internet while being protected from 
interception by eavesdroppers.  There are two basic approaches to encryption: 

• Hardware encryption devices : They are available at a reasonable cost, and can 
support high- speed traffic.   

• Software encryption : It is typically employed in conjunction with specific 
applications. Certain electronic mail packages, for example, provide encryption and 
decryption for message security.  

(iii) Message Authentication : It makes sure that a message is really from whom it purports 
to be and that it has not been tampered with.   

(iv) Site Blocking is a software-based approach that prohibits access to certain web sites 
that are deemed inappropriate by management.  For example, sites that contain explicit 
objectionable material can be blocked to prevent employee’s from accessing these sites 
from company Internet servers.   

Question 20 
Write short notes on Bluetooth. (May 2007 & 2010) 
Answer  
Bluetooth: Bluetooth is a specification that describes how mobile phones, computers and 
personal digital assistants (PDA) can be easily interconnected using a short range wireless 
connections.  Using this technology, users of cell phone and PDA can get quickly 
synchronized with information in desktop or notebook, initiate the sending or receiving of a 
fax, initiate a print out or in general, have a total coordination between these devices. 
Bluetooth requires that a low cost transceiver chip be included in each device. The transceiver 
transmits and receives in a frequency band of 2.45 GHz that is available globally.  In addition 
to data, upto three voice channels are available. Each device has a unique 48 bit address from 
the IEEE 802 standard.  Connection can be point-to-point or multipoint.  The maximum range 
is 10 meters.  Data can be exchanged at a rate of 1Mbps.  Built-in encryption and verification 
module is provided.  A frequency hop scheme allows devices to communicate even in areas 
with great deal of electromagnetic interference.  

EXERCISE 

1  Discuss Business use of Internet in brief. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.1.5 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

2  What is e-mail? Discuss the various advantages of e-mail. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

3  Write a short notes on Web Casting or Push Technology. 
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 Answer Refer to 'Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

4  What is Extranet. Discuss the use of extranet. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 4.4 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

5  Discuss B2B and B2C e-commerce in brief. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 4.7 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

6  What is CRM? Discuss the architecture of CRM in brief? 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.8 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

7  What is Supply Chain Management (SCM)?  Discuss the broad areas where the SCM can be implemented. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 4.9 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

8  Discuss the problem areas of paper based information systems. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 4.10 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

9  Briefly explain the working of EDI. 

 Answer Refer to 'Section 4.10.3 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

10  Explain the processing of Credit Card during an online transaction with the help of a diagram. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.12 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material 

11  Discuss the various risks and security consideration with respect to Internet and E-commerce. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.13 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

12  Discuss new challenges and legal issues in implementation of e-commerce. 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.13.1 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

13  What is M-commerce? Discuss the business area affected by M-commerce technology.  

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.14 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

14  Discuss the use of Wi-Fi technology and why Wi-Fi certification is required? 

 Answer Refer to ' Section 4.16 of Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 

15  Differentiate between the following: 

(a)  Data Retrieval and Data Publishing  

(b)  Push Technology and Pull Technology 

(c)  Intranet and Extranet 

(d)  Business-to-Business E-commerce and Business-to-Consumer E-commerce 

 Answer Refer to ‘Chapter 4 i.e. Internet and Other Technologies ' of Study Material. 



 

 

5 
INTRODUCTION TO FLOWCHARTING 

1. Process of Programming: Set of instructions used in processing of data performed by 
the computer is called program. The various phases of Computer Programming are- 
1.1 Program analysis: Determines the Input, Output and Processing of data. 
1.2 Program designing: Determines the function to be performed using flow chart and file layout. 
1.3 Program coding: Conversion of logic of the program outlined in the flowchart which 
describes program statement or instruction by using rules concerning format and syntax. 
1.4 Program debugging:  A process of finding errors in program and ratifying them using 
diagnostic routine. 
1.5 Program documentation: Includes Program specification, Program descriptions, Test 
data, Operational manual and finally, Maintenance documentation. 
1.6 Program maintenance: Modification, Re-writing and restructuring of program, based on 
requirements of business data processing application subjected to the continued changes in 
near future. 
2. Program Analysis 
2.1 Algorithm: An effective method for solving a problem expressed as a finite sequence of 
instructions. 
3. Flow Chart: A diagram that shows sequence of steps to solve a particular problem. It is a 
logical flow of step which shows sequence of operations of a program by using symbols and 
interconnecting lines.   
3.1 Four types of Flowchart: System outlines chart, System flowchart, Run flow chart, 
Program flowchart. 
3.2 Benefits of Flowchart: Quicker grasp of relationships, Effective analysis, 
Communication, Documentation, Efficient coding, Orderly check out of problem, Efficient 
program maintenance. 
3.3 Limitations of Flowcharts: Complex logic, Modification, Reproduction, Link  between 
conditions and actions, Standardization, Loss of technical details, Lack of transformation 
between one level of design to another level of design. 
4. Program Flowchart: Concerned with logical/arithmetic operations on data within CPU 
and the flow of data between the CPU and Input/output peripherals.  
4.1 Arithmetical and logical operation: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, 
Transfer, Comparison, Printing and Feed.  
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Question 1 
A University has 3,000 students.  These students are divided in four categories: 
(i) B. Tech  (ii) M. Tech 
(iii) M.S.   (iv) Ph.D. 
Draw a flow chart for finding the percentage of the students in each category. (May 2007) 
Answer  
Abbrevations: 
ST = Student, PS1 to PS4 = Percentage ,  S1 to S4 = No. of Student, 
T = True, F = False 

STOP

PRINT 
PS1, PS2, PS3, PS4

START

READ ST

T

T

T

T

F

F

F

F

IF
ST="B.Tech"

IF
ST="M.Tech"

IF
ST="M.S."

IF 
I < 3000

PS1=S1/3000

PS2=S2/3000

PS3=S3/3000

PS4=S4/3000

CLEAR ALL 
WORKING 

LOCATIONS

I = 1

S1=S1+1

S2=S2+1

S3=S3+1

S4=S4+1I = I+1
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Question 2 
An electric supply company charges the following rates from its consumers: 

No. of unit consumed Charges/unit 
(Rs.) 

For the first 200 units 2.50 
For the next 300 units 3.50 
Over 500 units 5.00 

Computer database of the company has the following information: 
♦ Consumer Name 
♦ Address 
♦ Unit consumed 
♦ Bill date 
♦ Payment date 
If the consumer pays his bill within 15 days from the bill date, 10% discount is given.  If he 
makes the payment after 15 days from the bill date, 5% surcharge is levied.  Draw a Flow Chart 
to calculate the net amount of the bill for each consumer and print it. (November 2007) 
Answer  

START

READ NAME, ADD, 
UNITS, DOB, DOP

A

A

AMT=UNITS*2.50

AMT=(UNITS-500)*5.00+
300*3.50+200*2.50

AMT=(UNITS-300)*3.50+
200*2.50

DISC=0.10
SUR=0

SUR=0.5
DISC=0

NAMT=AMT*(1-DISC+SUR)

PRINT NAME, ADD, NAMT

PDAYS=DPO-DOB

IF 
UNITS>500

IF 
UNITS>300

IF 
PDAYS 15<

IS
LAST RECORD

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES
STOP
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Question 3 
A bicycle shop in a city hires bicycles by the day at different rates for different models as given 
below: 

Model No. Hire rate per day (Rs.) 

Model No. 1 14.00 

Model No. 2 12.00 

Model No. 3 10.00 

In order to attract customers, the shopkeeper gives a discount on the number of days a bicycle 
is hired for.  The policy of discount is as given below: 

 

No. of days Discount rate (%) 

1−5 0.00 

6−10 8 

11 and over 15 

For every bicycle hired, a deposit of Rs. 30.00 must be paid. 

Develop a flow chart to print out the details for each customer such as name of the customer, 
bicycle model number, number of days a bicycle is hired for, hire charges, discount and total 
charges including deposits. (May 2008) 
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Answer  
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Question 4 
A Book Publisher offers discount to customers on the basis of customer type and number of 
copies ordered as shown below: 

Customer Type  Number of Copies Ordered % of Discount 

Book Seller More than 10 25 

 Less than or equal to 10 15 

Library More than 5  20 

 Less than or equal to 5  10 

Customer number, name, type, book number, number of copies ordered and unit price are 
given as input. Draw a flowchart to calculate the net amount of the bill for each customer and 
print it. The above is to be carried out for 50 customers. (November 2008) 
Answer  
Symbols Used Are:   
CNO   - Customer Number 
CNAME  - Customer Name 
CTYPE  - ‘BS’ Book Seller / ‘LIB’ Library 
NC   - Number of Copies 
BNO   - Book Number 
UP   - Unit Price 
DISC  - Discount 
AMT   - Total Amount 
NAMT  - Net Amount 
NOC   - Number of Customers 
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No

Yes

No

YesNo
YesNo 

Yes 

NOC = NOC + 1 

If NOC <= 50

Stop 

Start 

Clear all Working Locations

NOC = 1

If CTYPE= ‘BS’

If NC > 5 If NC > 10 

DISC = 0.1 DISC = 0.2 DISC = 0.15 DISC = 0.25 

AMT = NC * UP, NAMT = AMT – AMT*DISC

Read CNO, CNAME, CTYPE, BNO, NC, UP

Print CNO, CNAME, NAMT
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Question 5 
Frame the problem for which the given flowchart has been drawn. See the Abbreviations 
defined below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cust : Client, Prod : Product , Amt : Amount, Disc : Discount, TV : Television, FR : Fridge,  

MS : Music system, ST : Student (June 2009) 
 

No 

No 

Yes 

No No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

Start 

Input Cust, Amt, Prod 

Is Prod 

Is Prod 

Is Cust
 = 
S

Is Amt >
1.0 
Lac

PRINT Prod, Disc 

Disc = Amt * 0.15 

Is Cust 
= 
S

Disc = Amt * 0.12 

Disc = Amt * 0.15 

Disc = Amt * 0.10 

Disc = Amt * 0.18 

Disc = 0 

Disc = 0 

Stop 

Is Prod
TV? 
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Answer  
The flowchart drawn is for the following problem: 
A company engaged in selling electronic items to different class of clients has adapted the 
following discount policy: 
(i) A discount of 15% is offered on TV irrespective of category of client and the value of 

order. 
(ii) On purchase of fridge, a discount of 15% is allowed to others and 12% to students, 

irrespective of the value of the order. 
(iii) On Music system, others are offered a discount of 18% only if the value of order is more 

than Rs 1 Lac. Students are offered a discount of 10% irrespective of the value of order. 
Prepare a flowchart to print the product type and discount allowed to a customer.  
Note: It is a sample formation of the problem. Students can frame the problem in their own 
language based on the above three conditions. 
Question 6 
(a) Write the output sequence (at least first five numbers) for the given flowchart, if N = 0 is 

selected as the value for N as input.    
(b) If the statement “N = N * N” in the computation box of the flowchart is modified as “N = N 

* (N -1)”. Write the output sequence (at least first five numbers) for the flowchart with  
N = 0 as the input value for N. (November 2009) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No

Yes

Start

Input N

N >

Print N

N= N+1

N= N * N

Stop
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Answer  
(a) The output sequence will be : 
 0   1   4   25   676  
(b) The output sequence in this case will be:  
 0   0   0   0   0  
 Being in loop, the program will continue to write 0 endlessly. 
Question 7 
The Income-tax for the employees of an organization is calculated on the basis of their Gross 
Income and the Investments made by them, under Section 80CCC. The taxable income is 
calculated according to the following rules : 
Taxable Income = Gross Income – Investments provided investments are less than 1 lac.  
Otherwise 
Taxable Income = Gross Income – 1,00,000 
Following rules are applied to calculate the Income-tax, on the Taxable Income: 
Taxable Income   Income-tax 

(i) 0 – 1,60,000  Nil 

(ii) 1,60,001 – 3,00,000  10%, on the excess of 1,60,000 

(iii) 3,00,001 – 5,00,000  14,000 + 20% on the excess of 3,00,000 

(iv) 5,00,001 and above  54,000 + 30% on the excess of 5,00,000 

Also an educational cess of 3% of Income-tax is levied on all the employees, irrespective of 
the income. 
Employee number, Name, Gross Income, Investment amount is given as input. 
Draw a flow chart to calculate the Income-tax payable by each employee. (May 2010) 
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Answer 
The flow chart is given below. 
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Terms used: 
ENO = Employee Number ENAME = Employee Name 
GROSS = Gross Income  INV = Investment made 
TINC = Taxable Income  IT = Income Tax 
ECESS = Education Cess ITPAY = Total Income Tax payable 
CAWL = Clear All Working Locations 
Question 8 
What do you mean by the term flowchart? Draw a program flowchart to find the sum of first 50 
odd numbers. (November 2010) 
Answer 
Flowchart: A flowchart is a diagram that shows sequence of steps required to solve a 
particular problem.  It is a logical flow of steps which shows sequence of operations of a 
program by using symbols and inter-connectivity lines.  It is like a blueprint that shows the 
general plan and essential details of the proposed structure.  It allows the programmer to 
compare different approaches and alternatives on paper and often shows inter-relationships 
that are not immediately apparent.   
The required flowchart to find the sum of first 50 odd numbers is drawn below: 

 
Abbreviation:- 
CAWL - Clear All Working Locations 
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Question 9 
What is program debugging? Explain it briefly. (November 2010) 
Answer 
Program Debugging: It is a process of finding errors in program and rectifying them by using 
diagnostic routine before putting the program into use. There is a real necessity to debug a 
program, i.e. to cleanse it from errors.  Towards this purpose, the programmers device a set of 
test data transactions to test the various alternative branches in the program.  The results got 
from the computer are compared with one derived manually prior to computer processing.  If 
the results do not match for any reasons, the programmer then verifies the flowchart and 
coding sheet to hunt for the bugs.  This process is called program debugging.   
Question 10 
Draw a flow chart to compute and print Income-tax, Surcharge and Education cess on the 
income of a person, where income is to be read from terminal and tax is to be calculated as 
per the following rates:                
 Slab Rate 
 (Rs.)  
(i) 1 to 1,00,000 No tax 
(ii) 1,00,001 to 1,50,000 @ 10% of amount above 1,00,000 
(iii) 1,50,001 to 2,50,000 Rs. 5,000 + 20% of amount above 1,50,000 
(iv) 2,50,001 onwards Rs. 25,000 + 30% of amount above 2,50,000 
 Surcharge @ 10% on the amount of total tax, if the income of a person 

exceeds Rs. 10,00,000 
 Education cess 2% on the total tax 

Answer  
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Question 11 
A company ABC Ltd. is engaged in selling consumer goods to different categories of 
customers.  In order to increase its sales, different types of discounts are offered to 
customers.  The policy of discount is as given below: 
(i)  On cooking range, a discount of 12 percent is allowed to dealers and 9 percent to    

retailers irrespective of the value of the order. 
(ii)  A discount of 12 percent is allowed on washing machine irrespective of the category of 

customer and the value of the order. 
(iii)  On decorative products, dealers are allowed a discount of 20 percent provided that the 

value of the order is Rs. 10,000 and above.   Retailers are allowed a discount of 10 
percent irrespective of the value of the order. 

Draw a flow chart to calculate the discount for the above policy.            

Answer  
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Question 12 
The goods imported from the foreign countries are classified into four categories for the 
purpose of levying Custom duty.  The rate of Custom duty on value of goods ‘V’ for each 
category is given below: 

Category (K) Type of Goods Custom Duty (%) 
1. Electronic items 10 
2. Heavy machinery 15 
3. Footwear items 20 
4. All other unclassified items 25 

Draw a flow chart to compute appropriate custom duty including educational cess at the rate of 
3% of the value of custom duty.  

Answer  
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Question 13 
A bank accepts fixed deposit for a year or more and the policy on interest rate is as follows: 
(i) If a deposit is less than Rs.10,000 and for two or more years, the interest rate is 5% 

compounded annually. 
(ii) If a deposit is Rs.10,000 or more, but less than Rs.50,000 and for two or more years, the 

interest rate is 7% compounded annually. 
(iii) If the deposit is Rs.50,000 or more and is for one year or more the interest rate is 8% 

compounded annually. 
(iv) On all deposits for five years or more interest rate is 10% compounded annually. 
(v) On all other deposits not covered by the above conditions, the interest rate is 3%. 
(vi) If the customer is holder of any type of account for last five years, an additional 1% 

interest is allowed. 
Draw a flow chart to obtain the money in customer’s account and interest credited at the time 
of withdrawal.   

Answer  
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Question 14 
An insurance company follows the following rules: 
(i) If a person’s health is good and age is between 20 and 40 years and lives in a city and 

sex is male, then the premium is Rs.20 per thousand and he will be insured for maximum 
amount of Rs.10.0 lakhs. 

(ii) If a person satisfies all the above conditions, except that sex is female, then the premium 
is Rs.15 per thousand and maximum insured sum will be Rs.15.0 lakhs. 

(iii) If a person’s health is poor and age is between 20 and 40 years, but lives in a village. For a 
male sex, premium is Rs.50 per thousand and maximum insured sum is Rs.1.0 lakh only. 

(iv) In all other cases, the person is not to be insured. 
Draw a flow chart to find the eligibility of a person to be insured, premium rate and maximum 
amount of Insurance.       

Answer  
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Question 15 
A book publisher of Accounts and Computer books offers discount to customers on the basis 
of Customer type and Subject as detailed below: 

Customer type Subject Discount (%) 
Book seller  Accounts 10 
 Computer 20 
Library  Accounts 5 
 Computer 10 

If number of copies purchased is more than 10, then additional discount of 2% is allowed 
irrespective of the customer type and subject.   
It is also assumed that there are 25 customers and complete details of each customer like 
customer name, type, subject, number of copies and unit price is required to be entered 
through the console.  
Draw a program flow chart to calculate and print the net amount paid by each customer along 
with customer name. Also print the total discount allowed to all the customers. 

Answer  
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Abbreviations:- 
 CAWL - Clear All Working Locations  
 CT  - Customer Type 
 SUB - Subject 
 Q  - Quantity 
 DP  - Discount Payable 
 UP  - Unit Price 
 GA  - Gross Amount 
 NA  - Net Amount 
 DISC - Discount 
 TDISC - Total Discount 
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Question 16 
A labourer in a manufacturing company gets his wage as per following calculations: 
Basic pay = 10 × N if N ≤10 
   = 12 × N if N ≤15 
   = 15 × N if N >15 
He is also awarded a quality related bonus as per following norms: 
If QI ≤ 0.5; Bonus = 0.0 
If QI ≤ 0.75;  Bonus = 10% of basic pay 
If QI ≤ 0.9;  Bonus = 20% of basic pay 
If QI > 0.9;  Bonus = 30% of basic pay 
Where N = Number of items manufactured 
   QI = Quality index 
For the above conditions, draw a flow chart to calculate and print basic pay, bonus and total 
pay received by the labourer.       

Answer  
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Abbreviations: 
CAWL -   Clear All Working Locations 
N  -   Number of Items Manufactured 
QI  -   Quality Index 
BR  -   Bonus Rate 
BP  -   Basic Pay 
Tpay  -   Total Pay           
Question 17 
A water distribution company has two categories of consumers (Domestic and Commercial). 
The charges of water per unit consumed by these consumers are Rs. 5.00 and Rs. 8.00 
respectively.  The computer database of the company has the following information: 
- Consumer's name 
- Category 
- Units consumed 
- Bill's date 
- Date of payment. 
The company processes bills according to the following criterion: 
If the consumer is domestic and pays his bill within 10 days of the bill date, 7% discount is 
given.  If he pays the bill within 15 days, no discount is given.  If he makes the payment after 
15 days of the bill date, 10% surcharge is levied.  For commercial consumers, corresponding 
percentage be 15%, 0% and 15% respectively. 
Draw a Flow chart to calculate the bill amount, discount, surcharge and net amount of the bill 
for each type of consumer and print 
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Answer 

START

STOP

READ CNAME, CATG, UNITS, DOB, DOP

YES

YES

YES YES

YES YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO NO

NO NO

IS CATG='D'

AMT = UNITS*RATE

PDAYS = DOP - DOB

IS
CATG='D'

IF
PDAYS < 10

IF
PDAYS < 10

IF
PDAYS > 15

IF
PDAYS > 15

DISC=0.07
SUR = 0.00

DISC=0.15
SUR = 0.00

DISC=0.00
SUR = 0.00

DISC=0.00
SUR = 0.00

DISC=0.00
SUR = 0.10

DISC=0.00
SUR = 0.15

NAMT = AMT(1-DISC + SUR)

PRINT CNAME, CATG, AMT, DISC*AMT,
SUR*AMT, NAMT

IS
LAST RECOTRD

RATE = 5.00 RATE = 8.00

1

1
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EXERCISE 

1. Draw the program flowchart for finding the sum of first 100 even numbers starting from 0. 

2. Write a program flowchart to compute the mean and S.D. of Numbers denoted by J(X),  
X = 1, 2...N. 

3. Draw the program flowchart for summing up 1, 11, 111, 1111,...(10 terms). 

4. J(E), E = 1, 2..,.42 contains 42 quantities of 7 × 6 matrix. Draw the program flowchart for printing its 
transpose; assume that a number is at most of 5 digits. 

5. A + ve integer is called “perfect” if it equals the sum of its proper divisors. For example, the  numbers 6 and 
28 are perfect because, 

 6 = 1 + 2 + 3 

 28 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 14 

 Write a flowchart to decide whether a given + ve integer is perfect. 

6. Draw a flowchart for finding the 16th root of a number. 

7. Draw a flowchart for computing and printing the simple interest for 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 years at the rate 
of 3% per annum on an investment of Rs. 10,000. 

8. Draw the flowchart which will calculate the sum of the first N multiples of an integer K. 

9. Draw the flowchart for deriving the sum of the squares of first 50 odd numbers.  

10. The weights of newly born babies in a hospital are input to computer. The hospital in charge is interested to 
find the maximum, minimum and mean weights of all the weights of the babies. 

 Draw a suitable flow chart for his problem. A value of zero can be used at the end of the list of baby 
weights. This denotes the end of the list. 

11 Write flowchart program to input temperature in Fahrenheit and output the corresponding temperature in 
Centigrade. The formula for conversion is as follows. 

 C = 5/9*(F - 32) 

12 A farmer has field which is B meters wide and L meters long. The field yields C cubic meters of grain per 
hectare ( 1 Hectare = 10,000 square meters ). The farmer has a number of rectangular tins, L1 meters long, 
B1 meters wide and H1 meters high to store the grain.  

 The program should output, 

 (i)  number of completely filled tins, 

 (ii)  volume of grain in the partially filled tin. 

13. Names of eleven cricket players are held in J(X), X = 1, 3, 5.... 21 and their respective batting  

 average in J(X), X = 2,4...22. You are to arrange the eleven players in the descending order of their batting 
averages. 
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14. Out of an array of number J(N), N = 1, 2...100, 5 numbers are known to be zeros. You have to draw the 
program flowchart for squeezing the zeros out i.e., rearrange the 95 non-zeros number in location J(N), N = 
1, 2...95.Also, extend the flowchart for printing these 95 numbers in a 19 × 5 matrix: assume that a number 
is at most of six digits. 

15 Let us write a flowchart program to calculate the monthly telephone charges for a person. The charges 
consist of a fixed amount of Rs.250/- and a variable charge based on the number of calls. The variable 
charge is calculated as follows, 

 50 Paise each for the first 100 calls, 

 60 Paise each for the next 100 calls, and 

 75 Paise each for the remaining calls 

17. Write a flowchart program to calculate the pension payable to a person based on the following rules. 

Sex Age Pension 
Male >=65 and <70 Rs. 500 
Male >=70 Rs.600 
Female >=60 and < 65 Rs.450 
Female >=65 Rs.650 

 The program should read the sex (1 for male and 2 for female ) and age of a person and display the amount 
of his/her pension. If the person is not under pensionable age a suitable message should be displayed.  

18 Assume that the postal charges for a letter are calculated as follows. 

 50 paise for the first 10 gms, 

 30 paise for every additional 5 gms upto next 40 gms, 

 40 paise for every additional 5 gms thereafter. 

 Write a program which reads the weight of the letter and displays the charges. 

19 The post office issues postal orders for which the purchaser has to pay a fee. For example the fee for an 
order valued Rs.10/- might be Rs 0.50. The amount received when the receiver cashes the order depends 
on the time elapsed since the last day of the month of purchase: 

(a) If the elapsed time is less than or equal to 3 months then the full amount of the order is paid. 

(b) If more than 3 months have elapsed then an amount equal to the purchase fee is withheld for each 
three month period beyond three months (or part of a 3 month period) 

 For example if a Rs 7.50 postal order (fee payable Rs 0.50) were bought in July 1992 and cashed in May 
1993 then the post office would pay Rs 6.00. 

 Write a program which inputs 

(i) the month and year of purchase, 

(ii) the month and year when the order is chased, 
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(iii) the face value of the postal order, 

(iv) the fee paid, 

 and outputs the amount paid by the post office to the receiver. 

20 A baby sitter charges Rs 20 an hour between 18:00 and 21:30 and Rs 40 an hour between 21:30 and 
midnight. She will not sit before 18:00 or after midnight. Write a program which reads in the times at which 
she started and finished sitting and calculates how much she earned. The time will be input as pair of 
integers. The first integer will give hour and second integer will give minutes. The program should check for 
invalid starting and finishing times.  

21 Two hungry people decide to see who gets the last slice of cake by flipping a code, using the best of five 
flips, where the first player to win three flips wins the cake.  

 There will be between three and five inputs, each giving the result of one coin flip. An input of 1 means 
player 1 wins a flip, and a 2 means player 2 wins a flip. Design a program to determine who takes the cake.  

22 A bank accepts fixed deposits for one year or more and the policy it adopts on interest rate is as follows: 

(i) If the deposit is less than Rs 1,000 and for 2 or more years the interest rate is 5 percent annually. 

(ii) If the deposit is Rs 1,000 or more but less than Rs 5,000 and for 2 or more years the interest rate is 7 
percent annually. 

(iii) If the deposit is more than Rs 5,000 and is for 1 year or more the interest rate is 8 percent annually. 

(iv) On all deposits for 5 years or more the interest rate is 10% annually. 

(v) On all other deposits not covered by the above conditions the interest rate is 3 percent annually . 

 The interest is not compounded. 

 At the time of withdrawal a customer card is punched with the amount deposited and the number of years 
the money has been with the bank. Write a program to compute the amount payable to the customer. 

23 The n students of a class have appeared for a test. The maximum marks for the test is 100. Write a program 
to count the number of students who have obtained. A, B, C, D and F grades. 

 The grades are awarded according to the following rules. 

Marks  Grade 

>=80  A 

>=70  B 

>=60  C 

>=50  D 

<50  F 

24 Imported goods from foreign countries are classified into 4 categories for the purpose of levying customs 
duty. The rate for each category is as follows : 
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Class No. (K) Class of Goods Customs duty (%), on 

    Values of Goods V 

 1  Luxury items 30 

 2  Clothing, footware 20 

 3  Heavy machinery 15 

 4  Foods, beverages  10 

 Draw the flowchart for computing the appropriate customs duty levied on each category. 

25 Info System Ltd is having 10000 employees. The employee salaries are divided in four categories as under : 

(i) Less than Rs. 20,000  

(ii) Between Rs.20,001 to Rs. 30,000 

(iii) Between Rs. 30,001 to Rs. 50,000  

(iv) Above Rs. 50,001. 

 Draw a flow chart for finding the number of the employees in each category. 

26 University conducts the examination of minimum 2,00,000 of students every year. Each student record 
consists of the roll number of a student, his name and marks obtained by him in 5 papers. Records are read 
into the CPU one by one for finding for each student the number of papers, N in which he scored distinction 
by obtaining 75 out of 100 or more marks. Name is held by NAME, Roll number by ROLL NO and marks by 
J(X), X = 1, 2, 3 ...10. 

 Draw a flowchart to print the name, roll no and marks of each student. 

27 Draw a flow chart to calculate discounts allowed to customers on the following basis : 

Order Quantity Normal Discount 

1-999  5% 

1000-1999 10% 

2000-4999 15% 

5000 and above 20% 

 These discounts apply only if the customer’s account balance is below Rs. 500 and does not include any 
item older than three months. If the account is outside both these limits, the above discounts are reduced by 
2%. If only one condition is violated, the discounts are reduced by 1%.  

 If a customer has been trading with the company for over 10 years and conforms to both of the above credit 
checks, then he is allowed an additional 1% discount. 

28 Draw a flow chart to compute and print for 50 transactions (assuming all are correct). 

 The Gross Sales (GS) 
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 Discount Allowed (DA), and 

 Net Sales (NS). 

 The input document shall provide the Quantity Sold (QS) and the Unit Price (UP). The discount is allowed 
as under : 

 No. of units sold Discount admissible 

 Less than 100       Nil         

 100-200 2% 

 201-500 5% 

 501-1000 10% 

 More than 1000 20% 

 It should also be noted that 25 transactions must be printed on one page. Suitable column headings such as 
Gross Sales, Discount allowed and Net Sales must be printed on every page. 

29 A Nationalized Bank has the following policy to its depositors: 

 On deposits of Rs. 10,000 or above and for three years or above, the interest payable is 10%, on deposits 
for the same amount and for less than three years, the interest is 8% and on deposits below Rs. 10,000 the 
interest rate is 5% irrespective of the period. 

 Draw a flow chart to compute the interest for the above given information and print the same. 

30 Atlas India is engaged in selling of electrical appliances to different categories of customers. In order to 
promote its sales, various types of discounts are offered to various customers. The present policy is as 
follows: 

(i) On cooking range, a discount of 15% is allowed to wholesaler and 10% to retailers if the value of the 
order exceeds Rs. 20,000. The discount rates are 10% and 7%, if the value of the order is below Rs. 
20,000. 

(ii) A discount of 10% is allowed on washing machine irrespective of the class of customer and value of 
the order. 

(iii) On decorative items, wholesalers are allowed a discount of 20% provided the value of the order is Rs. 
20,000 and above. Retailers are allowed a discount of 10% irrespective of the value of the order. 

 Draw a program flowchart for the above procedure. 



 

 

6 
DECISION TABLE 

1. Decision Table: A precise yet compact way to model complicated logic which defines 
the possible contingencies that may be considered within the program and the appropriate 
course of action for each contingency. 
1.1 Four parts of Decision Table : Condition stub , Action stub, Condition entries, Action 
entries.            

Condition being tested 
 

Condition statements 
 

Condition entries  

Possible action to take 
 

Action statements 
 

Action entries  

1.2 Steps to create a Decision Table  
• List all causes in the decision table 
• Calculate the number of possible combinations 
• Fill Columns with all possible combinations 
• Reduce test combinations 
• Check covered combinations 
• Add effects to the table. 
1.3  Types of Decision Table 
1.3.1 Limited Entry Tables: The condition and action statements are complete. The condition and 
action entries merely define whether or not a condition exists or an action should be taken.   
Y : Condition exists 
N  : Condition does not exist 
-  : Condition/Action does not apply 
X : Execute the action statement 
1.3.2 Extended Entry Table: Condition and action statements are not complete, but are 
completed by the condition and action entries.  Condition and action entries not necessarily be 
defined as Y, W and X. 
1.3.3 Mixed Entry Table:  It combines both the limited and extended entry forms.  
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Question 1 
A bank uses the following rules to classify new accounts.  
If depositor's age is 21 or above and if the deposit is Rs 100 or more, classify the account type 
as A.  
If the depositor is under 21 and the deposit is Rs 100 or more, classify it as type B.  
If the depositor is 21 or over and deposit is below Rs 100 classify it as C. If the depositor is 
under 21 and deposit is below Rs 100 do-not open account. 
Identify Conditions: Age >= 21  : Cl 
    Deposits >= Rs 100  : C2 
Identify Actions :   Classify account as A, B or C do not open account 

Answer 

Decision Table 

CONDITIONS Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

C1 : Age >= 21 Y N Y N 

C2:  Deposit >=100 Y Y N N 

ACTIONS 

A1: Classify as A X - - - 
A2: Classify as B - X - - 
A3: Classify as C - - X - 
A4: Do not open Account   - - - X 

Question 2 
A shop owner allows credit facility to his customers if they satisfy any one of the following 
conditions : 
1. Holding the present job for more than 3 years and residing in the same place for more 

than 5 years. 
2. Monthly Salary exceeds Rs. 1500 and holding the present job for more than 3 years. 
3. Residing in the same place for more than 5 years and monthly salary exceeds  

Rs. 1500. 
The facility is rejected for all other customers. 
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Answer 

Decision Table 

 Allowing Credit Facility R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 
C1 Holding the present job for 

more than 3 years 
Y Y Y Y N N N N 

C2 Monthly salary exceeds   
Rs. 1500 

Y Y N N Y Y N N 

C3 Residing in the same place for 
more than 5 years 

Y N Y N Y N Y N 

A1 Allow credit facility X X X  X    
A2 Reject credit facility    X  X X X 

Question 3 
Draw a decision table to select the largest of three distinct numbers A,B,C. 

Answer 

Decision Table 

 Select Largest R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 
C1 A > B Y Y Y Y N N N N 
C2 A > C Y Y N N Y Y N N 
C3 B > C Y N Y N Y N Y N 
A1 A is largest X X       
A2 B is largest     X  X  
A3 C is largest    X    X 

Question 4 
Khanna and sons mainly deals with the sale of engineering books. The following order 
condition benefits to the customer if he/she order the books as per given below. 
If order is from book store and order is for 6 copies, then discount is 25%.If order is for less 
then 6 copies, no discount is allowed. 
If order is from libraries and order is for 50 copies or more, then discount is 15%. 
If order is for 20 to 49 copies, then discount is 10%. 
If order is for 6 to 19 copies, then discount is 5%. 
If order is for less then 6 copies, no discount is allowed. 
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Draw a decision table. 

Answer 
Decision Table 

 

Question 5 
For calculating the delivery charges, customers are divided into two categories, those whose 
sales region code is SRC100 or above and those with the code of less than SRC100. 
If the code is less than SRC100 and the invoice amount is less than Rs. 50,000, the delivery 
charge to be added to the invoice total is Rs. 500. But if the invoice value is for Rs. 50,000 or 
more, the delivery charge is Rs. 1000. 
If the code is equal to or greater than SRC100, the corresponding delivery charges are Rs. 
250 and Rs. 150 respectively. 
Required : 
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Prepare a decision table of the above procedure. 

Answer 
Decision Table 

 Rules 
  1. 2. 3. 4. 

 Conditions Condition entries 
Sales region code <= SRC100. Y Y N N 
Invoice amount < Rs.  50,000 Y N Y N 
Action Stub Action entry 
Delivery charges 
Add Rs. 1000 to invoice total               X 
Add Rs.  500 to invoice total                             X 
Add Rs. 250 to invoice total  X 
Add Rs. 150 to invoice total X 

Question 6 
An airline offers only flights in India and Asia. Under special conditions a discount is offered – 
a discount with respect to the normal airfare. Passengers older than 18 with destinations in 
India are offered a discount of 20%, if the departure is not on a Monday or Friday. If the 
passengers stay at least 6 days at the destination, an additional discount of 10% is offered. 
For destinations outside of India passengers are offered a discount of 25%, if the departure is 
not on a Monday or Friday. Passengers older than 2 but younger than 18 years are offered a 
discount of 40% for all destinations. Children under 2 travel for free. 
Prepare a decision table of the above case. 

Answer 
Decision Table 
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EXERCISE 

1 A life insurance company has the following criterion for deciding whether or not the insurance for a person 
is to be accepted. If a person’s health is good and the person is aged between 20 and 35 years, lives in a 
town or city, and is a male, then the premium charged is Rs.20 per thousand and the policy is written for an 
amount not exceeding Rs.10,00,000. If a person satisfies all the above conditions except that the person is 
a female, then the premium charged is Rs.25 per thousand and the policy is written for not more than 
Rs.6,00,000. If the person’s health is poor and the person is aged between 20 and 35 years, lives in a 
village and is a male, then the premium charged is Rs.40 per thousand and the policy is written for not more 
than Rs.2,00,000.If the person is a female, the premium rate charged and the maximum limit for writing a 
policy are the same. In all other cases, the person is refused insurance. 

 Prepare a decision table for the above problem. 

2 An organization maintains an employee file in which each record has the following data: 

 (Emp. No., Emp name, Emp gross pay) 

 The pay revision of the employee has been done as per the rule define by the HR dept. of the organization. 

1. Pay of Rs. 10000 or less increase 10%. 

2. Pay more than of Rs. 10000 and less than Rs. 20000 increase 15%. 

3. Pay more than of Rs. 20000 increase 5%. 

 Prepare a decision table for the above procedure. 

3 It the applicant is a BE then recruit otherwise not. If the person is from Computer Science, put him/her in the 
software development department and if the person is from non-computer science background put him/her 
in HR department. If the Person is from Computer Science and having experience equal to or greater than 
three years, take him/her as Team leader and if the experience is less than that then take the person as 
Team member. If the person recruited is from non Computer Science background, having experience less 
than three years, make him/her Management Trainee otherwise Manager. 

4 XYZ co. ltd implemented the following rules to process the customer order as given below: 

(i) If the customer order <= existing stock and his credit is OK, than process customer order. 

(ii) If the customer credit is not OK, cancel the order. 

(iii) If the customer credit is OK but items in stock are less than the customer order, process the customer 
order with existing stock available and keep the provision for reordering of customer stock. 

 Prepare a decision table for the above procedure. 

5 A university has the following rules for a student to qualify for a degree with Computers as main subject 
and Mathematics as the subsidiary subject: 

(i) He/She should get 50% marks in computers and 40% marks in mathematics. 

(ii) If student gets < 50% marks in computers, he/she should get 50% or more marks in mathematics. 
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(iii) If he/she gets < 40% marks in mathematics and 60% or more marks in computers, he/she is allowed 
to reappear in mathematics examination only so that he/she can qualify 

 Prepare a decision table for the above procedure. 

6 A wholesaler has three commodities to sell and has three types of customers. The discount is given as per 
following rules: 

(i)  For Govt. orders, 15% discount is given irrespective of the value of the order. 

(ii)  For orders of more than Rs.20,000, an agent gets a discount of 20% and the retailer 15% 
respectively. 

(iii)  For orders of value between Rs.10,000 and Rs.20,000, agent gets discount of 15% and the retailer 
gets 10%. 

(iv)  For order of value less than Rs.10,000, the agent and retailer get discount of 10% and 5% 
respectively. 

 The above rules do not apply to furniture items. However, in case of furniture items, a flat rate of 10% 
discount is admissible to all type of customers. 

 Prepare a mixed entry decision table. 
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